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ABSTRACT

The search for life on Mars is a major NASA priority. A Mars Sample Return (MSR) mission, Mars 2020, will be NASA's next step towards this goal, carrying an instrument suite that can identify samples containing potential biosignatures. Those samples will be later returned to Earth for detailed analysis. This dissertation is intended to inform strategies for fossil biosignature detection in Mars analog samples targeted for their high biosignature preservation potential (BPP) using in situ rover-based instruments. In chapter 2, I assessed the diagenesis and BPP of one relevant analog habitable Martian environment: a playa evaporite sequence within the Verde Formation, Arizona. Coupling outcrop-scale observations with laboratory analyses, results revealed four diagenetic pathways, each with distinct impacts on BPP. When MSR occurs, the sample mass returned will be restricted, highlighting the importance of developing instruments that can select the most promising samples for MSR. Raman spectroscopy is one favored technique for this purpose. Three Raman instruments will be sent onboard two upcoming Mars rover missions for the first time. In chapters 3-4, I investigated the challenges of Raman to identify samples for MSR. I examined two Raman systems, each optimized in a different way to mitigate a major problem commonly suffered by Raman instruments: background fluorescence. In Chapter 3, I focused on visible laser excitation wavelength (532 nm) gated (or time-resolved Raman, TRR) spectroscopy. Results showed occasional improvement over conventional Raman for mitigating fluorescence in samples. It was hypothesized that results were wavelength-dependent and that greater fluorescence reduction was possible with UV laser excitation. In Chapter 4, I tested this hypothesis with a time-resolved UV (266 nm) gated Raman and UV fluorescence spectroscopy
capability. I acquired Raman and fluorescence data sets on samples and showed that the UV system enabled identifications of minerals and biosignatures in samples with high confidence. The results obtained in this dissertation may inform approaches for MSR by: (1) refining models for biosignature preservation in habitable Mars environments; (2) improving sample selection and caching strategies, which may increase the success of Earth-based biogenicity studies; and (3) informing the development of Raman instruments for upcoming rover-based missions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The search for life on Mars has been identified as a top priority by NASA’s most recent Planetary Science Decadal Survey and other similar documents from the Mars Exploration Program (including those from the Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group, or MEPAG). A Mars Sample Return (MSR) mission will be the first step towards fulfilling this goal, carrying a rover with an \textit{in situ} instrument payload to identify and cache the highest priority samples for later Earth return.

The purpose of MSR will be to maximize the chances of finding potential biosignatures in samples. Biosignatures are characteristic features (i.e., elements, molecules, morphologies, mineral assemblages) that can be used as evidence of past or present life, and are distinct from an abiogenic origin. Detailed Earth-based analyses are more likely to confirm or reject the biogenicity of potential biosignatures found on Mars.

The most widespread and abundant biosignature on Earth is kerogen, a degraded, macromolecular form of fossilized organic matter. (Of the organic matter that is buried, ~80\% is found as kerogen.) Kerogen is commonly captured and preserved in aqueous sedimentary rocks, such as shales, clays, evaporites (e.g. sulfates), and two common host rocks for Precambrian fossils on Earth: carbonates and chert. These lithotypes have been repeatedly confirmed on Mars over the last decade, both from orbit and by \textit{in situ} rover analyses. These lithotypes are considered high-priority targets in the search for a Martian fossil record and provide the primary focus for this dissertation.
To maximize the chances that rover-based biosignature searches will succeed on Mars, sample- and instrument-dependent strategies should be developed ahead of time, using realistic Mars analog samples which have high biosignature preservation potential, or BPP. Finding the highest BPP samples on Mars is a major priority of the Mars Exploration Program, yet the concept of BPP is not well constrained, or even well understood, in terrestrial sedimentary systems, especially across the different subfacies that comprise a single, complex depositional environment. Chapter 2 explores an example of how to approach constraining BPP across different subfacies in one relevant Mars analog environment - a Miocene-Pliocene evaporite playa lake.

Analog studies using samples representing what is or was present on Mars are intended to inform sample targeting and biosignature detection strategies in preparation for rover-based in situ analyses on Mars. However, often times, these studies assume simple mineral and organic “analogs” that are pure, synthetic, and not representative of complex, natural biosignatures preserved within (and interacting with) their mineral host matrices. As exemplified by the biosignatures found in the terrestrial rock record, any organics found in the Martian rock record will most likely contain organic compounds as complex mixtures with minerals. Such sample complexities are typically not captured in the pure samples and mixtures used in many analog studies (e.g., in synthetic quartz sand mixed with controlled amounts of aromatic organics isolated in solution, or in purified, extracted kerogen). Although valuable information can be obtained from simple synthetic samples, understanding the performance of rover-based payload instruments should be based on studies of realistic Mars analog samples that are likely to be targeted for successful rover-based missions.
When MSR occurs, the sample mass returned will likely be restricted to a limited mass of <500 grams. Thus, there is great need for *in situ* instruments that can accurately select the most promising samples for cache and later return to Earth.

Raman spectroscopy is one favored technique for identifying aqueous samples with high BPP. The technique has a successful history for performing useful *in situ* analyses of both organic and inorganic compounds in geological samples on Earth. Raman is a vibrational spectroscopy technique in which an incoming laser signal is inelastically scattered off of a sample surface, exchanging energy with the sample. The difference between the outgoing and incoming laser energy (and by extension, frequency) is termed Raman shift (which is the x-axis of a Raman spectrum). This allows for non-destructive identification of mineral and organic structures, as well as their mixtures, with high sensitivity, speed, and efficiency. Because different molecules have varied structures and bond strengths, a Raman spectrum can provide a fingerprint of a molecule as sharp, discrete, narrow peaks, each indicating unique molecular bonds and functional groups. Another benefit of Raman is that signals may be collected from meter-scale distances.

The next two Mars rover missions are planned to launch within the next 5 years. This includes NASA’s Mars 2020 rover and European Space Agency’s ExoMars rovers, together planned to carry a total of three laser Raman spectrometers in their payload instrument suites. The Mars 2020 rover payload is planned to include two Raman spectroscopy instruments: (1) The Scanning Habitable Environments with Raman & Luminescence for Organics & Chemicals instrument (SHERLOC), an arm-mounted, resonance Raman and fluorescence spectrometer, with a CW deep UV 248.6 nm laser source; and (2) the SuperCam, an integrated suite of four instruments, that includes a
spectrometer with gated excitation at 532 nm for Raman and fluorescence measurements. ExoMars, scheduled for launch in 2018, is planned to include a 532 nm CW Raman Laser Spectrometer (RLS). A major goal of all three Raman payload instruments will be to identify samples that contain potential organic biosignatures, whether for in situ analyses (i.e., all three instruments) and/or caching and earth return (i.e., Mars 2020).

This dissertation is motivated by recommendations to inform biosignature studies on Mars using realistic analog samples, and to improve in situ Raman spectroscopy techniques targeted for astrobiology investigations. Two themes are woven together throughout this dissertation: (1) understanding sample-dependent challenges in complex natural mixtures as Mars analog samples and (2) understanding instrument-dependent considerations for improving rover-based Raman instruments. Both themes are equally emphasized to highlight their co-dependence in the planning stages of successful Mars rover mission development.

These themes are addressed in Chapter 2, “Biosignature Preservation Potential in Playa Evaporites: Impacts of Diagenesis and Implications for Mars Exploration,” where one particularly challenging, relevant, and little-studied Mars analog environment is studied. This study examines an ancient evaporative dry lakebed (playa), within the late Miocene to early Pliocene Verde Formation of central AZ. In the outcrop examined, evaporite formation was favored by playa development, within an arid basin with a negative water balance, which remains dry 75% of the year. Although evaporites have been known at the evaporite quarry since ancient times, this is the first known study to examine Verde Basin playa evaporites in an astrobiological context with the goal to inform Mars rover instrument strategies.
The goals of the study described in Chapter 2 were to investigate (1) the diagenetic processes (i.e., post-depositional alteration) that affected the Verde Fm. playa evaporites and (2) the impact of diagenesis on the BPP of biosignatures within the subfacies identified. This study combines outcrop-scale observations, diverse field-collected samples, and laboratory analyses, including: (1) thin-section petrographic microscopy; (2) X-ray powder diffraction; (3) Raman spectroscopy; (4) Total Organic Carbon (TOC) analyses; (5) electron microprobe; and (6) visible to near infrared reflectance (VNIR) spectroscopy. Using this suite of instrument analyses highlighted the importance of using diverse complimentary capabilities to enhance the overall understanding of an environment and BPP, both on a rover and in the laboratory.

In Chapter 2, a model is presented for the diagenetic evolution of the Verde Fm. playa system originating from a Mg-Na-Ca-SO₄-Cl brine type in a hydrologically open continental basin. During initial deposition in the Miocene, fine-grained clay-rich silts and muds from alluvial fan sources along the southern basin margin were deposited on the playa surface. Four major diagenetic events in the history of the playa are discussed in Chapter 2: (1) In the shallow subsurface, early displacive growth gypsum (DGG) crystallized within playa muds and underwent five later-stage alteration events. Gypsum dissolved and formed cavities within muds. Dissolution cavities were infilled with secondary gypsum and in some instances, recrystallized to coarser grain sizes. Gypsum also dehydrated to intermediate hydration state Ca-sulfates, or experienced Na-Ca-Sr cation substitution; (2) Another diagenetic event was marked by shallow ponded brine pans forming by evaporite dissolution on the playa surface. These depressions accreted locally, forming pods dominated by bottom-nucleated halite. The outer edges of the halite
pods were later replaced with thenardite; (3) The final stages of playa deposition during the Pliocene, were marked by cyclic oxidation and cementation by Fe-rich fluids in mudstones exposed in the upper quarry; (4) Finally, during the Pleistocene, a lake developed covering most of the Verde Basin. This lake system laid down extensive lacustrine limestones, associated with the Mg-carbonate cementation of playa mudstones. This marked the last diagenetic event in the system.

Chapter 2 also presents a model for the long-term BPP in Verde Fm. evaporites by comparing biosignature preservation over the four inferred diagenetic pathways. As a proxy for BPP, Total Organic Carbon (TOC) analyses reveal that mudstones, including Fe-oxidized mudstones, revealed higher BPP. BPP was lower for the DGG and halite-thenardite subfacies.

During investigations of the Verde Fm. playa evaporites, a major limitation was encountered with one of the analytical instruments used: Raman spectroscopy. Interference from high-background fluorescence in Raman spectra proved to be a problem in confidently identifying kerogen and minerals. Overwhelming fluorescence can impede reliable Raman-based identification of organics and minerals, especially in lithologies targeted for MSR. When light interacts with matter, the Raman scattering process is weak and has to compete with absorption effects, such as fluorescence. Fluorescence is a laser-induced effect that occurs when a photon incident on a molecule excites an electron to a vibrational level in a higher electronic state. The electron will subsequently settle back to the ground vibrational level of the first excited electronic state, emitting a photon. The molecule then relaxes from its vibrationally excited level back to the lowest vibrational level of the electronic state. Fluorescence originates from
two long (>10 ns to ms) lifetime effects arise from inorganic sources, such as lattice defects and impurities in the mineral lattice (e.g., trace metals, or rare Earth elements) and short (<1-10 ns) lifetime effects that arise from chromophores in the organic matter. Many complex organics exhibit fluorescence when excited with radiation that is often many orders of magnitude stronger than the Raman scattered signal. This issue has been previously noted in many previous Raman studies of minerals and organics, as detailed in Chapters 3-4.

Investigating a way forward for rover-based Raman spectroscopy analyses of biosignatures in fluorescent samples provided the motivation for Chapter 3, “Visible Excitation Raman Spectroscopy for Fossil Biosignature and Mineral Identification: Challenges and Recommendations for Mars Sample Return.” Of the various approaches developed to reduce fluorescence for commercial systems, the study in Chapter 3 investigates time-resolved Raman (TRR) spectroscopy. TRR captures the instantaneous Raman signal, while gating out longer lifetime fluorescence interference by using an optimized detector. (The principles of TRR fluorescence reduction with gating are illustrated in Fig. 3.1.)

In Chapter 3, Raman data taken with a 532 nm (visible) laser wavelength excitation TRR instrument are compared to that taken on a traditional, non-gated (continuous wave, or CW) Raman spectroscopy instrument. Samples were analyzed to emphasize similarities to settings found on Mars and which have been given top priority for fossil biosignature studies. Lithotypes surveyed for this study included sulfate evaporites, clay-rich shales, cherts, and carbonates. Chapter 3 results reveal that the successful identifications of kerogen and minerals with Raman in a range of natural
samples were highly sample-dependent, with laser-induced sample alteration and degradation effects occurring in some sample types. In addition, this study reveals that 532 nm wavelength excitation time-resolved Raman (TRR) analyses show limited success in reducing fluorescence.

It was hypothesized that the lack of significant improvement in Raman-based fluorescence reduction with 532 nm TRR was caused by the Raman laser excitation wavelength used. Visible excitation wavelengths may cause fluorescence but UV excitation reduces it for two reasons: (1) Raman and fluorescence bands are spectrally separated in the UV; and (2) Raman scattering is proportional to the fourth power of the excitation frequency, thus increasing sensitivity when moving to shorter (i.e., UV) wavelengths.

To investigate this hypothesis, the study in Chapter 4 investigates a UV TRR (266 nm) to interrogate the same diverse sample suite as in Chapter 3, including a highly fluorescent playa mudstone from the Verde Fm. sample suite (Chapter 2). Chapter 4, “Finding Biosignatures in Mars Analog Samples Using Visible and UV-Gated Raman Spectroscopy, And UV Time-Resolved Fluorescence Spectroscopy,” presents two Raman-based fluorescence reduction techniques implemented by SHERLOC and SuperCam: UV excitation wavelength optimization and time gating. This chapter compares the performance of two Raman spectrometers: a 532 nm (visible) continuous wave (V-CW) Raman system and a 266 nm (UV) gated (UV-G) Raman combined with a UV laser-induced time-resolved (UWLITR) fluorescence spectroscopy system. The goals of Chapter 4 were to (1) assess the effectiveness of time-gating compared to laser excitation wavelength optimization as a Raman-based fluorescence reduction strategy to
enable successful caching of samples for MSR; (2) to identify sample-specific issues that could challenge the identification of samples using the two Raman spectroscopy systems described; and (3) to assess the capabilities of UVLITR fluorescence spectroscopy for detecting biosignatures in samples.

Three different data sets are presented for each sample: (1) standard Raman, (2) time-gated Raman, and (3) fluorescence spectra, along with independent methods to characterize minerals and organics in each sample (petrographic microscopy and XRPD). Raman and fluorescence data sets were acquired on the same locations on samples, which was possible since the spectrometer grating in the UV Raman instrument was interchangeable with one that collects in a fluorescence wavelength range. This allowed valuable information to be gained from coupling micro-scale Raman and fluorescence data of both minerals and kerogen on the same spot in samples without moving the sample from the instrument stage.

Chapter 4 results indicate that compared to V-CW Raman, UV-G Raman requires fewer attempts and allowed higher confidence when detecting minerals and organics without fluorescence interference. Chapter 4 also reveals two sample-dependent challenges that arose with both Raman systems: (1) challenges included successful V-CW Raman which depended on lithotype and kerogen maturity, and (2) the evaporitic mudstone sample complicated detections of matrix and kerogen components with both Raman systems). Fluorescence spectroscopy results reveal two diverse types of organic fluorescence present in all samples, even the challenging evaporitic mudstone.

The specifications of all Raman spectroscopy systems used in this dissertation as well as for those planned for ExoMars and Mars 2020 are summarized in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1

**Specifications of all Raman Spectroscopy Systems.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;ex&lt;/sub&gt; (nm)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Range (cm&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>Sampling Vol.</th>
<th>Spot size (µm)</th>
<th>Pulse rate (kHz)</th>
<th>Pulse energy (µJ)</th>
<th>Temp. pulse width (ps)</th>
<th>Pulse gate width (ns)</th>
<th>Min – max gate widths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visible CW, ASU</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>0.75 - 25</td>
<td>0 – 2000</td>
<td>Sample dep.</td>
<td>~1-5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible gated, JPL</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>0 – 2300</td>
<td>~10 um diameter; ~20 um length</td>
<td>~1-5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-16 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV, York Univ.</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>~5</td>
<td>0 – 3500</td>
<td>Surface area</td>
<td>~20 x 35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7 ns -1 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLS, ExoMars</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>0.6 - 1.2</td>
<td>150 – 3800</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuperCam, Mars 2020</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>150-4400</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>&lt;500</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>&lt;100 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERLOC, Mars 2020</td>
<td>248.6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>810-3600</td>
<td>Surface area</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1. Relevant specifications of all Raman spectroscopy systems used in this dissertation as well as those chosen for upcoming Mars rover missions (discussed in the text) are summarized here. All reported values are as used for experiments in this dissertation (for the laboratory Raman systems described) or as expected during interrogations on Mars (for the ExoMars and Mars 2020 instruments). CW denotes the continuous wave, or standard, ungated Raman system housed at ASU’s LeRoy Eyring Center for Solid State Science in Chapters 2-4. “Visible gated” denotes the visible excitation wavelength gated system at JPL, detailed in Chapter 3. “UV” denotes the UV wavelength excitation gated Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy system used at York University’s Centre for Research in Earth and Space Science (CRESS), detailed in Chapter 4. “RLS” denotes the Raman Laser Spectrometer planned for the ExoMars rover. “NA” denotes not applicable.

*This value is an irradiance level (Rull et al., 2011).

Finally, Chapter 5, “Concluding Thoughts,” presents a brief synthesis of the results and implications presented in Chapters 2 – 4. Chapter 5 also details further studies that are recommended based on the results revealed in these chapters. This includes bridging the efforts to inform MSR strategies, presented in this dissertation, with near-future studies in development, planned to inform biogenicity protocols of samples returned from Mars.
CHAPTER 2

BIOSIGNATURE PRESERVATION POTENTIAL IN PLAYA EVAPORITES:
IMPACTS OF DIAGENESIS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MARS EXPLORATION

2.1. INTRODUCTION

2.1.1. Relevance to NASA’s Priorities

NASA’s 2011 Planetary Science Decadal Survey (NRC, 2011), the NASA Astrobiology Roadmap (Des Marais et al., 2008), the Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group (MEPAG, 2015), and the NASA Astrobiology Strategy (NASA, 2015) all emphasize two major priorities for Mars science: (1) Characterize aqueous, habitable environments and their biosignature preservation potential (BPP); and (2) identify biosignatures that can reveal whether Mars hosted life. To do this, specific recommendations have been made to address gaps in our understanding of preservation and habitability. They include studies to:

1. Develop integrated data sets by that will inform how to evaluate preservation potential in habitable environments;
2. Understand effects of chemical and physical conditions within aqueous reservoirs during environmental deposition;
3. Understand long-term preservation potential using terrestrial analogs; and
4. Compare modes of biosignature preservation over a range of habitable environments.

To address these recommendations, this study analyzed playa evaporite samples from a previously unstudied Mars analogue site in the Verde Formation, AZ. This study
was aimed at identifying evaporite subenvironments and comparing the impact of post-depositional processes (diagenesis) on preservation potential of microbial biosignatures.

2.1.2. Depositional Processes in Evaporitic Environments

On Earth, aqueous sedimentary lithologies with a high BPP include evaporite minerals, which precipitate from a brine when water evaporates. Evaporite formation is driven by the rate of solar evaporation and evaporite deposits retain microtextural evidence of the depositional process (Warren, 1999; 2006).

In the Verde Fm., evaporite deposition occurred under playa conditions. A playa is defined as a discharging intracontinental arid basin with a negative water balance, which remains dry 75% of the year (Biere, 2000). Within the upper millimeter to meter of the playa surface, there is often a capillary fringe where unconsolidated sediments are partially saturated with brine (Warren, 2016). A zone of saturation is overlain by a partially brine-filled capillary fringe that is drawn upward to the surface by capillary forces (surface tension effects) until the brine reaches the surface and evaporates, inducing mineral precipitation. Minerals grow displacively within the sediment, or are deposited as crusts and cements near the surface.

In the Verde Fm. playa sediments, gypsum grew displacively within porous, permeable playa muds and silts, just above the zone of saturation, driven by capillary evaporation of a CaSO$_4$-enriched brine. This type of growth forms “rosette” crystal aggregates (see Figure 1.17 in Warren, 1999; 2006 and Figure 2.2D), contrasted from bottom-nucleated gypsum growth, which forms characteristic “swallow-tail” gypsum crystals in a standing water column (Figure 1.16 in Warren 1999; 2006, and references
Bottom-nucleated gypsum displays parallel-sided, prismatic, and twinned crystals (Warren, 1999). Schopf et al. (2012) found that bottom-nucleated gypsum effectively preserves organic matter and microfossils. Displacive growth gypsum (DGG) may also provide a favorable environment for preserving organic matter, but its preservation potential is understudied. This study was conducted to understand preservation in DGG and to compare it across the other playa evaporite subfacies in the locality.

2.1.3. **Preservation Potential in Playa Environments**

The long-term preservation of organic matter (OM) occurs under a narrow range of geological conditions involving accumulation in sediment, burial, and diagenesis, the post-depositional alteration processes (Allison and Briggs, 1991; Allison and Pye, 1994). Taphonomy is the study of processes that affect the capture, preservation and post-burial alteration of fossil biosignatures, from the time of death of organisms, to the time they are exhumed for study (Allison and Briggs, 1991; Allison and Pye, 1994 and references therein).

In this section, the taphonomic factors relevant to preservation of OM in evaporitic playa lake environments are summarized. On Earth, only a few percent of the original OM produced by living systems survives post-depositional alteration after entering the rock record. Of the OM that is buried, ~80% is found as kerogen (Allison and Briggs, 1991), the degraded, macro-molecular fossilized OM found in aqueous sedimentary rocks. See Farmer and Des Marais (1999) for a general review of OM preservation.
Many environmental factors can affect the preservation of OM before it is buried. For example, the rapid deposition of sulfates can dilute the concentration of preserved OM, relative to inorganically deposited carbonate in surrounding mudstones (Warren, 1986; Katz et al., 1987). High concentrations of certain minerals, such as sulfates in brines, can enhance oxidation, thereby degrading labile organics (Katz et al., 1987).

Hypersaline evaporite environments enhance BPP because they have relatively low oxygen in surface and sediment pore waters (Powell, 1986; Warren, 1986 and references therein). Combinations of hypersalinity, high osmotic pressure, and anoxia can cause enhanced nutrient levels in the surface and subsurface pore waters, which can enhance BPP. It has been argued by some authors (Allison and Briggs, 1991; Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Westall and Cavalazzi, 2011) that density-stratified water columns, such as hypersaline brines, increase bottom water anoxia, enhancing preservation. However, others (Katz et al., 1987) argue that stratification prolongs OM exposure to oxidation before reaching the anoxic bottom. In shallow saline lakes, preservation is thought to be enhanced because organics settle to the lake bottom faster, with shorter exposure to oxidation in the water column (Warren, 1986).

Once buried, OM continues to be affected by the sedimentary environment. The long-term preservation of OM depends on the degree of post-burial alteration during diagenesis, including compaction, lithification, dissolution, and replacement (Cady, 2001; Westall, 2008). In particular, recrystallization can reduce preservation potential, by the loss of primary microfabrics that could otherwise protect against OM oxidation (Allwood et al., 2009; Farmer, 1999). Burial by fine-grained, low permeability, and clay-rich sediment is known to enhance preservation (Farmer, 1995; Farmer, 1998; Farmer and
Des Marais, 1999; Westall and Cavalazzi, 2011). The presence of clays promotes preservation by binding organic molecules to charged mineral surfaces, or by incorporating them into interlayer sites (Farmer and Des Marais 1999 and references therein), especially in expansible smectite clays (i.e., Kennedy et al., 2002). Compaction of clays during early lithification reduces porosity and permeability. Compaction, combined with early and rapid diagenetic cementation, can create a closed chemical environment that promotes preservation (Allison and Pye, 1994).

2.1.4. Past Habitable Evaporite Environments on Mars

Both surface and orbital data from Mars have shown evidence for past habitable conditions, including lacustrine basins, and layered evaporite-rich, sedimentary sequences. For instance, ground-based data sets include those that have confirmed the presence of varied sulfates such as hydrated layered deposits with interbedded sulfate and phyllosilicate minerals as well as dehydrated Ca-sulfates, such as bassanite and anhydrite (Vaniman et al., 2014; Rapin et al., 2016). Hydrated Ca-sulfate (gypsum) has been found in a variety of Martian environments, such as displacive nodules (Nachon et al., 2014), in shallow playa-like settings (Glotch and Rogers, 2007), and in veins cutting sedimentary rocks (Squyres et al., 2012; Grotzinger et al., 2014; Rapin et al., 2016). Microscale textural features observed during in situ analysis have shown potential evidence of relict “hopper crystals” of halite (Squyres et al., 2006) and dissolved crystal molds of sulfates (McLennan et al., 2005).

The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover is currently exploring a location in Gale Crater which observations suggest sustained ancient habitable environments with
high BPP. The central mound in Gale crater, Mt. Sharp (Aolis Mons), is interpreted to be a thick sedimentary section composed of phyllosilicate- and sulfate-rich sediments that likely formed in an alluvial fan/lacustrine setting (Cabrol et al., 1999; Milliken et al., 2010; Thomson et al., 2011; Grotzinger et al., 2015). To date, MSL has explored fluvio-lacustrine deposits exposed in the lower foothills of Mt. Sharp and on the Peace Vallis alluvial fan system (Grotzinger et al., 2014). Potentially habitable conditions are indicated by the discovery of smectite clays, (e.g., Mg-saponite) in the Sheepbed mudstone at Yellowknife Bay (Grotzinger et al., 2014; Vaniman et al., 2014). As MSL continues to explore Mt. Sharp’s layered sedimentary record, further insights should be gained into the evolution of ancient habitable environments in Gale Crater.

The Verde Fm. playa evaporites are dominated by mudstones and siltstones that contain sulfate-rich zones with abundant displacive growth gypsum (CaSO$_4$·2H$_2$O) and lenticular interbeds of halite (NaCl), thenardite (Na$_2$SO$_4$) and minor glauberite [Na$_2$Ca(SO$_4$)$_2$]. Areas of modern surface crusts that contain mirabilite (Na$_2$SO$_4$·10H$_2$O), and minor limestone are also present (DeWitt et al., 2008). This study indicates that Verde Fm. evaporites represent a potentially valuable terrestrial analog for assessing the preservation potential of similar evaporitic environments on Mars (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999).

Evaporites are thought to be favorable environments for capturing and preserving fossil biosignatures. Halophilic microorganisms have not only been shown to preserve details of cellular morphology (Schopf et al., 2012), but may also exhibit prolonged viability following entombment in salt (Norton and Grant, 1988; Norton et al., 1993; Rothschild et al, 1994; Vreeland et al, 2000; Benison et al., 2008; Lowenstein et al.,
By extension, it is feasible that the evaporites described here can be preserved under similar conditions on Mars (Melvin, 1991; Richardson et al., 2009; Vitek et al., 2010; Lowenstein et al., 2011; Schopf et al., 2012; Winters et al., 2013).

2.1.5. Motivations for this Study

As new insights emerge about past habitable conditions in Gale Crater, it is important to go beyond simply “following the water,” to a strategy of “following the preservation potential” (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Grotzinger, 2009). Understanding the taphonomic conditions and processes on Mars that may have enhanced BPP is a critical step in the search for life, since many factors can operate to reduce the long-term retention of OM after entombment in sediments (MEPAG, 2015; Summons et al., 2011; Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Farmer, 1999).

Even if a Mars rover lands in an ancient habitable environment thought to have high BPP, competing priorities may complicate the choice of sampling targets. Present Mars analog studies that seek to define in situ sampling strategies for missions often do not consider complex conditions that can affect BPP - both within and between geologic environments. Additionally, the effects of diagenesis on long-term evaporite preservation potential, and how it varies between evaporite environments, are still understudied. This study of the Verde Fm. playa evaporites as Mars analogs highlights the complexity of evaporite diagenesis, and its potential effects on long-term preservation of organic matter in these environments. Such studies may inform future strategies for the astrobiological exploration of Mars and refine landing site and sampling strategies for Mars Sample Return (MSR), NASA’s next phase of biosignature analyses on Mars. Samples cached
during NASA’s next mission, Mars 2020, will potentially be brought back to earth for detailed biogenicity analysis. Therefore, caching the samples on Mars with the highest BPP may enable the success of finding any fossil life in samples returned to Earth.

### 2.1.6. Old Indian Salt Mine Historical Background

This study focuses on the late Miocene to early Pliocene Verde Fm., near Camp Verde, AZ. Historical documents indicate that this site has been actively mined for salts for more than two millennia. The Hohokam, Sinagua, and Yavapai Apache people inhabited the area (Wadell, 1972). The Sinagua people are thought to have used the site for burials and other spiritual purposes (Ayers, 1912). Early Native Americans are thought to have left behind numerous artifacts and even mummified bodies in and around the quarry site (Morris, 1928).

One of the earliest documented accounts of evaporites at the Old Indian Mine appeared in descriptions by Blake (1890). In the modern era, industrial thenardite mines have been established there, starting with Western Chemical Company in the 1920s (Morris, 1928), with industrial activities continuing into the 1960s. Today, the mine is inactive, but early quarrying operations have extensively exposed sedimentary units, providing access outcrops of the local stratigraphic section that is the focus of the present study.

### 2.1.7. Geological Context of the Study Site

The Verde Fm. was deposited within a continental basin that formed by crustal extension in the Transition Zone separating the Basin and Range structural province of
western North America and the Colorado Plateau province (Figure 2.1). The Verde Basin is one of several extensional sedimentary basins within the Transition Zone; it is bounded to the north by the Mogollon Rim and to the south by the Black Hills (Nations et al., 1981).

Sequences comprising the Verde Fm. record three primary depositional environments: (1) lacustrine, (2) marginal-lacustrine, and (3) alluvial fan (DeWitt et al., 2008). The lacustrine sequences of the Verde Fm. were deposited during the late Miocene to early Pliocene by episodic deposition of evaporite minerals under playa conditions (Nations et al., 1981; DeWitt et al., 2008). Deposition of the Verde Fm. occurred between ~7.5 - 2.5 Ma (Bressler and Butler, 1978 and references therein; Nations et al., 1981). This was followed by the formation of a perennial lake formed during the mid to late Pliocene (~5.3 – 2.3 Ma; Wadell, 1972). Widespread lacustrine sediments were deposited during this time, including well-bedded lacustrine limestones (both calcite and magnesite compositions). Lake levels underwent cyclical changes controlled in part by periodic damming of the Verde River by volcanic flows, as well as climatic and tectonic events (Donchin, 1983).

This study focuses on a sulfate-rich, calcareous playa mudstone sequence exposed in the Old Indian Salt Mine quarry along the southern edge of the Verde Basin in the Verde Fm. (Figure 2.1; Wadell, 1972). Figure 2.2 shows the depositional environments and subfacies sampled for this study.
Figure 2.1. Geologic context of the Old Indian Salt Mine Quarry. (A) The Verde Basin lies within the transition zone of central AZ, between the Basin and Range Geologic Province and the Colorado Plateau Province. The Verde Basin lies within the red box in (A), magnified in (B). The map in (A) is reproduced from Ott (2014) with permission. (B) A magnified view of the area within the red box in (A) pinpoints the location of the Old Indian Salt Quarry (starred) within Verde Fm. near the town of Camp Verde. An early version of (B) is credited to Andrew Darling.

The diagenetic evolution of the Verde Fm. evaporites is inferred in the Results section, based on the model of Hardie and Eugster (1970) with modifications by Jankowski and Jacobson (1989). In this model, five major brine types were distinguished in evaporite basins: (1) Ca–Mg–Na–K–Cl; (2) Na–Ca–SO4–Cl3; (3) Mg–Na–Ca–SO4–Cl; (4) Na–CO3–Cl; and (5) Na–CO3–SO4–Cl waters. One important deviation from the Hardie and Eugster (1970) model is that the present diagenetic model assumes a
hydrologically open, not closed, continental basin. (For a detailed review of continental basin hydrology, see Warren, 1986; 2010).

Working backwards from mineral assemblages sampled, it is assumed that brine chemistry can be traced to one of these starting brine types: the Mg–Na–Ca–SO$_4$–Cl brine type in the case of Verde Basin. With evaporation, dissolved ions increased in concentration, removing minerals from solution through precipitation. This brine type deposited a characteristic mineral suite, including halite, gypsum, and Na-sulfates. In the Results section, the present study integrates this model and sampled subfacies analyses to recreate the evolution of this basin, including the precipitation of Ca sulfates, including gypsum (displacive grown), and Na-rich and Cl-rich phases (thenardite and halite), and later stage Mg-carbonate cements.
Figure 2.2. Sampled outcrop environments. (A) Panorama of the south quarry wall with
outcrop views of the boxed regions corresponding to images (C) – (I). (B) Main members of the quarry are shown in an outcrop map overlain onto (A). Main members include the following. Gray, magnesite-cemented colluvial playa gray mudstone is the dominant slope-forming unit of the quarry. This unit is overlain by interbedded gray and Fe-oxide cemented, red mudstone units (labeled “red mudstone” in B), visible at the top of the quarry, offset by meter-scale faults. These beds are overall lenticular and many thin out laterally. Both the gray and red mudstone units contain abundant displacive growth gypsum (DGG) crystal “rosettes”. On the quarry floor, small streams cut channels by headward erosion. Dry channels banks and floors are covered by efflorescent crusts of Na-sulfates. Halite-thenardite pods are exposed on mid and upper slopes of the south quarry wall. The pods have irregular shapes and are visible as white, exteriors of powdery thenardite. Pods are aligned laterally on the slope of the quarry wall. Much of the quarry floor is covered by vegetation. Not visible in the quarry image in A is a thin capping gravel unit which overlays the playa sequence (see H). Some symbols are based on Warren (1999). (C) Quarry slopes are dominated by gray mudstone shown here, exposed after trenching to remove a surface layer of colluvium. Also visible are abundant clusters of white DGG, which have been concentrated on the surface of the colluvium by slope wash which removed sediment. Mudstone and associated clusters were sampled from various localities (see Table 2.1). (D) Close-up view of clean DGG rosettes. (E) Block of indurated, Fe-oxide-cemented mudstone from the upper quarry wall with sub-parallel gypsum crystal alignment. (F) White, powdery efflorescent crust, collected from the margins of a shallow bank that has incised the quarry floor. (G) SE-facing view of thinly bedded, Fe-oxide-rich mudstone collected from the upper quarry wall. Evidence was observed near the SW-facing hillslope (not shown) of minor faulting and irregular lenticular bedding that disrupted lateral continuity of beds. In the lower right corner, the halite-thenardite pod is visible below the redbed mudstone unit on the upper wall. See Figure 2.9 for additional pod outcrop images. (H) The unit capping the quarry hill is associated with well-rounded pebble to boulder-sized clasts of mafic volcanic and metamorphic rocks thought to be remnants of alluvial fan deposits laid down before the channel incision by the Verde River.

2.2. METHODS

2.2.1. Overview of Methods and Objectives

The goals of this study were to understand:

1. What post-depositional, diagenetic processes affected Verde Fm. evaporites?

2. How did the documented diagenetic pathways in (1) affect the biosignature preservation potential (BPP) of each subfacies in the Verde Fm. evaporite system?
The main body of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, our field sampling strategy is summarized, along with our data collection strategy from six different analyses, including: (1) thin-section petrography, to understand diagenetic processes and paragenesis; (2) X-ray powder diffraction, to obtain bulk mineralogy; (3) Raman spectroscopy, to identify and place mineral phases (and kerogen) within a microtextural context; (4) Total Organic Carbon (TOC) analyses to obtain weight percentage of preserved organic carbon for each subfacies, as a measure of BPP; (5) electron microprobe to characterize kerogen and minerals in situ for each subfacies; and (6) visible to near infrared reflectance (VNIR) spectroscopy, to confirm the identities of Fe-bearing phases. In Section 3, the results are reported and summarized for each subfacies, as well as for organic matter results (EPMA and TOC). There, this study’s first goal is also addressed with a presentation an empirical model of diagenetic pathways in Verde Fm. evaporites. In Section 4, this study’s second goal is addressed. Next, results are integrated for diagenetic pathways and TOC analyses to present a model of selective preservation of organic matter across diagenetic pathways in Verde Fm. evaporites. Limitations of the methods used and the importance of using multiple, complementary analyses when trying to understand BPP, are addressed. Finally, in Section 5, a synthesis of data and interpretations is provided, with implications for refining taphonomic models for BPP in evaporite environments, for analyzing BPP in similar systems on Mars, and for preparing for upcoming Mars biosignature missions.
2.2.2. Field Sampling

Field collection and photo-documentation of samples from major six different endmember environments occurred each April from 2014 to 2016. Outcrop-scale observations were combined with laboratory analyses of collected samples. See Table 2.1 for details.
Table 2.1

**Verde Fm. Sample Collection Descriptions and Coordinates.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample #</th>
<th>Locality Description</th>
<th>GPS Coordinates</th>
<th>Image, Fig. 2.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04232014.1</td>
<td>Surface gypsum clusters from mudstone exposed at the base of the slope of south quarry wall</td>
<td>34°32.754'; 111°52.575'</td>
<td>C, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.2</td>
<td>Crystals from a halite-thenardite block collected on the quarry floor where it fell from a halite-thenardite pod located within mudstone unit on quarry slope</td>
<td>34°32.701'; 111°52.620'</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.3</td>
<td>Thenardite-rich weathering rind occurring as a friable white powder collected from the exterior of sample #04232014.2</td>
<td>34°32.754'; 111°52.575'</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.4</td>
<td>Block of coherent mudstone collected on the slope above the quarry floor (from layered sequence midslope on quarry hill)</td>
<td>34°32.546'; 111°52.876'</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.5</td>
<td>Gypsum crystals collected from the interior of sample #04232014.4</td>
<td>34°32.546'; 111°52.876'</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.6</td>
<td>Thenardite-rich weathering rind occurring as a friable white powder on a block collected from halite-thenardite pod within mudstone unit on quarry slope</td>
<td>34°32.549'; 111°52.877'</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.7</td>
<td>Vertically oriented halite and thenardite crystals in pod associated with sample #04232014.6</td>
<td>34°32.549'; 111°52.877'</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.8</td>
<td>Indurated crystal from within mudstone-rich region of pod near sample #04232014.7</td>
<td>34°32.549'; 111°52.877'</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.9</td>
<td>Efflorescent crust collected from the surface of the bank of a shallow creek on the quarry floor</td>
<td>34°32.757'; 111°52.541'</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04232014.10</td>
<td>Efflorescent crust collected from mudstone-rich subsurface of the bank below sample #04232014.9</td>
<td>34°32.757'; 111°52.541'</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.11</td>
<td>Mudstone underlying colluvium from mid-slope on south quarry wall</td>
<td>34°32.703'; 111°52.616'</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.12</td>
<td>Loose, weathered gypsum clusters from #4152015.11 collected from colluvial surface materials deposited on indurated mudstone</td>
<td>34°32.703'; 111°52.616'</td>
<td>C, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.13</td>
<td>Single indurated crystal from halite-thenardite pod associated with samples #04232014.6 - 04232014.8</td>
<td>34°32.701'; 111°52.620'</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.14</td>
<td>Loose gypsum clusters dug out from ~1 m deep surface colluvium, top of slope, south quarry wall</td>
<td>34°32.756'; 111°52.590'</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.15</td>
<td>Mudstone matrix from same region as #04152015.14</td>
<td>34°32.756'; 111°52.590'</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.16</td>
<td>Fe-oxide cemented (red) mudstone at top of south quarry wall</td>
<td>34°32.756'; 111°52.590'</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.17</td>
<td>Fe-oxide coated gypsum crystals from sample #04152015.16</td>
<td>34°32.756'; 111°52.590'</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.18</td>
<td>Loose block of Fe-oxide-rich mudstone originating from top red mudstone unit and collected from the eastern base of south quarry wall</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04152015.19</td>
<td>Fe oxide-cemented indurated mudstone containing gypsum crystals, originating from top red mudstone unit, collected at the base of the slope, where it fell from the upper quarry wall</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Representative field images of most samples are provided in Figure 2.2; the last column denotes their location in Figure 2.2. GPS coordinates are given as latitude (N); longitude (W). N/A indicates not available. NP indicates not pictured in Figure 2.2.
2.2.3. Petrographic Microscopy

To create spatially integrated data sets using microscopy and Raman spectroscopy analyses, petrographic thin section studies were carried out for each sample subfacies. Standard (30 µm-thick) petrographic thin sections and strew mounts (from powdered samples) were prepared by Spectrum Petrographics Inc. (www.petrography.com). Non-fluorescent thin section epoxy (EPOTEK 301 resin from Epoxy Technology) was used in preparing thin sections.

For light microscopy analyses, thin sections were analyzed using a Nikon Eclipse E600 POL polarizing microscope and an Optronix digital camera system. Major and minor mineral components were documented as photomicrographs using transmitted (plane- and cross-polarized) and reflected light illumination. Identifications of minerals and kerogen involved alternating between transmitted and reflected light illumination, comparing data for specific mineral and kerogen targets in thin section with compositional data acquired from spot analyses from Raman. Spatial relationships between minerals and fabric elements in thin sections were used to reconstruct diagenetic processes. Primary and secondary mineral components and cross-cutting spatial relationships, as well as microtextures, were used to reconstruct paragenetic events and to place them in a time-ordered sequence. Phases identified by microscopy were confirmed by other analyses (Table 2.2). This approach provided a framework for placing kerogen biosignatures within a paragenetic framework to better constrain its origin and preservation potential. This strategy also provided a framework for selecting specific spots for Raman analyses. To maintain a spatial context during analyses, colored markers
were adhered near representative kerogen and mineral grains on thin sections, allowing those spots to be reliably relocated for Raman spectroscopy analyses.

2.2.4. Raman Spectroscopy

A laboratory V-CW Raman spectroscopy system at ASU’s Center for Solid State Science was used to obtain point spectra from uncovered thin sections. This micro-Raman system uses a 532 nm Coherent Sapphire SF laser source and a Princeton Instruments liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector and Acton 300i spectrograph. A 1200 lines/mm grating was used with an acquisition window from 70–2000 cm$^{-1}$.

A built-in transmitted light microscope was used for relocating kerogen and mineral grains of interest that had been pre-labeled with markers during microscopy analyses (see above). The Raman laser spot (diameter, ≤5 µm) was manually focused on the sample surface. Spectra were acquired over a range of integration times, power settings, and depths below the surface of thin sections to obtain the optimal signal (i.e., spectrum with the least fluorescence and highest signal to noise ratio). Integration times ranged from 1-30 seconds, powers from 750 µW- 6 mW, and sampling depths from 1-20 µm. Powers were manually controlled using a neutral density filter wheel. Sampling depth was manually controlled by focusing the Raman laser spot (<5 µm diameter) on the sample surface.

Raman shift positions were calibrated using a cyclohexane standard. No background correction was applied. Mineral identifications were obtained using the CrystalSleuth software (Downs, 2006) and the associated RRUFF online reference database of minerals obtained using a 532 nm laser (Lafuente et al., 2015).
2.2.5. X-Ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD)

XRPD analyses were obtained from bulk, powdered samples to provide an independent assessment of mineralogy. (Note that kerogen cannot be identified using XRPD.) Bulk samples were crushed in a plattner mortar, ground to powder using a quartz mortar and pestle and sieved to a <150 µm fraction. A Siemens D5000 X-ray Diffractometer with a Ni-filtered Cu radiation source was used to identify minerals present in bulk samples. Sample powders were scanned from 5° to 81.759° with a step size of 0.016303°. Operating conditions were 40 kV at 30 mA using CuKα (λα₁ = 1.5060 Å; λα₂ = 1.54439 Å) with an 8-second dwell time, for a total analysis time of 12 hours per sample. Background subtraction and mineral identifications were performed using the JADE™ software, version 9 (Materials Data, Inc.), with the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) library reference database.

2.2.6. Electron Probe Microanalysis (EPMA)

For EPMA analyses, standard, doubly polished 1-inch rounds were obtained (Spectrum Petrographics, Inc.). Rounds were cleaned with compressed air and then coated with 0.6 nm of iridium.

Elemental analyses were performed using a JEOL JXA-8530F Electron Probe Microanalyzer at ASU’s John M. Cowley Center for High Resolution Electron Microscopy. Elemental compositions were obtained as both point spectra and maps. Operating conditions included a 15 keV accelerating voltage, 20 nA beam current, 5 µm beam diameter, 50 ms dwell times, and 5-10 µm step size. C-rich epoxy can infiltrate porous mudstones during thin section preparation and mimic a false-positive kerogen
signal. Since Cl is found in epoxy but not kerogen, it was used as a kerogen anti-indicator. Dwell times for EPMA analyses were maximized for high Cl counts and minimized for beam-induced degradation. X-ray intensities (maps and point scans) were measured on C, O, Na, Mg, Al, S, Cl, and K intensities using energy-dispersive spectrometry (EDS) for all phase identifications.

2.2.7. VNIR Reflectance Spectroscopy

Visible to near infrared (0.35–2.5 μm) reflectance spectroscopy was performed on samples from the Fe-oxide cemented mudstones to identify iron-bearing phases. Hand samples and powders were prepared using the same methods used for XRPD. Spectra were acquired at ASU’s SCORPIUN lab using an Analytical Spectral Devices (ASD Inc.) FieldSpec 3 spectroradiometer. Analyses were carried out at room temperature and under ambient atmospheric conditions. The Muglight option was used for powder measurements and a goniometer with mounted fiber optic cable and external light source was used for hand samples. Samples analyzed were ~1 cm in surface area. The Muglight had an internal light source fixed at a 23° incidence angle. The goniometer was set to an incidence angle of 30°. A Spectralon® 99% diffuse reflectance standard was used as a white reference. Spectral data were processed to units of absolute reflectance using the ASD ViewSpec software.

2.2.8. Total Organic Carbon (TOC) Analysis

Representative samples from each subfacies were powdered to 150 μm (as for XRPD analyses). Multiple rounds of silver capsule method in situ acidification, using 1
M hydrochloric acid, were performed to digest carbonate fractions. Dissolution continued until no effervescence was observed. Samples were left to fully dry in a desiccator between acidification rounds and before measurement.

Total organic carbon (TOC) analyses were performed in the W. M. Keck Foundation Biogeochemistry Laboratory at ASU using a Thermo Delta plus Advantage isotope ratio mass spectrometer, interfaced with a Costech Elemental Analyzer. In-house glycine standards as well as the NIST2710 standard were used for calibration and isotopic data normalization. To promote complete combustion, silver capsules were wrapped in tin capsules and combusted at 1020°C. TOC concentrations are reported as weight percent (wt %).

Two to five replicate samples were analyzed for each subfacies. When fewer than four replicates were used, it was because additional replicates showed evidence for evaporite formation on capsule exteriors during acidification. These replicates were discarded due to presumed loss of sample mass.

TOC and carbon isotopes were measured on the same samples to confirm that TOCs were derived from organic carbon and not from inorganic sources (which would imply incomplete digestion of carbonate). Carbon isotopes were expressed as per mil variation from the PDB reference standards.

Uncertainties for both TOC and isotopic measurements, $\Delta$, were determined using:

$$\Delta = \sqrt{\text{RSD}_{\text{inst}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{rep}}^2}$$
where $RSD_{\text{instr}}$ is the relative standard deviation between measurements for a glycine standard (instrumental uncertainty), and $\sigma_{\text{rep}}$ is the standard deviation between replicate measurements of a sampled subfacies (defined in Table 2.2).

2.3. RESULTS

Samples were studied using the analytical techniques discussed above. Results are reported in Table 2.2 for each of the five subfacies sampled, as identified in at the outcrop and detailed below.
Table 2.2. It should be noted that DGG and red DGG are separated only in this table so their identified components can be tabulated. M = petrographic microscopy; R = Raman spectroscopy; X = XRPD; E = EPMA; and V = VNIR. Lower case letters indicate a weak feature.

1When appears between two related phases in the same subfacies, this denotes a cation-substituted intermediate phase.
2Nearby post-mine minerals (Vance and Condie, 1987) such as Kieserite group sulfates, rhomboclase, hexahydrite sulfates, or Lausenite (Lausen, 1928), were the best matches for otherwise ambiguous Raman and XRD data.
3Limonite is also possible.
4Detrital feldspars entrapped within mudstone components included alkali, Na-, K-, and Ca-rich subfacies endmembers.
5The presence of this uncommon sulfide is explainable by (1) the sodium chloride presence and elevated salinity of ancient brines in the lake and (2) the sulfide ore body that existed nearby in Jerome (Vance and Condie, 1987) or the Black Hills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Gray Mudstone</th>
<th>DGG</th>
<th>Red Mudstone</th>
<th>Red DGG</th>
<th>Halite-Thenardite Pod</th>
<th>Efflorescent Crusts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbonates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesite</td>
<td>MXRE</td>
<td>MRX</td>
<td>MX</td>
<td>MXE</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Oxides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goethite</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematite</td>
<td>MRV</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilmenite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepidocrocite</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidentified</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Oxides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apatite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphosiderite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyllosilicates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montmorillonite</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscovite</td>
<td>MRX</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saponite (Fe or Mg)</td>
<td>xV</td>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feldspars</td>
<td>MRE</td>
<td></td>
<td>ME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>MREX</td>
<td></td>
<td>MRE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhydrite/Bassanite</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td></td>
<td>rE</td>
<td>R¹</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric sulfates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glauberite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>MRX</td>
<td></td>
<td>MRX</td>
<td>MRXV</td>
<td>MREx</td>
<td>Mr¹X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thenardite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arzakite</td>
<td>MR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.1. Mudstone Subfacies

The Verde Fm. playa deposits are dominated by clay-rich and calcareous (rich in Ca-carbonate) mudstones. In outcrop, the mudstone is mostly a slope-forming, structureless unit. The lack of fine layering within the mudstone unit is likely a result of extensive haloturbation by displacive growth of sulfates (i.e., gypsum) within sediment and by the dissolution and precipitation of soluble evaporites during early diagenesis. (In saline playa muds, haloturbation is the mechanical rotation of primary textural features in sediments by cycles of halite growth, dissolution, and reprecipitation; Warren, 1999). Mudstone forms the host matrix for displacive growth gypsum and the halite-rich pod subfacies.

In thin sections, calcareous mudstones are predominantly a fine-grained, mudstone and siltstone, cemented by patchy micrite (microcrystalline calcite; Figure 2.3A). XRPD, EMPA, and Raman confirmed magnesite (MgCO₃) to be the main carbonate phase cementing mudstone samples, consistent with results of Wadell (1972), who previously mapped the Verde Fm. mudstone-evaporite unit.

Irregular, sub-rounded and rounded, feldspar-rich clasts (sand to fine sand size range) were sometimes seen throughout mudstones (Fig. 3B). These fine clasts included quartz, feldspars and grains with Fe-oxide coatings, interpreted to be weathering rinds on mafic grains formed (during transport or after deposition).

The composition of the alteration rinds seen on some fine sand grains in the mudstone subfacies was initially interpreted based on their color in thin sections as being due to concentrations of Fe-oxides. However, Raman analyses of the rinds were unable to identify any Fe phases due to high fluorescence. (The only Fe-bearing phase confirmed
by Raman was hematite; Table 2.2 and Figure 2.3G). Similarly, XRPD also failed to identify Fe-oxides, suggesting that they were either poorly ordered, or were present at an abundance below the instrument’s ~5% detection limit. In contrast, VNIR analyses of bulk mudstones did confirm Fe phases, including varying abundances of hematite, goethite, lepidocrocite, and similar Fe-oxide phases and their mixtures (see Figure 2.4).

See Discussion for formation details. Results are summarized in Table 2.2.

Fine, detrital silicates (Figure 2.3B-E) were also seen in thin sections, including phyllosilicates. Phyllosilicates were an abundant phase in the mudstone unit. Wadell (1972) found mainly montmorillonoid clays, as well as other mixed layer clays in his analyses of Verde Fm. mudstones. Using XRPD and VNIR analyses, montmorillonite was identified as an important mudstone component, as well as smectite (Fe- and Mg-rich saponite; Figure 2.4; Table 2.2). Both clays are part of the smectite group. Detrital micas, such as muscovite, were also identified as a minor component in thin section (Figure 2.3C).
Figure 2.3. Mudstone subfacies. (A) Mudstones are composed of a mud matrix with lighter and coarser patches of cloudy micrite visible along with scattered detrital grains in plane-polarized light. (B) This plane-polarized photomicrograph shows an irregular clast within mudstone with a diffuse rust-colored alteration rim. (C) Large, platy micas were visible in mudstones in cross-polarized light. Coarse detrital grains were seen commonly under cross-polarized light, including (D) plagioclase feldspars, recognizable by their twinned patterns, and (E) quartz. (F) A rust-colored, diffuse rim (“R”) is seen at the interface between mudstone (“Mu”) and an opaque, rounded, fragmented hematite clast (“H”). The composition of the alteration rim remains unidentified but is likely Fe-rich. Broken chunks of this mudstone region and clast fragment are entrapped within a transparent DGG crystal. (G) Raman analyses confirmed the presence of hematite regions (such as that shown F) with spectral matches from the RRUFF database.
Figure 2.4. VNIR reflectance spectra. Spectra shown for powders of a red mudstone, #04152015.19, a gray mudstone, #04232014.5, and a hand sample of a red DGG, #04152015.17. Gray arrows indicate the absorption edge, shoulder, reflectivity maximum, or band minimum positions of identifiable Fe electronic transition features that are attributed to mixtures of hematite, goethite, lepidocrocite, or similar Fe-oxide phases (Morris et al., 1985; Cornell and Schwertmann, 2001). Dashed lines indicate montmorillonite and saponite clays at 1410 nm (OH, H₂O), 1920 nm (H₂O), 2210 nm (Al-OH), 2240 nm (Al-OH), and 2310 nm (Mg-OH; Clark et al., 1990; Bishop et al., 2008). The weak 1154 nm feature may be attributed to ferrous iron in saponite. “G” indicates a gypsum absorption feature (Clark et al, 1990). Spectra are stacked offset from one another for clarity.

2.3.2. DGG Subfacies

Displacive-growth gypsum (DGG) rosettes are another subfacies in the playa mudstone. These were collected at several localities along the lower south quarry wall
Clusters of sulfate crystals are abundant enough to form surface lags on the quarry slope, accumulating where surface runoff is channeled (Figure 2.2). Displacive growth forms crystal aggregates, as opposed to swallow-tail morphology formed by bottom-nucleated growth (see Evaporite Environments and Preservation Potential section).

All analyses of DGG crystal clusters were consistently gypsum-dominated (Table 2.2; Figure 2.4-2.6). Single crystals entrapped within mudstones often displayed well-developed lensoidal forms. Displacive growth of crystal clusters often resulted in the incorporation of the host mudstone and associated organic matter within the interiors of the crystal clusters (Figure 2.5B). Patchy textural coarsening of gypsum due to recrystallization was sometimes observed (Figure 2.5B). This occurred likely where diagenetic dissolution had occurred, leaving an external crystal cavities in the host mudstone (Figure 2.5C-D) followed by subsequent infilling of cavities by fine bladed gypsum crystals, and then by recrystallization that resulted in coarsening of the secondary, infilling phase (Figure 2.5E-F).

Raman spectroscopy point analyses collected on DGG and recrystallized gypsum commonly showed evidence for cation substitution through the detection of intermediate Na-Ca-Sr sulfates (Figure 2.6). Similar results indicating cation substitution in sulfates were obtained in analyses from halite-thenardite pod samples (Table 2.2).

Raman analyses also revealed that DGG was occasionally associated with a dehydrated Ca-sulfate intermediate between anhydrite, or CaSO₄, and bassanite, or CaSO₄·0.5(H₂O), but not completely matching the RRUFF database entries.
(Lafuente et al., 2015) for either (Figure 2.6B). This is consistent with previous reports of anhydrite from mining operations at the nearby Graham Winfield Sulfate Ground (Phillips, 1987).

DGG aggregates were also sampled from red mudstone subfacies, interbedded with gray mudstones at the upper quarry (see section 2.3.3). These samples share many basic features with the gray mudstones with two exceptions. DGG samples from red mudstone units had Fe-oxide coatings on their exterior, attributed mostly to hematite (Figure 2.4; Table 2.2). In addition, EPMA and Raman analyses revealed Sr-cation substitution as well as total Sr-replacement (as celestine) as a minor component within gypsum domains in DGG crystals from the red mudstone unit. In contrast, within DGG crystals from gray mudstone units, only incomplete Sr-cation-substitution was observed (Figure 2.6-2.7; Table 2.2).
Figure 2.5. DGG subfacies components. (A) Gypsum Raman spectrum is shown for a DGG crystal (black spectrum) compared to a gypsum spectrum from the RRUFF Raman database (gray spectrum). (B) Cross-polarized photomicrograph showing mudstone ("Mu") trapped in a secondary gypsum crystal, which displays a recrystallization texture. Megacrystalline (black box) as well as microcrystalline (red box) gypsum domains are visible. Some cavities ("Cav") within mudstones appeared to have lensoidal forms, as seen in this (C) plane- and (D) cross-polarized photomicrograph of the same location. Some cavities were empty after dissolution and infilled with epoxy ("Ep") during thin section preparation. This is evident based on the epoxy region (the bottom left corner of thin section pictured) matched the optical properties of the cavity. Other cavities displayed complete cavity infilling, visible in (E) plane- and (F) cross-polarized light images. Extinction in (F) highlights the contrast between long, bladed recrystallized gypsum crystals, denoted with arrows.
Figure 2.6. Raman spectroscopy in DGG samples. (A) Na-Sr-Ca intermediate sulfates are shown from a DGG crystal rosette from a gray mudstone unit (sample #04232014.1) and one from a red mudstone unit (#04152015.18). RRUFF database endmember matches are shown in gray for thenardite, glauberite, and celestine. In both spectra, the main sulfate vibrational mode (~1002 cm$^{-1}$) matches either glauberite or celestine. In spectrum 1, some vibrational bands (460, 621, 633, and 647 cm$^{-1}$) best match thenardite (Hamilton and Menzies, 2010) while others (1112, 1162 cm$^{-1}$) match celestine (Kloprogge et al., 2001). Spec. 2 best fits celestine. (B) An anhydrite-bassanite-gypsum intermediate Ca-sulfate is shown along with an inset magnifying the main sulfate vibrational mode (~1014 cm$^{-1}$), as compared to anhydrite and gypsum RRUFF database entries in gray. (No bassanite database standard was available.) Its sulfate anion vibrational band (~1014 cm$^{-1}$) and one cation band (628 cm$^{-1}$) are unique to bassanite, two are unique to anhydrite (498 and 608 cm$^{-1}$), while other cation bands (419, 673, and 1151 cm$^{-1}$) could be assigned to different combinations of the three Ca-sulfates (Prasad et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2009; Berenblut et al., 1973).
2.3.3. Fe-Rich Mudstone Subfacies

Samples were also obtained from a red mudstone subfacies, which occurs as interbeds with the gray mudstone at the top of the quarry (Figure 2.2G). Red mudstones include a silt-sized detrital component of silicates of igneous provenance, similar to the mudstone subfacies (Table 2.2). Silicate minerals present (i.e., feldspars) were associated with Fe-oxide alteration rinds, interpreted to be weathering products. VNIR reflectance spectroscopy of both the red and gray mudstones revealed the presence of similar Fe phases, including saponite (which was sometimes Fe-rich; Figure 2.4; Table 2.2).

Red mudstones differed from the gray mudstone samples in several ways. A pervasive Fe-oxide phase is present in red mudstones (in addition to the magnesite and fine-grained clay cements). The detrital component was enriched in volcanic clasts, especially Fe-rich phases, like ilmenite and biotite (Figure 2.7), which was not the case in gray mudstone samples. Detrital grains were coarser in the red mudstones (Figure 2.7B). Sand sized clasts present within red mudstones also contained fewer alteration rims as compared to those in gray mudstones (i.e., Figure 2.3B). This observed difference in the weathering of mafic silicate grains is somewhat at odds with the rusty red color of the unit, what appears to trace to a higher abundance of iron-rich cement caused by interactions with oxidizing fluids during diagenesis (see Discussion).

EPMA analyses revealed the presence of embayed Fe-oxides within the red mudstones (Figure 2.7E). However, it was unclear whether embayed grains were associated with alteration rinds in our analysis. These observations are consistent with an explanation that Fe-rich oxidizing fluids migrated through coarser and more permeable and porous muds, imparting a red color to the mudstones in the upper quarry (Figure
2.7F). This suggests that iron oxides formed as either a cement or as alteration products in the red mudstones.

Figure 2.7. Red mudstone subfacies. When viewed at similar scales using EPMA backscattered electron mode, (A) sample #04232014.1, from a gray mudstone trapped within a DGG crystal, shows both finer grained and a lower abundance of fine sand silt-sized detrital grains as compared to (B) sample #04152015.19, from the red mudstone unit. Backscattered EPMA images are shown of (C) ilmenite ("Ilm," FeTiO₃) and celestine ("Cel," SrSO₄), as well as (D) abundant detrital biotite grains ("Bi," or K(Mg,Fe)₃AlSi₃O₁₀(OH,F)₂), all present in the red mudstone subfacies. (E) Fe-oxide grains sometimes occurred with features suggesting embayment, shown in the backscattered EPMA image pictured here. Arrows point out angular regions indicating the original grain boundary, interpreted as epoxy-filled molds (black regions) of the original grain. (F) Red mudstone samples contained “rusty” cements, seen in this plane-polarized photomicrograph of #04152015.19.

2.3.4. Halite-Thenardite Pod Subfacies

Samples were collected from lenticular beds (“pods”) of halite, gypsum and thenardite at multiple sites along the south quarry wall, occurring as lenses within the gray mudstone (Table 2.1; Figure 2.2G). The pods represent a localized subfacies within
the gray mudstone subfacies based on outcrop observations suggesting that the white color, mineralogy, and pod–shaped geometry of these deposits was distinctive and localized.

Pods consist of interbedded halite and gypsum, surrounded by an outer zone consisting of thenardite and a thick, white, powdery surface coating (thenardite) on the surface (see below). XRPD and EPMA analyses indicated that all samples from pods were dominated by thenardite, halite, and minor gypsum. In thin sections, thenardite occurred as coarse-grained crystals containing cores of halite.

Halite was unconfirmed with Raman since it does not have Raman-active vibrational modes (Kieffer, 1979). However, in outcrops, pods halite-rich layers occurred as lenticular interbeds of bottom-nucleated, growth-aligned, cubic crystallites, consistent with halite (Figure 2.8-2.9). Similarly, thin sections showed textures dominated by interlocking subhedral to euhedral cubic grains (Figure 2.8B), consistent for halite. Halite domains were often visible as corroded domains within thenardite crystals (Figure 2.8C-D). EPMA confirmed the halite composition, with high Na and Cl (Figure 2.8E-F). EPMA results also eliminated concerns over Cl-rich epoxy contamination (Figure 2.8G).

Crystal growth within pods often entrapped the surrounding gray mudstone (Figure 2.8A). In outcrop observations (Figure 2.9), the general absence of mudstone matrix and subvertically-oriented gypsum crystals was consistent with bottom-nucleated growth. Bottom-nucleated gypsum was interbedded with bottom-nucleated halite (Figure 2.9).

Early literature frequently identified abundant glauberite in the Old Indian Mine locality as the dominant phase comprising the rosette crystal clusters found within
mudstone units (i.e., Twenter and Metzger, 1963; Anthony et al., 1982; Wadell, 1972; DeWitt et al., 2008). Contrary to these accounts, our study did not identify glauberite as a replacement (i.e., pseudomorph) of the previously discussed DGG. Instead, glauberite was identified by microscopy and Raman spectral analyses in pod samples, where it occurs as a minor phase, specifically, as small crystals entrapped within larger, thenardite crystals (Table 2.2). Other sulfates similar to those described from the *DGG subfacies* were also detected in minor abundances within the halite-thenardite pod subfacies (Table 2.2).

The halite-thenardite pods displayed a thick, white, powdery surface coating. Strew mount thin sections from samples of this powder were dominated by thenardite. This coating is interpreted to be an alteration phase that formed by dissolution and reprecipitation of thenardite during surface weathering processes.
Figure 2.8. Halite-Thenardite pod subfacies. (A) Mudstones (‘Mu’) were seen surrounded by a halite (‘H’) border and embedded within a thenardite (‘T’) matrix, as seen in plane-polarized light. (B) Halite appears as subhedral to euhedral cubic crystals in a matrix of interlocking crystallites, as seen in this plane-polarized photomicrograph. (C) A thenardite photomicrograph is visible here in cross-polarized light, showing a large, angular thenardite crystal (appearing to have high blue birefringence colors) entrapped within a larger thenardite region (gray). The red boxed region is magnified in (D). (D) A domain of corroded replacement of halite is visible on the thenardite crystal shown in (C) in cross-polarized light. (E-G) EPMA EDS maps of a mudstone region confirmed the composition of halite. Surrounding mudstones, there was often a phase having abundant (E) chlorine and (F) sodium. (G) This region had low C, confirming that Cl-rich epoxy had not been misidentified as halite in other analyses.
Figure 2.9. Pod outcrop images. (A-B) Outcrop observations of the pods revealed a matrix containing horizons of bottom-nucleated gypsum having undergone compaction and being interbedded with mudstone (“Mu”) and halite-thenardite (“H-T”) units. The box in (A) is magnified in (B). (B) The arrow points to a bottom-nucleated, growth-aligned, cubic halite crystallite. (C) Another example of bottom-nucleated, growth-aligned halite (arrow) is seen in the center of a halite-thenardite pod with powdery thenardite alteration visible on the surface. The features in (B) and (C) can be compared to the image in (D) from Warren (1999) illustrating typical bottom-nucleated halite chevron fabric in a salt crust.

2.3.5. Efflorescent Crust Subfacies

Samples were also collected from white, powdery, efflorescent crusts that had formed along the margins of a shallow channel that had incised the quarry floor (Figure 2.2F; Table 2.1). Microscopy and XRPD analyses of strew mount thin sections from these crusts revealed the presence of thenardite with minor contributions from gypsum (with evidence of cation substitution present, as well; Table 2.2).
Mirabilite has been documented in efflorescent crusts in the Verde Fm. evaporites (i.e., Wadell, 1972; Anthony et al., 1982; Phillips, 1987), but was not identified in our study, likely because of its instability. The chrysanthemum-like aggregates observed in strew mounts (Figure 2.10) imply that thenardite may have formed from dehydration of mirabilite (Tursina et al., 1980). Mirabilite is stable at cooler temperatures, but quickly dehydrates to thenardite, the more stable phase at warmer temperatures, either in situ, or in the lab, during thin section preparation.

Figure 2.10. Efflorescent Crust Photomicrograph. This plane-polarized photomicrograph shows chrysanthemum-like thenardite aggregates visible around the mudstone (gray region in the center), consistent with mirabilite dehydration.

2.3.6. Organic Preservation

Many fossil occurrences have been documented in the Verde Fm. (Wadell, 1972; Nations et al., 1981; Donchin, 1983). However, Verde Fm. is generally unfossiliferous, except in the uppermost carbonate units where some fossils have been found (Wadell,
This is consistent with our lack of morphological microfossil detections in thin sections and at the outcrop scale of the Verde evaporites.

Biosignatures in our samples occur as particulate kerogen, seen in thin sections as opaque, microscopic grains (10 - 100 µm) and in EPMA (Figure 2.11A). In our samples, kerogen was preserved exclusively within mudstones (Figure 2.11A). This was true even for the halite-thenardite and DGG subfacies, where kerogen-containing muds had been entrapped within the matrixes as they crystallized. EPMA results suggested kerogen based on elemental composition and confirmation that that epoxy was not falsely mimicking kerogen, showing that it was rich in C and O, low in Cl (Figure 2.11A-D), and low in all other elements.

Raman spectroscopy of the mudstone failed to provide useful organic detections due to fluorescence. For this reason, we resorted to bulk sample methods that were less resolved spatially, in order to obtain Total Organic Carbon (TOC) abundances for each subfacies. TOC results (Figure 2.11E) revealed that measurements clustered into two distinct groups. Mudstones and the modern efflorescent crust subfacies showed higher TOC values, while DGG and halite-thenardite pod subfacies showed similar, but lower values for TOCs.

All mudstones analyzed showed similar TOCs (0.11 ± 0.01 wt % average for gray mudstones; 0.14 ± 0.02 wt % average for red mudstones). This result is consistent with TOC values of <1% reported for near-surface, bioturbated evaporitic carbonate muds (Warren, 1986). Efflorescent crust TOC values were similar to the mudstones (0.16 ± 0.02 wt % average), despite their ephemeral nature.
The lowest TOCs in this study were obtained from the DGG clusters and the halite-thenardite pod samples. TOCs for DGG samples averaged 0.04 ± 0.04 wt %, while red mudstone DGG sample TOCs were 0.01 ± 0.02 wt % on average. The average DGG TOC values of all DGG TOC values fall into the lower TOC group, both in DGG samples collected from red and gray mudstone subfacies. TOC values for the DGG subfacies are consistent with those of Barbieri et al. (2006), who obtained TOCs of <0.1 wt %, using similar methods, for the organic-rich laminations of a lacustrine gypsum deposit in Tunisia. Halite-thenardite pod samples revealed TOC values comparable to those of gypsum: 0.04 ± 0.01 wt % on average.

Values for \( \delta^{13}C_{org} \) ranged from -27.94 to -21.04‰ (VPDB) for all results (Figure 2.11E). Although exact input sources of the \( C_{org} \) are unknown, these \( \delta^{13}C \) results are consistent with a biogenic origin. They are also consistent with the organisms that are commonly associated with lacustrine carbonates, including sedimentary organic matter, terrestrial OM, with the C3 carbon fixation pathway, lacustrine algae, as well as evaporite sediments rich in aquatic autotrophs in Miocene marls (\( \delta^{13}C_{org} \) ranging from -15 to -35‰; Meyers, 1994; Des Marais, 2001; Schouten et al., 2001).

If \( \delta^{13}C \) values were within the ranges expected for inorganic carbonates, they would invalidate organic C interpretations. The obtained \( \delta^{13}C \) values are not consistent with an inorganic carbonate interpretation, whose values range from +12 to -15‰ for environments similar to those reported here (e.g., shallow lacustrine basins, hydrologically open and closed Miocene-aged lakes, and Miocene-age environments; hypersaline, playa lake carbonate-rich settings; Talbot, 1990; Bellanca et al., 1992; Utrilla et al., 1998; Aiello et al., 2001; Melezhik et al., 2001).
It is unclear why there is one outlier in both TOC and $\delta^{13}C$, in the DGG sample group (average TOC of $0.10 \pm 0.04$ wt % and $\delta^{13}C$ of $-27.9 \pm 1.87$). It was one of two replicates of #04152015.14; Table 2.2. One possibility is that there may have been acid-organic or acid-sulfate interactions that skewed that data.

Figure 2.11. Organic analyses. (A) Kerogen (“K”) was disseminated within fine-grained mudstone (“Mu”), shown in this backscattered electron mode EPMA image. Epoxy (“Ep”) and gypsum (“Gy”) regions are denoted. EDS elemental maps of the boxed region in (A) are shown for (B) carbon, (C) chlorine, and (D) oxygen, confirming that kerogen is distinguishable from epoxy by its low Cl abundance. (E) Plot showing $\delta^{13}C$ vs. TOC with associated uncertainties. Gray values represent the average values of each subfacies. For uncertainty calculations, see Methods. Abbreviations are as in previous figures and text.
2.3.7. Diagenetic Pathways in Verde Fm. Evaporites

Results and observations were integrated with models of basin brine evolution developed by previous researchers (Hardie and Eugster, 1970; Jankowski and Jacobson, 1989) to reconstruct an empirical model of playa evaporite diagenesis in Old Indian Salt Mine quarry. Addressing our study’s first goal, our model outlines the four major pathways of diagenesis based on our analyses of the five main subfacies sampled (see sections 2.3.1-2.3.5). Fig. 12 summarizes this model. In the Discussion section, the pathways model is integrated with TOC data as a proxy for BPP to infer a taphonomic model of selective preservation of organic matter across the diagenetic pathways recognized in the evaporite playa system.

Initial Depositional Environment

To provide a context for the diagenetic pathway model, it is first necessary to establish the initial depositional context of the playa environment (see Figure 2.12A).

After damming of the Verde River, the playa evaporites of Verde Basin formed from a continental basin with ionic proportions of Mg, Na, Ca, SO$_4^{2-}$, and Cl in parent waters (Hardie and Eugster, 1970). Mg and SO$_4$ may have been introduced into the system as a result of weathering of volcanic sources (Warren, 1999) or mafic rocks of Proterozoic basement in the Black Hills. During the late Miocene to early Pliocene, fine-grained, clay- to silt-sized muds and sediments were deposited onto ephemeral playas from distal alluvial fan sources from the south. It should be noted that in this study, the Verde Basin is assumed to have been an open basin, not hydrologically closed, as in the models by Hardie and Eugster (1970) and Jankowski and Jacobson (1989).
The abundant phyllosilicates seen in mudstones may have been transported to the playa surface by the alluvial fan system that developed along the southern basin margin during basin formation. Or, they may have formed authigenically during diagenesis. XRPD data could not confirm whether clays within mudstones originated authigenically or detritally, a dilemma also relevant to clays found recently in Martian mudstones (Bristow et al., 2015 and references therein). However, petrographic observations revealed the widespread distribution of detrital mica grains (Figure 2.5C) that were poorly sorted, and angular, as well as unweathered silicate minerals in mudstones, which experienced limited grain rounding during transport or alteration after deposition. These observations suggest that a detrital origin was likely the dominant origin for clays present in mudstones. This is consistent with the conclusions of Wadell (1972) that clays and gravels were transported into the basin from nearby alluvial sources.

Detrital carbonate deposition in such environments is common, but evidence for this was not observed our in thin section analyses. (Carbonate paragenesis is detailed in Pathway C0.)

Pathway A0: DGG Crystallization within Muds

DGG was the primary sulfate to precipitate within muds, consistent with the findings of Wadell (1972). Early DGG within muds characterizes Pathway A0. DGG formed by capillary-driven evaporation of CaSO₄-enriched bottom sediments in the restricted hypersaline environment after evaporative processes formed concentrated brines that accumulated below playa surfaces and above the zone of saturation. Gypsum
nucleation on organic substrates could have played a role in the cluster growth (Warren, 1999 and refs therein).

*Pathway A1-A5: Later Stage DGG Alteration*

DGG was altered in four processes, Pathways A1-A5 (Figure 2.12B). The lenticular form of the gypsum crystals (Figure 2.5) indicates that they crystallized in shallow brine pans subject to periodic short-term dissolution and regeneration (Warren, 1999 and refs therein). In Pathway A1, during periods of lower salinity, DGG experienced partial or full dissolution, leaving behind external crystal cavities in the host mudstone (Figure 2.5). Pathway A2 represents cavities that were partially infilled with secondary bladed gypsum crystals (Figure 2.5). In other cases, represented by Pathway A3, gypsum cavities were fully filled by secondary gypsum, which then recrystallized to form a mosaic of replacing crystals (Figure 2.5). In Pathway A4, gypsum may have experienced dehydration (Figure 2.6). This would be expected to occur when gypsum dehydrated at burial temperatures of ~35°C, shallow depths, and with a pore-fluid salinity of halite saturation (Warren, 1999).

Diagenesis can create cation-replaced domains within gypsum (e.g., Sr-rich gypsum; Kasprzyk, 2013). Pathway A5 shows Na-Ca-Sr cation-substitution (Figure 2.6). Data shows that Sr-substitution proceeded toward celestine in some cases, but the pure celestine endmember was only confirmed in DGG samples from the red mudstones (Figure 2.6A; Table 2.2). Celestine in red mudstones could have resulted when Sr-rich brines later came into contact with the dissolution fluids and secondary recrystallization of the primary sulfate, gypsum. The Na-Ca sulfate endmember, glauberite, was also
observed in some pod samples but not in DGG gypsum clusters, possibly as a replacement phase (Table 2.2; see Pathway B1).

Pathway A5, Na-Ca-Sr cation-substitution, was discovered with Raman analyses. Previous known analyses of Ca- and Na-sulfates with Raman have reported only rare cation substitutions (e.g., Dharmasena and Frech, 1993), implying that the general effects of cation substitutions on Raman-based sulfate phase identification need additional study. Systematic studies of this topic (as exemplified by the carbonate analyses of Rividi et al., 2010) are particularly important, especially for the range of sulfates that have been identified as present on Mars. Such studies could significantly increase the reliability in Raman database phase matching and the use of cation substitutions as paleoenvironmental proxies (i.e., Donovan and Rose, 1992; Baker and Bloomer, 1988; Butler, 1973). Such work might also provide additional insights into diagenetic impacts on BPP.

It remains unclear if Pathways A1-A5 occurred concurrently with other pathways, or were time-independent (represented as occurring at the same time interval, Time 1, in Figure 2.12B). This is because the sulfate phases and their alteration pathways described in our study were observed in association with all subfacies (Table 2.2).

Pathway B0: Halite Pod Formation

Ca consumption by gypsum would have led to the progressive enrichment of Na and Cl in ponded brines, with major contributions from Na, Mg, and Ca (Jankowski and Jacobson, 1989). Pathway B0 is characterized by halite precipitation within localized brine ponds, visible today as exposed pods at midslope elevations on the quarry wall.
Halite pods are and semi-aligned laterally, suggesting that their formation occurred midway during the stratigraphic time sequence preserved in the quarry walls. Pods tend to be elongated vertically (perpendicular to bedding), suggesting that they persisted over time, creating a vertically elongated geometry in the outcrop.

Based on outcrop observations and textural relationships visible in thin sections, halite pod formation is attributed to local karstification of older evaporites within the host gray mudstone through subsurface dissolution of soluble salts. This would have occurred during the circulation of supersaturated pore waters. Bottom-nucleated halite and gypsum growth occurred in localized brine-filled depressions on the playa surface.

Several observations lead to the conclusion that haloturbation was likely widespread during playa deposition and diagenesis. Periodic depositional events often on playas lay down fine beds or laminations. Depositional layering can be destroyed during dissolution and precipitation of salts on the playa surface between events where freshwater floods the playa surface and subsequently evaporates. The absence of primary lamination in the playa mudstones suggests extensive haloturbation occurred within the playa sediments. Such processes may also account for the irregular bedding seen in the pods. During halite precipitation and recycling, clasts observed within mudstones (Figure 2.3B) may have become deformed after diagenetic burial of evaporite beds were flushed by under-saturated subsurface waters (Warren, 1999 and references therein). These features were likely to be associated with haloturbation since they often originate from lithologies overlying or entrained within dissolving salt beds.

It remains unconstrained when pods formed with respect to Pathway A0. (This is represented as occurring at the same time interval as that pathway in Figure 2.12B.)
Pathway B1: Na-Sulfate Replacement

After halite precipitation, Ca, Cl, and alkalinity depletion of brines can cause molar Mg and SO_4 to became abundant relative to other cations (Jankowski and Jacobson, 1989). In the case of Verde Fm. evaporites, it is possible that when Mg concentration exceeded SO_4 concentration, neutral Cl-SO_4 brines, along with Na and Mg (the major cations present) dominated brines, leading to the precipitation of Na-sulfates, which characterizes Pathway B1.

The main Na-sulfate present in the pods, thenardite, is thought to have formed after halite, since halite is always included within thenardite crystals in thin sections of pod samples and also in the outcrop where exposed thenardite rims are always external to halite-gypsum pods. In pods, thenardite formation is attributed halite replacement. This is based on thin section petrography showing an abundance of thenardite crystals with corroded replacements of halite domains in pod samples (Figure 2.8C-D). Thenardite is unlikely to have formed as a pseudomorph after halite; textures expected from such processes were not observed.

Cyclical evaporation of the lake to near dryness could have deposited small amounts of other Na-rich phases (i.e., glauberite, mirabilite) within the deepest parts of the basin (Wadell, 1972). Mirabilite reportedly appears during cooler seasons in efflorescent crusts (Figure 2.2; Wadell, 1972) but was not found in our samples. Crusts sampled in this study were thenardite-rich and likely formed by evaporation-driven precipitation of salts when complete dehydration of subsurface brine was drawn to the surface by capillary action (Warren, 2010). Efflorescent crusts were likely haloturbated and recycled throughout the quarry, both in the past and at present.
Pathway C0: Magnesite Cementation of Playa Sediments

During the Pleistocene, an extensive phase of lake formation occurred, depositing perennial lacustrine carbonates in the basin (Donchin, 1983). Burial, basin filling, and carbonate sedimentation occurred during basin flooding, as circulation of freshwater persisted (Donchin, 1983), characterizing Pathway C0. Primary sedimentary structures are likely to have been continually disrupted by haloturbation.

Carbonate present abundantly in mudstones, plus its texture and characteristics in thin section observations, suggests pervasive cementation by magnesite. Carbonate cements lithified into the magnesite-rich mudstone cement. The source for carbonates, whether detritally from limestone sources from nearby distal alluvial fans as carbonate muds, or authigenic, remains unconstrained. No evidence for detrital carbonates was observed in thin sections.

Pathway D0: Fe-rich Oxidation

During the playa period of the Verde Basin, a system of prograding alluvial fans developed along the southern margin of the basin, delivering fine-grained detrital silicate-rich sediments from the Black Hills in the south. During the last stage of playa history, alluvial fan channels began to prograde over the playa mudstones, depositing gravels on top of the fine-grained playa sediments. This is preserved as a pebbly conglomerate unit at the top of the quarry section (Figure 2.2) that contains metamorphic and volcanic clasts. These alluvial gravels were deposited unconformably on the top of the playa sequence in the red mudstone unit (Figure 2.7).
A change in depositional conditions is apparent as a shift from gray mudstones to interbedded gray and red mudstones at upper quarry (Figure 2.2G). The red color is attributed to the cementation of the red playa mudstones by Fe-oxides. This unit records a late stage diagenetic event that marks a shift in pore fluid compositions to oxidizing conditions, characterizing Pathway D0. The interbedded nature of red and gray mudstones (Figure 2.2G) implies that the environmental change from more reducing conditions (in gray mudstones) to more oxidizing Fe-oxide pore fluids (in red mudstones) was cyclic.

The red mudstones were likely coarser (Figure 2.7) and slightly more permeable, providing favorable conditions of the entry of oxidizing surface water. Oxidizing fluids could have been sourced from alluvial fan run-off to the playa surface and downward percolation into playa sediments.

Chemical weathering by oxygen-rich groundwater interaction may have produced authigenic Fe-oxides seen in samples (Figure 2.4; i.e., hematite, goethite, etc.) and possibly clays, as well. The presence of both weathered (e.g., alteration rims developed on some Fe-rich clasts) and unaltered (e.g., coarser angular grains) detrital materials seen in mudstones, along with the presence of Fe-oxide cements, implies that Fe oxidation occurred during transport to the playa and/or in situ within sediments, following deposition. Similarly, oxidation of mafic silicates formed Fe-rich alteration rims during or after transport, and in situ.

Cross-cutting relationships in thin sections of the red mudstone subfacies indicate that Fe-oxide cementation post-dated the displacive growth of gypsum in the red mudstones, since DGG aggregates in red mudstone units are always coated with red Fe-
oxide cements. However, the exact timing of Fe cementation remains unclear. The alternation of the two mudstone subfacies also implies that F oxidation overlapped in time with selective cementation dominated by Fe-oxides in the red mudstone subfacies and by magnesite in gray mudstone subfacies.
Figure 2.12. Model of diagenetic pathways through time in Verde Fm. playa evaporites. See Discussion text for description. (A) A diagram of the initial depositional playa environment is shown for context, hence it begins at Time 0. A legend is also shown. (B) A simplified illustration of inferred diagenetic pathways is shown and arranged through progressing time and diagenesis. The four major diagenetic pathways events are denoted A0-D0. Numbers after letters denote later pathway alteration events associated with those of the same letter. Pathways A0 and B0 may have co-occurred. The timing of Pathways C0 and D0 remains unconstrained.
2.4. DISCUSSION

2.4.1. Diagenetic Pathways Model

In this study, five diverse subfacies in the Old Indian Salt Mine quarry were sampled and empirically observed, and a diagenetic model for Verde Fm. evaporites was inferred. This model is an open basin and considers hydrologic conditions which changed during lacustrine conditions in the later history of the Verde Basin. Despite these two factors, our diagenetic sequence is consistent with the predictions from Hardie and Eugster (1970) and Janowski and Jacobson (1989), whose models predict the brine evolution of a Mg–Na–Ca–SO$_4$–Cl brine type in a closed hydrological system. This adds to the confidence of the model presented (and previously reported in Shkolyar and Farmer, 2015; 2016).

2.4.2. Taphonomic Model of BPP across Diagenetic Pathways

The Salt Mine playa evaporite outcrop studied here was expected to have high BPP for the reasons addressed in section 1. This study identified five subfacies within the Verde Fm. playa sequence and documented TOC abundances in subfacies studied, as proxies for kerogen abundance, based on the assumption that TOC can be used as a reliable indicator of BPP. Although a few studies (i.e., Wadell, 1972; Donchin, 1983) have documented diagenetic processes at several Verde Fm. localities, ours is the first study to present an integrated view of diagenesis (summarized in Figure 2.12) across the five subfacies recognized, and previously reported in Shkolyar and Farmer (2015; 2016). This information was used to create the first known taphonomic model for long-term BPP in the Verde Fm. evaporites, addressing this study’s second goal.
The earliest stage of biosignature capture and highest BPP in relationship is inferred to have occurred in the earliest depositional phase of the playa. The starting TOCs of the Verde playa system cannot be directly measured as the samples collected represent later diagenetic stages in the history of the playa deposits. However, similar modern environments can provide a starting proxy for the TOC values, and by extension, BPP, expected for this system. Modern saline and hypersaline sediments, marine carbonate-rich evaporites, and hypersaline evaporative facies of freshwater, and suboxic environments are all known to have TOCs between 0.2 – ~30 wt % (Warren, 1986 and references therein; Carroll and Bohacs, 2001; Schreiber et al, 2001), up to three orders of magnitude higher than the mudstone TOC values reported here. Thus, this range of TOC values can be taken as an approximated starting point for the system studied.

The five subfacies sampled in our study represent two regimes of BPP based on TOC data: highest in mudstone subfacies, and lower in the DGG and halite-thenardite pod subfacies. (Efflorescent crusts are excluded from this preservation model because they are expected to have low TOCs and by extension, low BPP, due to constant recycling and haloturbation of evaporite surface layers. However, their TOC values were comparable to mudstone values. This is interpreted to be due not to fossil biosignature preservation but rather their association with underlying mudstone, contamination from abundant surrounding vegetation, as shown in Figure 2.2, or a more active biota accompanied by less complete diagenetic degradation as compared to the ancient deposits.)

Mudstone subfacies had the highest BPP as compared to all of the evaporite salts. Three factors explain the high BPP of the mudstone subfacies. The potential of
clays to trap and preserve organics is well known (e.g., Farmer and Des Marais, 1999). This is especially true for smectites (Kennedy et al., 2002), which all of our mudstones contained in significant abundances (as montmorillonite and saponite; see Table 2.2). In addition, fine-grained carbonate cementation was pervasive in the playa. If mudstones underwent early burial and lithification, entombed OM could have been protected against degradation. Burial by fine-grained, low permeability, and clay-rich sediments is known to enhance preservation (Farmer, 1995; Farmer, 1998; Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Westall and Cavalazzi, 2011), especially in carbonate-rich sediments, since they are among the most common lithotypes for the Precambrian microfossil record (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999). On the other hand, disruption by halite recycling (i.e., haloturbation) and by living mobile microorganisms (i.e., bioturbation) altered primary muds before cementation and likely reduced what was an initially higher BPP (inferred based on modern analog TOCs discussed above) and relative to the modern, diagenetically altered mudstones sampled.

Fe-rich oxidation did not affect mudstone BPP. Fe-oxidation, pervasive in red mudstones, was expected to reduce BPP (Allison and Briggs, 1991; Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Westall and Cavalazzi, 2011) relative to gray mudstones. However, results showed that TOCs of both mudstones were similar. Perhaps Fe oxidizing fluids were not abundant, or did not come into contact with the deposits prior to their cementation, which could have protected organic matter from oxidation. The timing of Fe-oxide cementation during red mudstone diagenesis, in relationship to carbonate cementation, remains unconstrained in our model.
DGG and halite-thenardite pod subfacies exhibited similar and low BPPs compared to mudstones. The DGG subfacies sampled represent the present, ongoing evolution following multiple diagenetic events (Pathways A1-A5). During the displacive precipitation of gypsum, host muds (and associated organics) were captured inside gypsum and halite crystals. The pathways that followed (A2-A4) likely reduced the BPP of DGG and halite-thenardite pods relative to host mudstones. During these pathways, secondary gypsum recrystallization could have reduced BPP (Allwood et al., 2009; Farmer, 1999). During Pathway A4, partial or complete dehydration could have reduced BPP, since dewatering of gypsum can flush out organic films (Warren, 1986). During Pathway A5, diagenetic fluids could have flushed out and possibly oxidized previously captured OM and preserved it in early DGG, when Na or Sr cations were exchanged. The causes of low BPPs in DGG subfacies sampled from both red mudstone and the unoxidized, gray mudstone are likely similar, since Fe-oxide cementation post-dated displacive growth of gypsum in the red mudstones.

In the case of the halite-thenardite pods, when ponded brines reached halite saturation, natural waters must have approached anaerobic conditions (Warren, 1999). Bottom-nucleated halite formed in shallow brine ponds. Both factors should have enhanced initial BPP within pods. However, any OM entombed in halite likely did not remain well preserved during repeated cycles of dissolution and re-precipitation of halite. Unsurprisingly, BPP was found to be low (with respect to mudstones) and similar in the halite-thenardite pod subfacies and DGG subfacies. The lower TOC values in DGG and halite-thenardite pod samples are consistent with observations by Katz et al. (1987). Many studies cite saline evaporite basins with high BPP (Powell, 1986; Warren, 1986,
and references therein). However, Katz et al. (1987) are among the few researchers to recognize that evaporite subfacies rarely yield higher OM quantities when compared to their associated claystone and carbonate members, for three reasons: (1) Density contrast between hypersaline brines and suspended OM retards its settling rate and prolongs its exposure to oxidation; (2) Concentrated brines and diagenetic fluids support oxidizers that can degrade labile organics; (3) Rapid rates of evaporite precipitation may dilute OM which reaches the sediment-water interface. It is concluded that the low BPP of both the DGG and pod subfacies was caused by a combination of localized brine-rich environments, oxidizing fluids, and constant recycling of evaporites present within pore spaces of muds and in shallow ponded environments.

2.4.3. Limitations of Methods

Carbon isotope values alone should not be taken at face value when examining biogenicity (i.e., Summons and Hallman, 2014). They are bulk measurements, which do not represent an in situ, non-destructive way of characterizing BPP. In our study, for instance, it is unknown how preservation of early DGG compares to altered, secondary DGG. That is because protocols for TOC and EMPA analyses do not allow the isolation of cation-exchanged or dehydrated domains within bulk samples. Instead, BPP trends revealed in our TOC data represents the BPP of the bulk DGG subfacies, averaged between all Pathways (B-B5). Microscale, nondestructive analyses may be the best way to define BPP, as per the recommendations of the astrobiology and Mars communities (i.e., Des Marais et al., 2008; MEPAG, 2015).
Consistent with these recommendations, an EPMA method was investigated to quantify BPP across subfacies *in situ*, at a microscale, and nondestructively. This method could have entailed making 2D carbon elemental maps of regions containing kerogen across all samples. A pixel-counting algorithm was created (in MATLAB) to calculate an area of kerogen coverage based on elemental carbon intensities. The carbon-bearing areas in all maps within one subfacies could be statistically averaged, defining a “preservation coefficient” within that subfacies. This coefficient could then be used to quantify BPP across subfacies.

However, many limitations prevented this protocol from being implemented within the scope of the present study. Issues that needed to be addressed included: (1) difficulties finding acquisition settings that provide an acceptable trade-off between sample damage (which could volatilize carbon using high energy X-rays and therefore reduce its intensity in carbon maps); (2) acceptable resolution; (3) challenges obtaining proper carbon standards (epoxy could not be used since its composition was not homogenous and other carbon standards were unable to be Ir-coated); and (4) sampling issues (i.e., manually targeting 2D regions may not be representative of the sample volume; and kerogen properties were not consistent across samples, etc.). Further studies are recommended to develop more robust, quantifiable, and nondestructive methods for examining BPP in analog samples considered high-priority targets for MSR.

A final limitation in this study is related to assumptions made in the diagenetic pathway model. This model did not consider whether groundwater flow occurred through the evaporite deposits after the sequence described here, and if so, whether evaporite units were re-buried or flooded. This hypothesis could be further tested with Sr isotope
studies, which may provide proxies for different environmental conditions during deposition or diagenesis and aid in environmental reconstruction. Cations in solution have been shown to influence brine composition, evaporation pathways, flow characteristics of groundwater, the permeability of sediments, and the precipitation sequence of evaporites (Warren, 2010). In sulfates and carbonates, Sr cation concentrations and ratios (e.g., with Mg) could give insight into the composition of the sediment-brine interface in which Verde Fm. sulfates accumulated (Warren, 1999). Measuring Sr cations is recommended to gain further insights into groundwater flow and hydrology history of Verde Basin evaporites. One method that should be investigated to collect such data (at ~ppb concentrations) is Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) [Stephen Romaniello, personal communication].

In addition, nonlinear combinations of diagenetic events described in our model (whose combined effects are unknown) may have affected the BPP at any pathway. Still, this model provides a starting point for future efforts to understand principles of selective preservation in evaporitic environments originating from Mg-Na-Ca-SO₄-Cl brines.

2.4.4. Complimentary Analyses to Understand BPP

The method presented here demonstrates the importance of using a suite of instruments, each with different and complimentary capabilities, to enhance overall understanding of an environment and where high BPP sampling targets might exist. (For example, Raman could not identify halite because it lacks Raman-active vibrational modes. EPMA was needed to confirm halite presence. XRPD could not detect Fe-oxides due to its limit of detection. Raman and VNIR confirmed Fe-oxides.) Mars 2020 payload
instruments may obtain data sets similar to those presented here. For instance, Mastcam-Z, or WATSON (Novak et al., 2015) could provide data sets analogous to petrographic microscopy; PIXL (Allwood et al., 2015) may yield elemental data sets comparable to those obtained with EPMA; and SHERLOC (Beegle et al., 2015) or SuperCam (Maurice et al., 2015) should yield mineral and organic Raman spectral data sets, but with additional instrument enhancements (e.g., fluorescence mitigation through wavelength optimization; see Chapter 4 and Shkolyar et al., submitted, for details).

2.5. CONCLUSIONS

Playa evaporites are examined from the Miocene-Pliocene Verde Fm. of central AZ and identified as potentially valuable Martian analogues. This study demonstrated one approach for addressing NASA’s priorities for upcoming Mars exploration efforts to characterize past habitable environments and favorable sampling targets based on their BPP.

Outcrop observations were integrated with data from a suite of laboratory techniques to identify five distinct subfacies comprising the evaporite playa sedimentary system. A model was inferred for the diagenetic history of the Verde evaporites based on the five recognized subfacies, consisting of four main diagenetic pathways (A0-D0) and six associated later stage alterations (Pathways A1-A5, B1). The environment formed during the Miocene, when fine-grained sediments derived from alluvial fan sources to the south were deposited onto playa surfaces. In the shallow subsurface, early displacive growth gypsum (DGG) precipitated within playa muds (Pathway A0). DGG experienced five later-stage alteration events (Pathways A1-A5). Gypsum dissolved and formed
external cavities within the playa muds. Dissolution cavities were infilled with secondary
gypsum and in some instances, recrystallized to coarser crystallite sizes. Gypsum also
dehydrated to form Ca-sulfates with an intermediate hydration state, or experienced Na-
Ca-Sr cation substitution. Another subfacies environment formed on the playa surface by
evaporite dissolution. This process created surface depressions where brine pans formed,
supporting the growth of bottom-nucleated halite in localized shallow brine ponds
(Pathway B0) accompanied by later thenardite replacement (Pathway B1). During the
Pleistocene, a perennial lake system developed in the Verde Basin, precipitating
extensive deposits of Mg-carbonate and emplacing carbonate cements (Pathway C0).
During the Pliocene, cyclic oxidization of pore fluids precipitated, selectively cementing
playa muds (Pathway D0).

This study proposes a model of long-term BPP within each subfacies across the
diagenetic pathways outlined above, assuming that TOC values obtained from bulk
samples for each subfacies are a proxy for BPP. Initial sedimentation of fine-grained
muds onto ephemeral playas from alluvial fan sources was inferred to be the earliest stage
of biosignature capture, with the highest BPP. The mudstone subfacies (both gray and
red, Fe-oxide rich types) was found to have a high BPP, compared to the DGG and halite-
thenardite pod subfacies, which showed comparable, but lower BPPs. The higher BPP in
mudstones is likely due to the abundance of smectitic clays, low permeability and fine-
grained carbonate cements. Analyses of the red mudstones and red DGG samples showed
that Fe-rich oxidation did not play a major role in reducing BPP. Low BPP in DGG and
halite-thenardite pod subfacies was attributed to later stage alteration events in DGG, as
well as localized brine-rich environments, oxidizing fluids, and recycling of evaporites
within ponded environments. These results may help refine taphonomic models for BPP in evaporite environments originating from Mg-Na-Ca-SO₄-Cl brines in basins.

For similar habitable environments on Mars, this observational framework may guide the identification of samples that have the highest BPP for both in situ analysis and sample selection for MSR. Two upcoming missions, Mars 2020 (NASA) and ExoMars (European Space Agency), will usher in a new era in Mars exploration: the rover-based search for potential biosignatures based on BPP. To enhance the success of in situ sampling strategies employed on these missions, further studies are warranted to refine and quantify the definition of BPP, especially studies that employ in situ, non-destructive, and micro-scale techniques.
CHAPTER 3

VISIBLE EXCITATION RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY FOR FOSSIL BIOSIGNATURE AND MINERAL IDENTIFICATION: CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MARS SAMPLE RETURN

3.1. INTRODUCTION

NASA’s 2011 Decadal Survey (NRC, 2011) emphasized searching for life on Mars as its highest priority flagship class mission for the coming decade. The 2008 NASA Astrobiology Roadmap (Des Marais et al., 2008) included a goal to “determine how to recognize signatures of life on other worlds…[by identifying]…biosignatures that can reveal and characterize past or present life in ancient samples from Earth, [and] extraterrestrial samples measured in situ or returned to Earth….”

Determining whether life ever existed on Mars is likely to come by searching for biosignatures in samples analyzed in laboratories on Earth (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999). Mars Sample Return (MSR) is a logical next step in this endeavor, provided the returned samples are selected in situ based on their (1) association with past habitable environments and (2) potential to preserve biosignatures (Farmer, 2012). An important first step towards MSR is the 2020 Mars rover mission, detailed in Chapter 1. The 2020 mission highlights the need to develop in situ techniques for sample selection and MSR that can meet these two objectives.
3.1.1. Assessing the Preservation Potential of Aqueous Sedimentary Deposits

On Earth, the most abundant form of fossilized organic matter is kerogen, a degraded, macromolecular form of fossilized organic matter found in aqueously formed sedimentary rocks. Sedimentary kerogen is a major carbon sink in the global carbon cycle and represents the largest pool of organic matter on Earth: \( \sim 10^{16} \) tons of C compared to \( \sim 10^{12} \) tons present as living biomass (Vandenbroucke and Largeau, 2007). With progressive burial, kerogen typically undergoes thermal maturation, which results in the loss of its volatile components. This maturation process is accompanied by the progressive cross-linking of polymers and a change in the optical properties of kerogen from amber-colored, transparent forms of immature kerogen, to mature forms that are dark brown and opaque. Kerogen represents the most abundant type of biosignature on Earth and is therefore a logical target in the exploration for a Martian fossil record.

On Earth, aqueous lithologies that commonly capture and preserve fossil organic matter include evaporites (i.e., sulfates), cherts, carbonates, and clay-rich shales. Spectral signatures of these lithotypes have been identified on Mars orbit by the orbiters such as the CRISM (Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars) instrument, onboard NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), and by the OMEGA VIMS (Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer) on the Mars Express orbiter. The same lithologies have also been detected by rovers, including the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) “Curiosity” rover and the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) missions, Spirit and Opportunity. These lithotypes have long been considered high-priority targets in the search for a Martian fossil record and provide a logical focus for this study (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999).
For example, sulfates are aqueous minerals that form in the presence of water. Recent work has shown that the common hydrated calcium sulfate, gypsum, preserves a diverse kerogenous microfossil record, making it a promising target in the search for past life on Mars (Schopf et al., 2012). Previous investigations on Mars, both ground-based (Glotch et al., 2006; Squyres et al., 2004; Squyres et al., 2012) and orbital (Gendrin et al., 2005; Bibring et al., 2006; Glotch and Rogers, 2007), have repeatedly confirmed the presence of hydrated sulfates and cation compositions, including gypsum (CaSO$_4$·H$_2$O). Sulfates occur on Mars as components of soils and as evaporite deposits. Sulfates also occur as subsurface vein fill deposits at Yellowknife Bay, Gale Crater, (Grotzinger et al., 2014) and at Endurance Crater, in Meridiani Planum (Squyres et al., 2012).

In surface environments on Earth, amorphous (opaline) silica is metastable. It transforms during diagenesis (post-depositional alteration processes) through intermediaries to its ordered polymorph, quartz. The dense crystalline structure of quartz enhances its resistance to weathering and erosion. It has a prolonged residence time in the crust, making it effective for preserving fossil biosignatures (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999). Chert is a dense, highly silicified (>95% silica), fine-grained sedimentary rock, whose dense crystalline structure resists chemical weathering (Hesse, 1990), formed by aqueous depositional processes. It is the most common lithotype for well-preserved microbiotas in the Precambrian record on Earth. On Mars, silica has been detected as the amorphous form, Opal-A, in surface outcrops at Home Plate, in the Columbia Hills of Gusev Crater, using instruments on the Spirit rover (Ruff et al., 2011). Silica enrichment at Home Plate was attributed to hydrothermal spring activity (Squyres et al., 2004; Ruff et al., 2011). Near IR orbital detections from CRISM uncovered localized hydrated silica
deposits in the Syrtis Major volcanic caldera, suggesting a possible volcanically driven hydrothermal system (Skok et al., 2010). Quartz was also recently detected by MSL, as a minor phase in an aeolian sand ripple at Rocknest (Bish et al., 2013). Chert’s precursor opaline silica, and a low-pressure, high-temperature polymorph, tridymite, have all been detected recently at Mars rover landing sites (Skok et al., 2010; Ruff et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2016). However, chert has not yet been detected on Mars.

Another important aqueous mineral group detected on Mars is carbonate. Limestones and dolomites are common host lithologies for the Precambrian fossil record on Earth (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999). The precipitation of carbonate minerals is favored under alkaline pH and can occur over a broad range of temperatures. Detections of Martian carbonates (including the possible detection of the Mg-carbonate, magnesite, dolomitic magnesite, and as the hydrated form, hydromagnesite) suggest that ancient aqueous solutions on Mars included neutral to alkaline pH (Brown et al., 2010; Ehlmann et al., 2008a; Morris et al., 2010). Acidic conditions have also been suggested, but in conjunction with sulfates attributed to acid-sulfate weathering (Banin et al., 1997; Golden et al., 2005; Madden et al., 2004).

Other lithotypes that are a common target for organic biosignatures on Earth are fine-grained mudstones and shales, particularly those that contain hydrated aluminum phyllosilicates (i.e., clays). Adsorption of organic compounds as molecular monolayers on clay surfaces and the reduction of permeability during compaction and cementation help protect organic matter against degradation during diagenesis, thus promoting preservation. Unsurprisingly, most petroleum source rocks on Earth are shales. Clays on Earth are produced by the aqueous weathering of pre-existing rocks, or by authigenic
precipitation during diagenesis. Phyllosilicate-rich rocks on Mars have been given a high potential for capturing and preserving organic materials (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Ehlmann et al., 2008a). Numerous examples of clays have been found on Mars, including detections by CRISM of Fe/Mg smectite at Endeavour Crater (Noe Dobrea et al., 2012) and Jezero crater (Ehlmann et al., 2008a), and MSL detection of saponite in the Sheepbed mudstone at Yellowknife Bay (Vaniman et al., 2014).

3.1.2. Raman Spectroscopy

When MSR occurs, the sample mass returned will likely be restricted to ~30 samples and a total mass of <500 grams (Mustard et al., 2013). Thus, there is great need for in situ instruments that can accurately pre-select the most promising samples for return to Earth.

Raman spectroscopy is a favored method for identifying aqueous samples with high preservation potential. It is a light scattering vibrational spectroscopy technique that provides information about molecular vibrations and structures for a wide range of mixed phase materials (Sharma et al., 2003).

Raman can also identify kerogen and other carbonaceous matter present in samples. The technique requires minimal sample preparation (usually grinding to flatten the rock surface enough to reduce laser scatter). Raman spectroscopy has a long history of in situ analyses of both organic and inorganic compounds in geological samples on Earth. For example, Raman spectroscopy has been employed for non-destructive, in situ detection and characterization of biomarker organic materials, such as photosynthetic (chlorophyll) and sunscreen (carotenoid) pigments in Antarctic microbial endoliths.

Raman spectroscopy has also been used for lab identification of microfossils and their mineral matrices in the Archean-aged Apex Chert of the Pilbara region, Western Australia (Schopf, 1993; Schopf et al., 2002; Brasier et al., 2002; Marshall et al., 2011; Marshall et al., 2012). These analyses highlight an important misconception about the detection of kerogenous spectral signatures with Raman: detection alone does not prove biogenicity. Spectral features of biologically-derived kerogen can be similar to poorly ordered carbonaceous materials of abiotic origin (Brasier et al., 2002; Pasteris and Wopenka, 2003; Marshall et al., 2010). Proving the biogenicity of terrestrial kerogen is very difficult, as illustrated by ongoing debates over the origin of the carbonaceous signatures from 3.46 Ga Apex Chert and the ~3.8 Ga meta-sedimentary rocks of the Isua Supracrustal Belt in Greenland (Schidlowski et al., 1979; Schidlowski, 1988; Schidlowski, 2001; Mojzsis et al., 1996; van Zuilen et al., 2003). Proving the biogenicity of organic matter could be equally challenging for samples returned from Mars.

The “earliest fossil” debates have shown that understanding the detailed petrogenetic context of kerogen is crucial for assessing potential biogenicity. For accurate petrogenetic interpretations, it is a well-established fact that information about both mineralogy and microtexture is necessary. This was recognized by the NASA Mars 2020 Rover Science Definition Team who specified combined capabilities of a payload to identify both minerals and organic matter in samples and place them in a microtextural framework (Mustard et al., 2013). Raman analysis does not require powdering a sample and is a non-destructive surface technique. Thus, compositional information from Raman
spot analyses may be easily placed within a spatial context provided by microscale imaging. Consistent with this strategy, samples were characterized at the microscale by thin section petrography to interpret how paragenesis (time-ordered sequence of environmental processes) and diagenesis (post-depositional alteration processes) affect mineralogy, microtexture, and kerogen preservation. This framework provided a context for selecting optimal locations for Raman analyses.

3.1.3. Kerogen in the Raman Spectrum

In Raman spectroscopy, kerogen is identified by two disordered carbon bands representing diagenetically mature or maturing (i.e., graphitizing) carbon macromolecular phonon modes. Spectral features consist of a “D band,” or disordered carbon-carbon lattice stretching mode, at 1350 cm$^{-1}$, and an $sp^2$ in-plane carbon-carbon stretching mode, the “G band,” or graphitized carbon mode, at 1600 cm$^{-1}$ (Pasteris and Wopenka, 2003; Marshall et al., 2010). The detection of the D and G bands in a sample on Mars would be considered strong evidence for caching a sample for return to Earth where additional analyses could be used to determine biogenicity.

3.1.4. Raman Instruments for Mars

Although no Raman instrument has yet flown to Mars, the European Space Agency (ESA) and NASA Mars programs have been developing Raman as a tool for near-future in situ missions.

The Mars Microbeam Raman Spectrometer, or MMRS (Wang et al., 2003), was developed as a flight instrument to identify minerals in situ and to assist in sample
selection for MSR. It was designed to use line-scanning capability with a 532 nm excitation laser. The Mars Microbeam Raman Spectrometer (MMRS) was proposed (but not selected) for the NASA Mars Exploration Rovers (MER), MSL, and 2020 missions.

ESA’s Raman Laser Spectrometer (RLS), also with a 532 nm excitation laser, is currently being developed for the ExoMars mission. ExoMars is scheduled for launch in 2018 (Rull, 2014) and will carry the first Raman flown to another planet.

NASA’s Mars 2020 rover will carry two Raman instruments. One will be an arm-mounted, Deep UV (DUV; 248.6-nm) resonance Raman and fluorescence spectrometer called SHERLOC, or Scanning Habitable Environments with Raman & Luminescence for Organics & Chemicals instrument (Beegle et al., 2014). The second will be the mast-mounted SuperCam, an integrated Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS), Raman Spectroscopy, and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy instrument. SuperCam will perform time-gated (see next section for details) 532 nm excitation Raman measurements (Clegg et al., 2015).

### 3.1.5. Fluorescence Challenges in the Interpretation of Raman Spectra

Fluorescence is a major issue in the development of Raman systems for both Earth and Mars. When light interacts with matter, the resulting Raman process (a type of inelastic photon scattering) is a weak process that has to compete with absorption effects, such as fluorescence (Frosch et al., 2007). Fluorescence originates from two effects: (1) long (>10 ns - ms) lifetime effects arise from inorganic sources, such as lattice defects and impurities in the mineral lattice (trace metals or rare Earth elements; Bozlee et al.,
2005; Wang and Mullins, 1997) and (2) short (<1-10 ns) lifetime effects that arise from chromophores in the organic matter (Bozlee et al., 2005).

Persistent problems with high background fluorescence have been widely recognized in Raman spectroscopy in the identification of minerals (Bartholomew, 2012), kerogen (Marshall et al., 2006; Marshall et al., 2010; Schopf et al., 2012), and other potential biosignature materials (Dickensheets et al., 2000; Som and Foing, 2012), both in the lab and in field-deployed Raman systems (Jehlicka et al., 2010). Many approaches have been developed to reduce fluorescence for commercial systems not developed for flight. They include resonance Raman (Frosch et al., 2007), confocal Raman (Brasier et al., 2002), optimizing the wavelength of the laser (Bartholomew, 2012; Som and Foing, 2012), and shifted-excitation Raman difference spectroscopy, or SERDS (Shreve et al., 1992).

Here, the dual problems of mineral and kerogen fluorescence in Raman spectra for aqueous lithologies relevant for MSR are investigated, and the application of time-resolved Raman (TRR) to reduce fluorescence is explored. TRR has a history of successfully reducing fluorescence in Raman spectra in material science and high temperature and pressure geophysics applications, especially at the same laser wavelength excitation used in this study, 532 nm (e.g., Yaney, 1972; Goncharov et al., 2005), or near it, at 514.5 nm (Mulac et al., 1978) or 526.5 nm (Slotznick & Shim, 2008; Zucker and Shim, 2009). This study aimed to extend the application of TRR for fluorescence reduction to geological Martian sample analogs for rover-based Raman investigations.
The TRR system used in the present study has been undergoing development at the NASA-CalTech Jet Propulsion Lab (at the time of this writing). The JPL team has been optimizing this miniaturizable prototype laser Raman system for fluorescence rejection to enhance capabilities for *in situ* mineralogy on planetary surfaces and for astrobiology-relevant applications for future missions to Mars (Blacksberg et al., 2010; Blacksberg et al., 2011; Maruyama et al., 2013; Maruyama et al., 2014). The TRR uses time gating to eliminate longer-lifetime fluorescence with a solid-state sensor single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) detector (for details, see Blacksberg et al., 2010; Blacksberg et al., 2011; Maruyama et al., 2013; Maruyama et al., 2014). The SPAD collects the instantaneous Raman signal, while gating out the response of the unwanted fluorescence (which has a longer, exponentially decaying lifetime). Time-resolved detection with the JPL Raman instrument is enabled by a 500 ps, 40 KHz pulsed laser and a SPAD detector. The SPAD detector is synchronized with the laser, opening during the pulsed laser signal delivery. See Figure 3.1 for details. SPADs are similar to conventional CCDs, but are preferable for missions because they provide lower power consumption and operation voltage, smaller size, higher durability, and detection sensitivity (Maruyama et al., 2013).

In a gated Raman system, short gate times increase signal and decrease background fluorescence. The basic principles involved in gating using the SPAD investigated in this study are illustrated in Figure 3.1. In a gated Raman system synchronized with a pulsed laser, signal improvement can be can be quantified by considering photon counting statistics (Mulac et al., 1978; Slotznick and Shim, 2008; Zucker and Shim, 2009). According to this principle, acquisition time for a measurement
can be calculated as signal$^2$/background (Mulac et al., 1978). Additionally, uncertainty in measuring the emitted photons can be approximated with a Poisson distribution in time. Considering these principles, photon detection can be shown to have increased signal and reduced background when acquisition time is very short, and gate width and pulse repetition frequency are decreased (Slotznick and Shim, 2008; Zucker and Shim, 2009).

![Figure 3.1. Fluorescence rejection with Time-Resolved Raman (TRR).](image)

(A) Raman and fluorescence signals occur at the same start time after the laser pulse but are different in lifetime and magnitudes. The SPAD detector collects the signal which falls within a chosen time gate. Gate widths (long vs. short) are separated by a customizable gate delay. The optimal gate opens for the time allowing the majority of the instantaneous Raman signal to be delivered to the detector, while gating out much of the longer lifetime fluorescence signal. The gate width and delay can be chosen by the user. Fluorescence has an exponentially decaying lifetime, which depends on the source (organics vs. minerals; see Section 3.1.5). The small portion of the fluorescence signal that overlaps with the Raman signal is detected because it is captured in the open gate detection. Note that the signal intensities pictured are arbitrary. (B) In this example of a fluorescent Raman signal, when a long gate is chosen, the sloping fluorescence signal overwhelms a potential Raman band weakly visible around 990 cm$^{-1}$. (C) When a shorter gate is chosen, fluorescence is largely reduced, bringing out a flatter signal with the Raman band in the same location as in (B) visible with high confidence. (Note that it is conventional to display the wavenumber axes in either increasing or decreasing order in Raman spectra.) Image courtesy Y. Maruyama.
3.2. METHODS

To better understand the challenges of sample selection for MSR using Raman spectroscopy, natural geological samples were analyzed using a variety of methods, including microscopy, X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), and two Raman systems, a CW (continuous wave), or conventional system, and a time-resolved Raman (TRR) system.

The goals of the study were to:

1. Evaluate sample selection capabilities of Raman to successfully cache a sample for MSR, assuming a diverse sample suite;
2. Identify sample- and technology-specific issues (including fluorescence) that are likely to arise during MSR scenarios with Raman systems currently being developed for flight; and
3. Provide recommendations for improving the success of sample selection for MSR using Raman spectroscopy.

The following data sets were collected for each of the 6 samples comprising this study suite (summarized in Table 3.1 and discussed in the Results section, 3.3).

1. Petrographic thin sections were acquired from each sample and digital images were acquired under transmitted, cross-polarized, and reflected light illumination. Detailed petrographic analyses provided a basis for petrogenetic interpretations to establish the depositional setting, to document diagenetic processes, and to develop a paragenetic (time-ordered) framework for microtextures, minerals, and carbonaceous materials.
2. Microscopic screening of samples allowed the identification of regions of interest for Raman spot analyses. Markers were placed on thin sections to target the locations of representative kerogen grains and minerals for interrogation. Markers allowed the same grains to be mapped and tracked consistently from thin section microscopy, through Raman analyses with both Raman systems (detailed in the next sections).

3. Two different 532 nm excitation wavelength Raman systems, a laboratory CW system and a TRR system, were used to obtain point spectra for the kerogen and mineral grains mapped in thin sections.

4. XRPD analyses of bulk, powdered samples were obtained as an independent confirmation of mineralogy and for comparisons to optical microscopy and Raman analyses.

3.2.1. Samples and Preparation

Six samples were selected from Jack Farmer’s research collections to cover a broad range of depositional environments, ages, diagenetic histories, kerogen maturities, and modes of preservation. Sample selections focused on aqueous mineral compositions and environments that are considered important exploration targets for fossil biosignatures (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999), and which have been previously identified as being present on Mars (Bibring et al., 2005; 2006; Bish et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2010; Glotch et al., 2006; Grotzinger et al., 2014; Ehlmann et al., 2008a; 2008b; Murchie et al., 2009; Ruff et al., 2011; Skok et al., 2010; Squyres et al., 2004; 2012). Table 3.1
provides a summary of sample localities, ages, and compositions. Samples are discussed under Results.

Standard (30 µm-thick) petrographic thin sections (obtained from Spectrum Petrographics Inc.; http://www.petrography.com) were used for both microscopy and Raman analyses.

For XRPD, bulk samples were chipped with a hammer, crushed in a Plattner mortar, ground to a fine powder using a quartz mortar and pestle, and passed through a 150-µm sieve. To confirm that grain size or the 150-µm sieve did not produce an effect or skew diffractograms, the Green River carbonate sample was sieved to 38 µm, and reanalyzed by XRPD. Both diffractograms were indistinguishable.

### 3.2.2. Microscopy

Thin sections were analyzed using a Nikon Eclipse E600 POL polarizing microscope. Digital images were captured with an Optronix digital camera system. For each field of view, photomicrographs were obtained under transmitted light (both plane- and cross-polarized), as well as reflected light illumination. Major and minor mineral components were documented, along with representative microtextural features. Primary and secondary (authigenic) mineral components were distinguished. Spatial relationships between minerals and fabric elements were used to develop a paragenetic framework for reconstructing diagenetic processes. A persistent effort was made to track all minerals identified by XRPD back to thin sections, in order to establish their place in paragenesis. Identifications of minerals were based on common optical properties. However, not in all minor phases could be identified in thin section.
Kerogen and opaque mineral grains (e.g., Fe-oxides) are sometimes difficult to distinguish in thin section. To help separate these phases during the kerogen mapping phase, representative grains were examined under reflected and cross-polarized illumination and those having the best optical fit with kerogen were targeted for further analysis. Adhesive markers attached to uncovered thin sections were used to identify suspected grains. Compositions were confirmed by Raman analysis. This method resulted in the successful targeting of a representative kerogen grains in each sample, and the successful relocation of the same regions for analysis with both Raman systems.

3.2.3. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman data were obtained using two different systems: a continuous wave (CW) system at ASU’s Center for Solid State Science and the time-resolved Raman (TRR) system at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

For CW measurements, a custom-built CW laboratory micro-Raman system was used with a Princeton Instruments liquid nitrogen cooled detector and Acton spectrometer. This system uses a 532 nm laser. A range of 12 power settings (0.4 uW to 74 mW) were available and were set manually for each analysis. The system has a spectral resolution of ~2 cm⁻¹, spatial resolution of ~0.5 µm, and a 1200 lines/mm grating. Power settings and integration times used for each spectrum are noted in image captions.

The TRR system uses a 532 nm excitation Arctic Photonics 500 ps-pulsed microchip laser at 40 KHz which delivers ~1 µJ/pulse. The sensor is a solid-state, single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) detector. Spectra were integrated for 5 minutes or less.
All data were taken at either 4 mW or 10 mW delivered to the thin section surface. The gate width used was 1 ns and the gate delay shift was 250 ps. Each spectral acquisition was optimized for the gate delay setting on the SPAD, which allowed for the largest Raman signal (and highest fluorescence rejection) to be obtained.

For both Raman systems, analyses were acquired from clean, uncovered thin sections as point spectra of the kerogen and mineral grains of interest. Raman shift position calibrations were performed using a cyclohexane standard. Both Raman systems had a built-in transmitted light microscope for locating and imaging the laser spots on samples where spectra were obtained. The Raman laser spot was manually focused on the surface of the thin section at the location of interest. Spectra were acquired at the optimal integration time, power setting, and interrogation depth below the surface of the thin section. No background correction was applied during analysis. Mineral identifications were obtained using CrystalSleuth (Downs, 2006), which includes a reference library of minerals obtained using a 532 nm laser.

Care was taken to avoid organic contamination during Raman analyses. Epoxy (EPOTEK 301 resin from Epoxy Technology), as well as the immersion oil (non-drying type B from Cargille Laboratories, Inc.) was used in preparing thin sections interrogated with Raman. No spectral features from epoxy or immersion oil were seen in the Raman spectra from samples. Since the locations of regions for Raman analyses were identified with stickers, the Raman laser beam was carefully positioned to miss the markers. This was enabled on both Raman systems with transmitted light microimaging system. Contamination from the sticker adhesive was avoided by cleaning each thin section with 95% ethanol and distilled water prior to analysis.
It is important to note that this study was not designed to compare the functionalities (i.e., laser properties, etc.) of the two Raman instruments, nor was it intended to make comparisons between a CW laboratory system not designed for space flight and the TRR prototype which is undergoing optimizations for fluorescence reduction, acquisition speed, higher S/N, among other features. Such comparisons would require the same functionalities for both systems, which was not the case.

3.2.4. XRPD

A Siemens D5000 X-ray Diffractometer with a Ni-filtered Cu radiation source was used to identify minerals present in bulk samples. Sample powders were mounted on zero background quartz crystal holders (i.e., on a plane that does not diffract X-rays) and scanned from 5° to 81.759° with a step size of 0.016303. Operating conditions were 40 KV at 30 mA using CuKα (λα1 = 1.5060 Å; λα2 = 1.54439 Å), with an 8 second dwell time, for a total analysis time of 12 hours per sample. Data reduction and mineral identifications were performed using JADE™ software V9 (www.materialsdata.com), by matching to diffractograms in the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) library database.

3.3. RESULTS

Results reported here are for analyses of the following sample types: a lacustrine calcareous oil shale; a laminated sulfate-carbonate evaporite; a siliceous mudstone; a hydrothermal chert; a lacustrine stromatolitic limestone; and a carbonate-cemented
fluvial-marine sandstone. Sample analyses, details, and components are detailed briefly below and summarized in Table 3.1, which follows the below sample descriptions.

3.3.1. Eocene Calcareous Oil Shale, Green River Formation, Wyoming

The calcareous oil shale analyzed in this study was collected from a fossiliferous member of the Eocene (56 - 34 MYA) Green River Formation (Eugster and Surdam, 1973). The Formation is a lacustrine deposit that accumulated in three major basins now exposed along the Green River in portions of Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado. The sediments are varved, consisting of alternating light and dark laminae. The formation includes a diverse range of lithotypes. The sample analyzed for this study was rich in alternating organic-rich (dark) and calcite-rich (lighter) laminae (Figure 3.2A).

The main constituent of the rock is fine-grained calcite (Ca[CO$_3$]). The sample is described as a micritic (rich in microcrystalline calcite) mudstone, showing patchy recrystallization to form areas consisting of interlocking crystals of sparry calcite. Lighter laminae were dominated by microspar (crystal mosaics of calcite formed by recrystallization). Calcite was identified by Raman and polarized light microscopy. The sample analyzed was a thin section with no accompanying hand sample, thus no XRPD analysis was performed on it.

Thin section microscopy revealed an unknown honey-colored phase. High background fluorescence of this phase prevented its identification using CW Raman (Figure 3.6C-F) and TRR.

Our thin sections of the Green River Formation contain abundant kerogen. However, multiple CW Raman analyses were required for definitive identification. CW
Raman could not confirm most kerogen because of strong fluorescence (see Figure 3.2B). TRR analyses required multiple attempts for kerogen identification but resulted in spectra showing weak but still visible kerogen bands on a high fluorescence background.

Figure 3.2. Green River Fm. (GRF) shale. (A) A transmitted light image is shown of a kerogen grain between two laminations of the GRF shale. The dark lamination, labeled “K,” is rich in kerogen and other organics. The lighter, calcite-rich laminations are labeled “C.” The green Raman laser spot is on a dark grain interpreted to be kerogen using microscopy analyses. (B) The dark grain in (A) was interrogated multiple times with CW Raman. No kerogen bands were visible due to high fluorescence. Settings for the kerogen spectrum were ten, 10-sec. exposures at 1.3 mW, but all powers, integration times, and focus depths attempted for this region produced a similar, highly fluorescent spectrum.
3.3.2. Permian Sulfate Evaporite, Castile Formation, Delaware Basin, Texas

The Castile Formation (Permian; 300 – 250 MYA) is a calcium sulfate evaporite deposit that underlies the Delaware Basin of northwest Texas (Anderson et al., 1972). The formation was deposited as a deep-water evaporite, with primary anhydrite (CaSO₄) nucleating in the water column, then settling to the bottom of the basin to form a laminated (varved) sulfate-carbonate deposit. Subsequent uplift along the margins of the Delaware Basin exposed the primary anhydrite to near-surface fresh groundwater. Hydration of the anhydrite formed gypsum (CaSO₄·H₂O), seen in surface outcrops. Formation of gypsum was accompanied by a volume change that caused compressional folding of laminae. Dark laminae are composed of fine-grained, organic-rich carbonate mud (micrite), typically as dolomite, but including calcite. Light laminations are composed of euhedral crystals of gypsum and anhydrite. Dolomite was identified using all techniques except XRPD. Figure 3.3 shows a kerogen grain surrounded by fine-grained dolomite. Gypsum and calcite were identified by microscopy, CW Raman, and XRPD. Anhydrite or gypsum were suspected but indistinguishable in thin section microscopy, but anhydrite was confirmed with CW Raman and gypsum with XRPD. Other trace mineral components identified with XRPD are listed in Table 3.1.

Fine-grained kerogen was abundant in the Castile Fm., mostly occurring in the carbonate-rich laminations, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 and also reported in previous studies (Lockard, 2009). Kerogen was identifiable using both CW (Figure 3.3) and TRR methods. However, multiple attempts with elevated power settings were required with CW Raman due to high background fluorescence.
Figure 3.3. Castile Formation sulfate evaporite. (A) A cross-polarized light photomicrograph is shown of a kerogen grain (“K”). This grain was interrogated with CW Raman to produce the spectrum in (B). Dolomite (“Do”) surrounds the kerogen, as indicated by the Raman spectrum in B of this same region. Sulfate (“S”) is visible, based on optical properties but not detected with CW Raman at the spot analyzed. (B) A Raman spectrum of the kerogen grain shown in (A) is seen. This kerogen grain exhibited high, but non-prohibitive fluorescence, allowing the detection of both kerogen and its surrounding matrix carbonate minerals, captured in the laser’s sampling volume. The D and G band kerogen bands are clearly visible, along with dolomite (at 176, 297, 724, and 1098 cm⁻¹). This spectrum was obtained with twenty 10-sec. exposures at 6 mW.

3.3.3. Tertiary Siliceous Mudstone, Wind Mt. Mine, Gerlach, Nevada

The Wind Mt. mine, near Gerlach NV, exposes a dark grey to black, siliceous mudstone (Wood, 1991; Eneva et al., 2011). The age of the formation is poorly constrained as Tertiary (<65 MYA). In thin sections, ghosts of angular mudstone clasts are present in a structureless mudstone matrix, all replaced by microcrystalline quartz (Figure 3.4A). Quartz was detected using all four techniques (Table 3.1; Figure 3.4C). The mudstone shows evidence for pervasive hydrothermal silicification. The host rocks at Wind Mt. mine were subject to intense geothermal activity associated with pervasive silicification and the emplacement of shallow epithermal gold deposits (Wood, 1991; Eneva et al., 2011). Mineralization included the precipitation of a number of sulfide
minerals. Pyrite (FeS$_2$) was identified with microscopy (Figure 3.4A), CW Raman, and XRPD. (Pyrite precipitates under reducing conditions, often in association with organic matter, as seen in this sample in Figure 3.4A). Sphalerite, or (Zn,Fe)S, was identified in CW Raman and XRPD.

The sample contains abundant plant fossils and organic matter. Kerogen occurs as both morphologically distinct, permineralized plant fragments, and as particulate grains and clumps (Figure 3.4A). The sample displays moderate to low fluorescence, but kerogen was always easily detected with CW Raman (Figure 3.4D) and TRR.

3.3.4. Archean Hydrothermal Chert, Strelley Pool Formation, Pilbara, Australia

The Archean (~3.4 Ga) Strelley Pool Fm. near the Trendall locality, Pilbara, northwest Australia is a stratiform limestone-chert sequence that hosts the oldest known coniform stromatolites (Hofmann et al., 1999; Allwood et al., 2006). The sample analyzed here was collected from a large vein of black chert that is part of a dike system that cross-cuts the Strelley Pool Fm. at the Trendall locality. Microscopy revealed that this sample is dominated by a fine-grained matrix of microcrystalline quartz grains surrounding abundant, particulate kerogen (Figure 3.4). Quartz was identified with all four techniques (Table 3.1; Figure 3.4C). Carbonate was suspected based on thin section microscopy and confirmed to be dolomite by CW Raman. Dolomite was observed both in the matrix as small patches associated with kerogen and as secondary vein fills. During diagenesis, a coarsening of microcrystalline quartz occurred, forming localized patches of megaquartz (>20 µm grains; Figure 3.7B). In thin section microscopy observations, carbonate appears to have been replaced by silica (and vice versa) suggesting that the pH
of the fluids remained alkaline during diagenesis. Other components identified are listed in Table 3.1.

Most kerogen in this sample was concentrated within regions dominated by microcrystalline quartz (Figure 3.7B). Due to the low fluorescence of the Strelley Pool hydrothermal chert, kerogen was easily identified using both CW Raman (Figure 3.4D) and TRR.
3.3.5. Holocene Stromatolitic Limestone (Carbonate), Walker Lake, Nevada

The stromatolitic limestone analyzed was collected from a shoreline terrace (Holocene, <10,000 years) along the western shoreline of Walker Lake, NV. The stromatolitic sediments show well-defined columnar morphologies (Osborne et al., 1982)
consisting of alternating dark and light laminae of microcrystalline calcite (Figs. 5A and 5C). The carbonate mineralogy was confirmed using microscopy; calcite (CaCO$_3$) was identified as the major phase using both Raman analyses and XRPD. Isolated angular, sand-sized grains of quartz and plagioclase feldspar (largely as albite, NaAlSi$_3$O$_8$) were also present throughout the laminated carbonate matrix, particularly between stromatolite columns. Quartz was observed during microscopy; albite was identified by all techniques (Table 3.1).

Stromatolitic laminae contain well-preserved filamentous microfossils (Figure 3.5B) and irregular patches of particulate kerogen. Kerogen was highly fluorescent, but identifiable (sometimes after multiple tries and elevated laser power), using CW Raman (Figure 3.5C). TRR provided reduced fluorescence, which resulted in consistently clear kerogen identifications.
Figure 3.5. Walker Lake stromatolitic limestone. (A) Photomicrograph acquired under plane-polarized light illumination showing fine laminations. (B) A filamentous kerogen grain preserved in calcite is shown. The image shows the location of the green laser spot where spectra in (C) were obtained. (C) Spectra were acquired for the kerogen grain shown in (B) with progressively increasing power settings. The spectrum shown is for the lowest power setting attempted (1.3 mW). This power level did not allow kerogen bands for either the D band at ~1350 cm$^{-1}$ or the G band at ~1600 cm$^{-1}$, nor the associated mineral matrix to be seen. (The broad band around 600 cm$^{-1}$ in the low power spectrum was unidentified.) The same location was interrogated with systematically increased power settings. At the highest power setting (28 mW), albite (with bands at 162, 200, 291, 327, 403, 479, 507, 635, 762, and 815 cm$^{-1}$) and calcite (at 1086 cm$^{-1}$) were visible, along with both kerogen bands (at ~1350 and ~1600 cm$^{-1}$). The 1.3 mW spectrum was taken with ten 10-sec. exposures. The 28 mW spectrum was taken with ten 1-sec. exposures.
3.3.6. Cambrian Carbonate-Cemented Fluvial Sandstone, Alum Formation, Öland, Sweden

The Alum Fm. is Cambrian in age (~500 MYA; Muller et al., 2009). The sample analyzed is a fine-grained quartzo-feldspathic sandstone, cemented by carbonate. Pyrite was detected using XRPD and CW Raman. In the sample analyzed here, pyrite (FeS$_2$) primarily occurs as framboids in grains of kerogen, visible in reflected light. Some authors have suggested that framboidal pyrite is biomediated (Popa et al., 2004).

Several phyllosilicates were identified in the Alum Sandstone sample. Glauconite, an authigenic phyllosilicate with the formula (K, Na)(Fe$^{3+}$, Al, Mg)$_2$(Si, Al)$_4$O$_{10}$(OH)$_2$, occurs as rounded grains in primary pore spaces within sandstone layers. Glauconite is diagnostic of marine depositional environments, forming under reducing conditions in organic-rich sediments. It is a common component of near-shore sands. Glauconite was initially identified in thin sections based on its distinctive pistachio green color (Figure 3.7B), birefringence, and friability. XRD did not identify this phase, due to its low abundance. CW Raman did not identify it due to high fluorescence. However, glauconite was identified using TRR (Figure 3.7). Micas were present in moderate abundance in thin sections, showing evidence of grain folding during compaction (Figure 3.7). Muscovite, KAl$_2$(AlSi$_3$O$_{10}$)(F,OH)$_2$ appeared to be a good match for this mica by both petrographic analysis and XRPD. However, in TRR (Figure 3.7), mica was identified as a mix of muscovite and phlogopite, KMg$_3$(AlSi$_3$O$_{10}$)(F,OH)$_2$, the Mg end-member of the biotitie solid solution series. In general, the phyllosilicates present in the Alum Formation sample exhibited high, often prohibitive fluorescence, using CW Raman. When successfully detected, ambiguities in Raman identification of this phase may be explained by cation
substitutions in a solid solution series that are not well captured in existing spectral libraries. Phyllosilicates in this sample generally did not meet the two-band minimum rule for confident identifications with Raman (Som and Foing, 2012). Other phases present in this sample are listed in Table 3.1.

The Alum sandstone contains abundant organic matter. This includes transparent, amber-colored grains of what appears to be immature kerogen, surrounded by halos of dark, mature kerogen, in microscopy analyses (Figure 3.6A-B). Mature kerogen was usually confirmed in both Raman analyses with moderate fluorescence that did not prohibit identifications. Immature kerogen was unconfirmed with CW Raman due to high fluorescence (Figure 3.6C).
Figure 3.6. Alum Fm. sandstone and Green River Fm. shale. (A) A thin section photomicrograph of the Alum Fm. sample is shown, taken under cross-polarized light. Amber-colored, immature, as well as black, mature kerogen is visible. The amber grain outlined by the red box in (A) was interrogated with CW Raman. (B) A magnified view of (A) shows the laser spot positioned just below the black spot interrogated and was damaged by the beam. This burn spot appeared after interrogation at medium power (13 mW). (C) Spectra acquired at the dark spot in (B) is shown using CW Raman. Spectra are shown for the amber-colored grain in the Alum Fm. (in A, B) and in Green River Shale (in D-F). Both spectra provide Raman information that cannot be interpreted with high confidence. The broad region around 1450 – 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) seen in the Alum spectrum may be attributable to several potential sources, discussed in the text. The region around 700 cm\(^{-1}\) is unidentified. The Alum sandstone spectrum shown was produced with one 2-sec integration. Settings for GRF spectrum were one 1-sec. integration, although multiple settings produced similar spectra in both cases. (D) This plane-polarized light photomicrograph of a Green River Fm. thin section shows an unknown phase that could not be identified with Raman (spectrum in C). (E) The same grain as shown in (D) is shown; the location of the green laser spot is visible where the spectrum in (C) was obtained. (F) The sample was interrogated over a wide range of power settings (up to 28 mW). This caused dark degradation spot on the sample, visible as a large, dark area under the green laser spot in this image. The fluorescent spectrum in C was seen after this damage appeared.
Figure 3.7. Mineral identifications with TRR. (A) TRR spectra of three minerals are shown, including quartz from the Strelley Pool chert in the teal spectrum, a mica phase in the Alum sandstone in the green spectrum, and glauconite from the Alum sandstone in the purple spectrum. (B) An image of the Strelley Pool chert is seen here in cross-polarized light. Kerogen grains (black patchy areas seen throughout section, labeled “K”) are surrounded by microquartz (“Mi”), which appears grey. Patches of megaquartz (“Me”) appear lighter. Kerogen was usually associated with microcrystalline quartz, while zones of patchy megaquartz showing less kerogen. (C) An image of the sandstone is seen under the TRR’s transmitted light imaging system. The image shows a mica grain (see the Table 3.1 for composition details) which has undergone compaction. The Raman laser is on the grain which was interrogated with the TRR instrument to produce the mica spectrum in (A). (D) A plane-polarized image is seen here from the Alum sandstone. The green grains were but thought to be glauconite. Their identification was confirmed in TRR, shown by the purple spectrum in A. All unlabeled Raman bands correspond to the identifications given in the legend. Bands with question marks remain unidentified.
Table 3.1

Sample Descriptions and Compositions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>CWR</th>
<th>TRR</th>
<th>XRPD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcareous Oil Shale</td>
<td>~56–34 MYA</td>
<td>Green River, WY</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate Evaporite</td>
<td>~260–250 MYA</td>
<td>Castile Fm., Delaware Basin, TX</td>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nitratine</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sylvite</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate Evaporite</td>
<td>~260–250 MYA</td>
<td>Castile Fm., Delaware Basin, TX</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anhydrite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nitratine</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sylvite</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siliceous Mudstone</td>
<td>&lt;65 MYA</td>
<td>Gerlach, NV</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pyrite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sphalerite</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrothermal Chert</td>
<td>3.43 BYA</td>
<td>Strelley Pool Fm., Pilbara, W., Australia</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dolomite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pyrite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alunite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stromatolitic Limestone</td>
<td>&lt;10,000 YA</td>
<td>Walker Lake, NV</td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Albite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Volcanic glass</td>
<td>X?</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonate-Cemented</td>
<td>~490 to 488 MYA</td>
<td>Alum Fm., Öland, Sweden</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluvial Sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feldspar (Plagioclase)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calcite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pyrite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Glaucophane</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mica phase*</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Illite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Li- and Na-silicates</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alunite</td>
<td>X?</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>X?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Instrument abbreviations: “M” denotes microscopy. “CWR” denotes CW Raman. “TRR” denotes time-resolved Raman. “XRPD” denotes X-Ray Powder Diffraction. Detections: “X” denotes a detection; a “/” denotes attempted identification, with resulting non-detection; a “--” denotes that phase was not targeted with a particular analysis. “Np” indicates not performed. **Bolded** mineral components are relevant to minerals targeted for astrobiology-relevant targets on Mars and which make up the most abundant minerals in the samples studied. *See section 3.3.6 for details on mica phase identification.*
3.4. DISCUSSION

The results of this study can be summarized into four findings, addressed below.

Finding 1: Fluorescence often challenges kerogen identifications using CW Raman, especially for carbonate lithotypes.

On Mars, the inability to identify kerogen in carbonate lithotypes (e.g., due to high fluorescence) could lead to errors in the prioritization of samples for MSR. On earth, carbonates are considered one of the most important targets for preserving a fossil record and on this basis may be regarded as high-priority targets for MSR. Improvements to reduce fluorescence in Raman spectra of carbonates would have importance for improving the fidelity of sample selection for MSR in carbonate lithotypes on Mars. In the carbonate samples studied, high fluorescence often resulted in the failure to identify kerogen (with some exceptions, as in Figure 3.3; (Shkolyar et al., 2012; 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013). In the Green River shale sample, fluorescence prevented kerogen identification by CW Raman (Figure 3.2). In this sample, fluorescence may have been contributed by the carbonate matrix (Wang and Mullins, 1997), by the kerogen (Bertrand et al., 1986; Senftle et al., 1987), or by both. Using CW Raman, no D or G band kerogen bands were seen even after varying laser settings for power, integration time, and focus depth. The Green River shale is known to preserve abundant kerogen (Robinson, 1969), and in this sample, optical properties of the grain analyzed were consistent with kerogen, yet this identification was unconfirmed. Fluorescence was also a challenge for kerogen analyses in another carbonate sample, the Walker Lake stromatolitic limestone (Figure 3.5; Shkolyar et al., 2012; 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013). (In that case, kerogen was independently suggested by the
filamentous morphology of many grains, consistent with a biological origin.)

This is not surprising, as fluorescence, especially in carbonates, has been long known (Nichols et al., 1918). What these examples illustrate is the importance of investigating effective ways to reduce the impact of background fluorescence in Raman systems being developed for future missions. It is recommended that instrument performance during the development of these systems be evaluated using natural, highly fluorescent samples, such as the organic-rich carbonates discussed here.

Finding 2: The most successful Raman identifications occurred in the quartz-rich, chert lithotypes, which showed low fluorescence.

In contrast to the carbonates in Finding 1, the two quartz lithotypes (Tertiary siliceous mudstone and the Archean chert) showed low fluorescence, providing ideal cases for identification of kerogen and minerals with high confidence.

First, microcrystalline quartz was the best mineral matrix for kerogen and mineral identification by Raman in this study (Shkolyar et al., 2012; 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013). This was true despite the different ages and geological environments of the two samples. (Both consisted of a dense microcrystalline quartz matrix, precipitated under hydrothermal conditions.) In both samples, low mineral fluorescence allowed quartz to be easily identified by its main band at 464 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 3.4C).

Second, both the D and G kerogen bands were also consistently visible in these samples (Figure 3.4D). Comparing the results of kerogen analysis for these two samples also illustrates another important finding: fluorescence also depends on kerogen maturity. Mature kerogen exhibits a low level of laser-induced fluorescence (Schopf et al., 2012;
Bertrand et al., 1986; Wang and Mullins, 1997). In diagenetically mature kerogen, increased concentrations of poly-cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) quench fluorescence (Bertrand et al., 1986). Thus, the high maturity of the Archean chert sample permitted the clearest Raman identifications in both cases (Figure 3.4D).

Further research is recommended to investigate strategies for fluorescence reduction in Raman studies guided by (1) sample-dependent considerations (such as those identified in Findings 1 and 2 above), and (2) science-driven instrument development protocols that optimize designs around results obtained from natural samples (Shkolyar et al., 2012; 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013). The previous literature on Raman spectroscopy suggests that so far, the design of Raman systems has not strongly engaged the challenges of natural geological samples (Bartholomew, 2012; 2014). Studies investigating Raman for astrobiology applications often use unrealistic Mars analog samples, such as pure organics mixed with ground rock (e.g., Hooijschuur et al., 2014) or organics isolated from natural mineral matrixes (which are likely to behave differently than kerogen interacting with its matrix). While analog samples are useful in preliminary studies and instrument tests, Raman systems for future astrobiology missions should be optimized to address sample-dependent issues obtained from natural samples, such as those highlighted in this study (Shkolyar et al., 2012; 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013).

**Finding 3: High Raman laser power and prolonged laser exposure result in unpredictable outcomes in analyses of kerogen and minerals.**

In the Raman study presented here, one strategy used to overcome fluorescence in samples was to increase the laser power. While this sometimes enhanced the spectral
signature of phases that were otherwise overwhelmed by fluorescence, the outcome was unpredictable and sometimes caused spurious results such as sample degradation or alteration (Figures 3.5, 3.6; Shkolyar et al., 2012; 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013).

CW Raman spectroscopy detection of kerogen in the stromatolitic limestone was difficult and inconsistent, requiring many attempts and settings to identify it successfully (Figure 3.5C). In this case, microscopy clearly showed abundant kerogen was present (Figure 3.5B). Figure 3.5 illustrates the enhancement of kerogen detection in a highly fluorescent sample by increasing laser power. In this case, a filamentous kerogen grain spot was interrogated, beginning with exposures at 1.3 mW. The resulting spectrum showed only a high fluorescence background with no kerogen bands. The same spot was then interrogated with gradually increased powers, again resulting in spectra showing only fluorescence. At 28 mW, both kerogen bands appeared, along with mineral bands for albite and calcite, captured in the laser’s sampling volume. This result is attributed to a combination of high laser power and prolonged laser exposure from multiple interrogations of the same spot which burned away the source of the fluorescence (known as photo-quenching; Bozlee et al., 2005). Such sample alteration is common in carbonates containing thermally immature organic matter [C. Marshall, personal communication], such as the stromatolitic limestone.

Figure 3.6 illustrates two cases of sample degradation during Raman spectroscopy analyses: one of kerogen, the other of a mineral. Two grains were targeted with CW Raman spectroscopy based on microscopy analyses: an immature kerogen grain in the sandstone (Figure 3.6A-B) and an unidentified grain in the shale (Figure 3.6D-F). In both
instances, degradation occurred during spectral acquisition. The Raman spectrum of the damaged spot in the sandstone (Figure 3.6C) showed a broad band around 1450 – 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) of ambiguous origin, attributed to either kerogen, a degradation product, or a fluorescence artifact. This band was first thought to be attributable to CH\(_2\), CH\(_3\), or COH stretch modes in immature kerogen (Brody et al., 2001; Edwards and Farwell, 1996). However, when viewed together with the spectrum from the shale, that band seemed more likely to be an artifact of either thermal degradation or fluorescence because of its broadness and similar band shape in both spectra. Due to this ambiguity in identification, the identity of both grains in Figure 3.6 remained undetermined, even after many Raman analysis attempts (Shkolyar et al., 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013).

Results obtained in this study (Figures. 3.5 and 3.6) highlight the fact that no clear relationships exist between increased power, prolonged laser exposure, Raman band intensity, and organic or mineral thermal decomposition. These relationships are likely to be sample-dependent (Shkolyar et al., 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013). (Thermal decomposition with Raman lasers also depends on other factors besides laser power, not discussed here.) Further studies are recommended to understand these relationships to increase confidence in interpreting Raman spectra.

**Finding 4: TRR showed a reduction in fluorescence in all cases where it was used, enabling occasional clear identifications of kerogen and minerals in high-priority analog lithotypes for MSR.**

Our preliminary results showed that TRR is a promising approach for reducing fluorescence to allow the identification of fluorescent minerals, including minor phases
(Figure 3.7), and kerogen. In every case examined, TRR also achieved the 2-band rule (Som and Foing, 2012) for Raman spectral identification with high confidence.

In the Alum Fm. sandstone, many bands were visible for both the mica phase and glauconite (Figure 3.7A). Glauconite was confirmed with TRR, but not XRPD (due to low abundance) or CW Raman spectroscopy (due to high fluorescence). If glauconite were identified in a Martian rock interrogated using Raman spectroscopy, and if the 1350 cm$^{-1}$ and 1600 cm$^{-1}$ kerogen bands were also present in that sample (which was the case; see Table 3.1), this would be an ideal sample for MSR: indicating both a habitable environment (with a hydrated phyllosilicate) and organic matter as kerogen.

This study and others by Blacksberg et al. (2013; 2014a; 2014b) have developed a growing science case for the continued investigation of TRR spectroscopy for planetary missions to enable identification of minerals and kerogen in diverse, though sometimes challenging, natural samples. An additional Raman-based fluorescence reduction strategy that may be useful to explore further is Raman laser excitation wavelength optimization. Particularly, UV wavelength excitation separates Raman and fluorescence signals (Tarcea et al., 2007), and has been shown in other studies to increase Raman sensitivity (Gaft and Nagli, 2009). Further work should be performed to better understand the potential role of TRR for planetary applications with continued prototype improvements to optimize collection volume, increase sensitivity, and achieve sub-ns time gating (Shkolyar et al., 2013; 2014a; 2014b; Shkolyar and Farmer, 2013).

To quantify the exact gating needed for fluorescence rejection, fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) may be useful. This technique is commonly used in cell biology (Esposito and Wouters, 2004). However, little is known about the
fluorescence lifetimes for Mars-relevant lithotypes, which vary from sample to sample and between organics (<1-10 ns) and minerals (>10 ns-ms). If the technique can be adapted to petrographic thin section analyses, it may provide quantitative decay lifetimes for kerogen and minerals in geological samples. Such studies could not only inform the TRR gating requirements needed to eliminate fluorescence, but also help characterize matrix minerals and organics present in kerogen in fluorescent samples. FLIM may even prove useful as a fluorescence-based biosignature detection technique.

3.5. CONCLUSIONS

Raman spectroscopy is an effective, non-destructive, in situ method for identifying minerals and organics in rocks. This study highlighted the use of Raman spectroscopy in characterizing four major lithotypes that have been given a high-priority for Mars astrobiology and MSR. Sample-dependent issues that can affect data acquisition and analysis were also highlighted. It is important to understand sample-dependent considerations ahead of time and use this information to improve the design of instruments to ensure effective outcomes during missions. The conclusions of this study may help identify practical science-driven requirements for developing any Raman systems for future missions.

This study revealed four major findings that can inform the future development of Raman systems for space missions. First, background fluorescence is challenging for many of the lithotypes considered important for Astrobiology and MSR. In this study, high background fluorescence often challenged confident kerogen identifications in carbonate lithotypes analyzed using CW Raman spectroscopy. In prioritizing samples for
MSR based on Raman spectroscopy, this could lead to false conclusions about the value of a sample for MSR (Finding 1). Some high-priority lithotypes, such as the microcrystalline quartz (chert) samples, showed inherently low fluorescence, allowing for highly confident kerogen and mineral identifications with CW Raman (Finding 2). In this case, kerogen detectability was enhanced by the samples’ high diagenetic maturity. Where fluorescence prevented Raman identification, success was sometimes achieved by increasing laser power. This ad hoc strategy proved unreliable, sometimes quenching fluorescence, and other times, beam-damaging samples (Finding 3).

This study recommends continued investigations of sample-dependent issues and science-driven approaches in Raman instrument development for planetary missions. Further studies of fluorescence rejection techniques in Raman systems should aim to understand relationships between Raman laser power, exposure time, Raman band intensity, and the impacts of organic and/or mineral thermal decomposition. Further studies should focus on fluorescence reduction techniques in realistic, challenging natural samples that have a high-priority for MSR, such as wavelength optimization techniques and continued studies with time-gating. Time-resolved Raman has potential to reduce fluorescence in such samples, enabling clear identifications of both kerogen and aqueous minerals in high-priority lithotypes for Mars (Finding 4). Additional studies could also explore wavelength optimization in time-gated Raman systems for fluorescence rejection in challenging, natural Mars analog samples.
CHAPTER 4
FINDING BIOSIGNATURES IN MARS ANALOG SAMPLES USING VISIBLE AND UV-GATED RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY, AND UV TIME-RESOLVED FLUORESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY

4.1. INTRODUCTION
The 2011 Planetary Science Decadal Survey (NRC, 2011) and the 2008 NASA Astrobiology Roadmap (Des Marais et al., 2008) have assigned a high-priority to the goal of searching for past or present Martian life. These documents recommend that the highest priority for the coming decade should be to send a mission to Mars in order to cache a suite of samples containing potential biosignatures of past or present life and return them to Earth. Previous chapters of this dissertation discuss the community’s motivations for MSR and biosignature detections.

Detecting evidence of life occur in samples returned to Earth using sophisticated laboratory tools. To maximize the chances of finding biosignatures in collected samples, it is crucial to develop a strategy for in situ selection of samples, based on their contextual association with past habitable environments and potential to preserve biosignatures (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Farmer, 2012). As a first step toward this goal, NASA’s Mars 2020 rover (Mustard et al., 2013) will select and cache samples for later return to Earth. This step highlights the need for studies to develop in situ techniques that can meet MSR goals using realistic terrestrial analog samples.
4.1.1. Sample Types Relevant to the Search for Fossil Life

On Earth, the most widespread and abundant biosignature is kerogen, a degraded, macromolecular form of fossilized organic matter. Sedimentary kerogen represents the largest pool of organic matter on Earth: \( \sim 10^{16} \) tons of C compared to \( \sim 10^{12} \) tons as living biomass (Vandenbroucke and Largeau, 2007). Kerogen is commonly captured and preserved in aqueous lithologies, such as silica (cherts), carbonates, sulfates, and mudstones. These lithotypes have long been considered high-priority targets in the search for a Martian fossil record (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999) and provide a logical focus for this study.

Chert is a dense, highly silicified (>95% silica), fine-grained sedimentary rock, whose dense crystalline structure resists chemical weathering (Hesse, 1990). Chert has a prolonged residence time in the crust, making it one of the most common lithotypes for well-preserved microbiotas in the Precambrian record on Earth (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999). Chert, its precursor opaline silica, and a low-pressure, high-temperature polymorph, tridymite, have all been detected recently at Mars rover landing sites (Skok et al., 2010; Ruff et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2016).

Carbonates such as calcite (\( \text{CaCO}_3 \)) are also common host minerals for Earth’s Precambrian fossil record (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999). Carbonates have been detected on Mars both from orbit (Ehlmann et al., 2008b) and from the ground (Madden et al., 2004; Morris et al., 2010). Detections of various Martian carbonates, including Mg-carbonate, or magnesite (\( \text{MgCO}_3 \)), suggest that ancient aqueous solutions on Mars included a range of pH conditions, some of which may have been habitable.
Hydrated calcium sulfate (gypsum; CaSO$_4$·H$_2$O), another common lithotype preserving a kerogenous microfossil record, is considered a promising target in the search for past life on Mars (Schopf et al., 2012). Gypsum and other hydrated sulfates have been observed both from orbit (Bibring et al., 2006; Glotch and Rogers, 2007) and in situ by rovers (Squyres et al., 2004; Glotch et al., 2006; Squyres et al., 2012) in various forms, including components of soils and evaporite deposits.

Fine-grained mudstones, particularly those containing hydrated aluminum phyllosilicates (clays), are another lithotype commonly targeted for organic biosignatures on Earth. Clays are produced by the aqueous weathering of preexisting rocks or by authigenic in situ precipitation. Phyllosilicate-rich rocks have a high potential for capturing and preserving organic matter (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999; Ehlmann et al., 2008b) because on Earth, organic compounds adsorb as molecular monolayers on clay surfaces. Clays, including smectites, have been identified on Mars from orbit (Ehlmann et al., 2008b; Noe Dobrea et al., 2012) and by rovers (Vaniman et al., 2014; Bristow et al., 2015).

**4.1.2. Raman Spectroscopy**

According to the report of the Mars 2020 Science Definition Team, or SDT (Mustard et al., 2013), material returned from Mars will likely be restricted to ~30 samples with a total mass of <500 grams. In situ instrument analyses will select the most promising samples for Earth return. One such instrument is Raman spectroscopy. This light-scattering, vibrational spectroscopy technique is discussed further in Chapter 3.

Raman spectroscopy has a long history of terrestrial analyses of both organic and
mineral compounds. These include non-destructive, *in situ* assessments of extant endolithic biomarkers (Dickensheets et al., 2000; Jorge-Villar and Edwards, 2013), kerogenous microfossils in ~3.5 Ga cherts (Brasier et al., 2002; Schopf et al., 2002; Marshall et al., 2011), and carbon in ~3.87 Ga samples (Schidlowski et al., 1979; Mojzsis et al., 1996). See Chapter 3 for additional information. Debates about these analyses have emphasized that the detection of kerogen with Raman alone does not prove biogenicity. This is because Raman features of biogenic kerogen can be similar to disordered abiotic carbonaceous materials (Brasier et al., 2002; Pasteris and Wopenka, 2003; Marshall et al., 2010).

Such debates indicate that assessing the biogenicity of organic matter may be as challenging for samples returned from Mars and that understanding sample context is crucial for assessing potential biogenicity. For accurate interpretations, information about both mineralogy and microtexture is necessary, as recognized by the Mars 2020 SDT (Mustard et al., 2013). Compositional information from Raman spot analyses may be placed within a spatial context provided by microscale imaging. Consistent with this strategy, samples were characterized at the microscale by thin section petrography to interpret how paragenesis and diagenesis affect mineralogy, microtexture, and kerogen preservation. This micro-spatial framework provided context for selecting optimal spots for Raman analyses.

In the Raman spectrum, kerogen is identified by two bands that represent the phonon modes (quantized vibrational modes that depend on the arrangements of atoms in condensed matter) of diagenetically mature or maturing macromolecular carbon. Spectral features consist of a “D band,” and “G band,” discussed in Section 3.1.3. D and G bands
can be deconvolved to many sub-bands, both in UV (Czaja et al., 2009) and visible (Marshall et al., 2010) Raman spectra. When D and G bands are present, additional low-intensity features can be present in the 2400–3300 cm\(^{-1}\) region. Such bands represent second-order sp\(^3\) C-H\(_x\) stretch modes of bands in the 1100–1800 cm\(^{-1}\) region (Ferrari and Robertson, 2001 and references therein). Detecting combinations of these bands in a Martian sample would provide evidence that this sample bears organic matter, making it a strong candidate for caching and MSR. After return to Earth, detailed laboratory analyses would then be used to assess the biogenicity of samples.

One main challenge with Raman spectroscopy is interfering fluorescence, often several orders of magnitudes stronger than the Raman scattering signal. Fluorescence is discussed in more detail in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 section 3.1.5. Many minerals and complex organics exhibit fluorescence at overlapping wavelengths with their Raman signatures.

Strategies to mitigate fluorescence interference include resonance Raman (Frosch et al., 2007), confocal Raman (Brasier et al., 2002) and shifted-excitation Raman difference spectroscopy, or SERDS (Shreve et al., 1992). One strategy explored in this study, as well as in Chapter 3, is time-gating (hereafter, gating). Gating uses pulsed laser excitation and gated detection (i.e., detection of only those photons scattered or emitted during the laser pulse) to capture the ~instantaneous Raman-scattered photons and gate out the long lifetime fluorescence signal in the time domain (Martyshkin et al., 2004; Gaft and Nagli, 2009). This is contrasted by continuous wave, or CW, Raman in which the laser continuously irradiates the sample without laser pulsing or gating.
Another strategy to reduce fluorescence which is explored here is application-specific optimization using laser excitation wavelength ($\lambda_{ex}$) in the UV. UV $\lambda_{ex}$ causes Raman and fluorescence signals to become energetically and spatially separated (Tarcea et al., 2007), and the Raman sensitivity to become increased (Gaft and Nagli, 2009). Depending on the wavelength and targeted compound, UV $\lambda_{ex}$ also has the advantage of inducing resonance within electronic bands of certain organics classes including biogenic carbon (Hug et al., 2005; Marshall et al., 2010 and references therein) and complex organics such as kerogen (Czaja et al., 2009). Resonance can increase scattering efficiency by orders of magnitude, from ppm (Beegle et al., 2015) to ppb levels (Storrie-Lombardi et al., 2001), resulting in organics detection with higher confidence. This also means that organic surface (~10s of nm) contamination signals can be amplified (Ray et al., 2000; Ferrari and Robertson, 2001).

On the other hand, laser-induced time-resolved fluorescence can present advantages for organic analysis. When examined in spectral and temporal domains (Gaft and Panczer, 2013), decay lifetimes can provide useful information about the nature of the sample (Figure 4.1). Fluorescence can arise from inorganic sources, such as lattice defects, trace metals, or rare-Earth impurities with lifetimes $>1$ µs, or from organic chromophores, with lifetimes of $\lesssim 100$ ns (Sharma et al., 2003; Bozlee et al., 2005). Complementary gated, UV Raman and fluorescence data sets can be obtained on the instrument at the same micro-scale regions of a sample, without moving the sample from the stage. This is possible by interchanging spectrometer gratings, each optimized for a particular wavelength range.
Figure 4.1. Principles of time-resolved fluorescence. Fluorescence emission is exponential for a single excited state. $F$ is the arbitrary fluorescence emission of a sample after interaction with one laser pulse, measured by the detector, represented as a function of detector gate width. Inorganic materials emit long-lifetime fluorescence (shown in black); a long gate would capture almost the full emission ($\sim F$), but a shorter gate would capture less than the full emission ($< F$). Organics emit short-lifetime fluorescence (shown in grey). Both long and short gates would capture the majority of the signal ($F$). The gate widths shown here were used in this study’s experimental setup.

Neither UV/VIS Raman nor fluorescence spectroscopy have not yet flown to Mars, but the European Space Agency (ESA) and NASA Mars Program are both planning to include payloads using these technologies in upcoming missions. ESA’s ExoMars mission, scheduled for launch in 2018, includes a 532 nm CW Raman Laser Spectrometer (RLS) to perform \textit{in situ} biosignature analyses (Bost et al., 2015). The payload of NASA’s Mars 2020 rover includes two Raman and fluorescence instruments. One is the Scanning Habitable Environments with Raman & Luminescence for Organics & Chemicals instrument (SHERLOC), an arm-mounted, resonance Raman (810-3600 cm$^{-1}$ range) and fluorescence (245-360 nm range) spectrometer, with a deep UV 248.6 nm laser source (Beegle et al., 2015). The second is SuperCam, an integrated suite of four
instruments, including a stand-off spectrometer with gated ($\leq 100$ ns) excitation at $\lambda_{ex} = 532$ nm for Raman (between 50 - 4400 cm$^{-1}$) and fluorescence (between 534-850 nm) measurements (Clegg et al., 2015). A priority of both SHERLOC and SuperCam is to identify samples containing potential organic biosignatures for caching and sample return. This study is motivated by the need to inform biosignature caching strategies by obtaining visible and UV Raman and fluorescence data sets similar to what is obtainable with these two instruments. Raman-based fluorescence reduction is explored in this study using similar techniques as those implemented by SHERLOC and SuperCam (i.e., gating and UV $\lambda_{ex}$ optimization).

Several studies have assessed the capabilities of Raman and fluorescence instruments for biosignature detection, including the system used in this study (Eshelman et al., 2014; 2015; Skulinova et al., 2014). However, few have examined complex biosignatures expected on Mars, such as non-extracted kerogen in natural samples. In light of upcoming missions to seek signs of past life on Mars, it is crucial that Raman performance be tested and methods optimized using naturally occurring samples representative of what could be encountered on Mars.

4.1.3. Objectives of this Study

This study is motivated by the need to inform biosignature caching strategies using visible Raman, UV Raman, and UV fluorescence data sets. A diverse suite of samples representing habitable environments and known to favor biosignature preservation (discussed above) is explored in this study in order to address three goals:
1. **Assess the effectiveness of time-gating compared to UV laser excitation wavelength optimization as a Raman-based fluorescence reduction strategy to enable successful caching of samples for MSR.**

2. **Identify sample-specific issues which could challenge identifications of samples using the two Raman spectroscopy systems discussed above; and**

3. **Assess the capabilities of UV laser-induced time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy for detecting kerogen in the sample suite studied.**

This study is organized as follows. In Section 2, methods are described which used two Raman-fluorescence spectrometer instruments: a CW Raman (V-CW) with $\lambda_{ex}=532$ nm and a UV gated (UV-G) Raman and UV laser-induced time-resolved (UVLITR) fluorescence combined system with $\lambda_{ex} = 266$ nm. This study’s methods were guided by petrographic microscopy interpretations of mineralogy, microtextures, and kerogen preservation. In Section 3, results for each sample and analytical data are summarized. In Section 4, the impacts of fluorescence interference on the ability to characterize minerals and kerogen and sample-dependent issues encountered with both Raman systems are discussed. Also discussed are the capabilities of fluorescence spectroscopy to detect organics in samples. Section 4 concludes with a table (Table 4.2) which summarizes this study’s results corresponding to the above three goals. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of how these findings may impact the Mars 2020 Raman and fluorescence instruments and offers recommendations for continued work on Raman and fluorescence biosignature studies for MSR.
4.2. METHODS

4.2.1. Instrument Analyses

Seven samples were selected to represent a broad range of depositional environments, ages, and diagenetic histories. All samples contained natural, non-extracted kerogen of diverse maturities and modes of preservation within their host matrices. Samples included a hydrothermal chert; a siliceous mudstone; a carbonate-cemented marine sandstone; a laminated sulfate-carbonate evaporite; a lacustrine stromatolitic limestone; a lacustrine micritic carbonate; and a clay and magnesite-rich evaporitic mudstone. Sample localities, ages, and compositions are summarized in Table 4.1. For each sample, five data sets were collected using polarizing light microscopy, V-CW Raman spectroscopy, UV-G Raman spectroscopy, UVLITR fluorescence spectroscopy, and X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD).

4.2.1.1. Petrographic microscopy

For polarizing light microscopy and 532 nm Raman analyses, standard (30-µm thick) petrographic thin sections were prepared by Spectrum Petrographics, Inc. Samples were vacuum-embedded in EPOTEK 301 epoxy. Thin-section microscopy provided a basis for identifying the depositional setting, and documenting diagenetic processes. This included the reconstruction of a paragenetic (time-ordered) framework for minerals, microtextures, and organic matter. Thin sections were imaged using a Nikon Eclipse E600 POL polarizing microscope and an Optronix digital camera system. For each field of view, photomicrographs were obtained under transmitted (plane- and cross-polarized)
and reflected light illumination. Rock chips were used for UV-G Raman and fluorescence analyses and imaged under reflected light.

Identifications of minerals and kerogen were based on a process involving alternating between optical illumination settings to identify mineral phases and kerogen in thin sections. For instance, dark to black kerogen can be mistaken for Fe-oxides in plane- or cross-polarized light, but only an Fe-oxide is reflective in reflective light. Kerogen grains were targeted in regions expected to preserve abundant kerogen (i.e., in microcrystalline quartz regions in the chert sample, detailed in Figure 4.2). Major and minor mineral components were documented, along with representative microtextural features (i.e., kerogen-rich, darker laminations). Primary and secondary (authigenic) mineral components were distinguished based on paragenetic relationships (i.e., later-stage recrystallization textures). Cross-cutting relationships in petrographic observations were used to reconstruct paragenetic relationships.

Optical screening of samples allowed the location of features and phases which were then targeted for Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy spot analyses. Small markers were adhered onto thin section and on rock chip surfaces to mark the locations of kerogen and mineral grains for interrogation with Raman and fluorescence spectroscopy. This allowed the tracking of the regions of interest identified under microscopy to precise locations for spectroscopy analyses. Using this iterative approach, the identities of marked kerogen and mineral regions based on microscopy could be confirmed by Raman point analyses. This approach also enabled the placement of minerals, microfabrics, and
kerogen grains into a petrogenetic and paragenetic framework for assessment of preservation potential and caching priorities.

4.2.1.2 V-CW Raman spectroscopy

A laboratory V-CW Raman spectroscopy system at ASU’s Center for Solid State Science was used to obtain point spectra for the kerogen and mineral grains. This micro-Raman system uses a 532 nm Coherent Sapphire SF laser source and a Princeton Instruments liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector and Acton 300i spectrograph. The laser was focused onto the sample using a 50X APO Mitutoyo objective. The system has a spectral resolution of ~2 cm\(^{-1}\), spatial resolution of ~0.5 µm, a 1200 lines/mm grating, and an acquisition window from 70-2000 cm\(^{-1}\). Data were acquired using a 180° geometry.

Raman point spectra were acquired from uncovered thin sections on previously identified mapped kerogen and mineral grains as described above. Raman shift positions were calibrated using a cyclohexane standard. A built-in transmitted light microscope was available, making it possible to locate regions of interest and markers on samples for interrogation (as shown in Figure 4.6B). The Raman laser spot (<5 µm diameter) was manually focused on the sample surface. Spectra were acquired over a range of integration times, power settings, and depths below the thin section surface to obtain the optimal signal (with the least fluorescence, the highest signal to noise ratio, and the most Raman bands visible). Acquisitions ranged from one to twenty 10- to 15-second integrations at 0.75- 6 mW power for each analysis (unless otherwise noted in figure captions). Powers were manually controlled using a neutral density filter wheel.
Sampling depths were 1-20 µm below thin section surfaces. No background correction was applied. Mineral identifications were obtained using the *CrystalSleuth* software (Downs, 2006).

Care was taken to avoid contamination during Raman analyses. Non-fluorescent thin section epoxy was used in preparing thin sections. Contamination from epoxy was dismissed because no spectral features from the epoxy-embedded samples were seen in Raman data. Contamination from the adhesive markers on samples was avoided by cleaning each thin section with 95% ethanol and distilled water. In addition, the Raman optical imaging system was used to position the laser beam to miss the markers.

**4.2.1.3. 266 nm gated Raman and UVLITR fluorescence spectroscopy**

UV radiation absorption from thin section components (glass slides and embedding epoxy) significantly weakens the Raman signal. For this reason, polished sample chips were used instead for UV-G Raman and UVLITR fluorescence analyses. To prepare sample surface for analysis, the surface interrogated was ground flat using aluminum oxide abrasive paper (400 grit, Northon St. Gobain Premium #2612) to avoid surface organic contamination for all but the hardest samples (chert and siliceous mudstone). Microscopy confirmed that no abrasive paper contaminants were present on the ground surfaces analyzed. Thin sections are unlikely to be used on upcoming missions, so abraded rock surfaces represent an analogous sample preparation scenario for what will be possible on Mars using a RAT (Gorevan et al., 2003).
A 266 nm pulsed laser Raman and laser-induced, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy system with a gated, intensified CCD (iCCD) detector was used to obtain time-resolved Raman and fluorescence point spectra on all samples.

Four data sets were obtained on representative regions in each sample on targeted kerogen and matrix mineral locations without moving samples from the stage: (1) Raman spectrum, long gate (to mimic a non-gated 266 nm CW Raman system); (2) Raman spectrum, short gate (to understand the effectiveness of gating as compared to non-gating); (3) fluorescence spectrum, long gate; (4) fluorescence spectrum, short gate. Short and long gate widths were 7 ns and 1 µs, respectively. Raman measurements were acquired with a 2400 lines/mm grating, allowing an acquisition window from 286-3805 cm\(^{-1}\). Raman spectra were acquired for 10 min.

Before each sample acquisition, a dark current spectrum (with the input to the spectrometer blocked) was acquired, followed by a calibration spectrum of an alanine powder standard. A flat field correction was performed using a NIST deuterium lamp standard (which had a linear response between 266 and 300 nm in the Raman data presented here) to remove the effect of any CCD irregularities (as well as the edge filter irregularities). (This method was used since a wavelength dependent fluorescence standard was unavailable from NIST.)

For fluorescence measurements, the Raman spectrometer grating was interchanged with a 300 lines/mm grating with a window from 268-528 nm. Time-resolved fluorescence spectra were obtained by acquiring fluorescence in the wavelength, time, and intensity domains, at 0.1 ns gate steps and 10 s integration times over 20 ns.
The laser spot size was measured to be \(~25 \times 35\ \mu m\). Other system details are given in Eshelman et al (2015).

UV-G Raman and fluorescence data sets were acquired on the following mineral standards: Silica sand standard (Barco 49, 99.7% SiO2); gypsum (Sigma Aldrich lot #SLBC4109V); dolomite (Wards research grade, 49-5871 Selasvann, Norway); and calcite (Wards research grade, 49-5860 Chihuahua, Mexico). For a kerogen standard, 1 mg of extracted kerogen (94% C) was used, courtesy of R. Summons’ group (MIT).

4.2.1.4. X-Ray powder diffraction

For XRPD analyses, bulk, powdered samples were obtained for each sample for confirmation of mineralogy determined by the other analyses. (Kerogen cannot be identified using XRPD.) Bulk samples were chipped, crushed, ground using a quartz mortar and pestle, and sieved to 150 \(\mu m\).

A Siemens D5000 X-ray Diffractometer with a Ni-filtered Cu radiation source was used to identify minerals present in bulk sample powders. Powders were scanned from 5° to 81.759° with a step size of 0.016303°. Operating conditions were 40 kV at 30 mA using CuKa (\(\lambda_{a1} = 1.5060\ \text{Å}; \lambda_{a2} = 1.54439\ \text{Å}\)) with an 8-second dwell time, for a total analysis time of 12 hours per sample. Background subtraction and mineral identifications were performed using the \textit{JADE}™ software, version 9 (Materials Data, Inc.), with the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) database.
4.2.2. Analytical Methods

UV Raman excitation has the potential to induce resonance within aromatic carbon compounds at low abundances in samples, including contaminants (Ray et al., 2000; Ferrari and Robertson, 2001; Asher, 1993). The G band seen in UV-G Raman spectra may be attributed to either kerogen or aromatic contaminants. Addressing goal 1 of this study required the differentiation between kerogen signals and contamination. For this, a S/N thresholding method was developed. Kerogen regions were defined and marked with a sticker based on evidence for kerogen in microscopy. Both matrix regions and suspected kerogen grains were interrogated using UV-G Raman. Raw spectra were baseline-flattened according to Dyar et al. (submitted). The S/N of the G band was computed using a custom MATLAB routine such that:

\[
S/N = I/\sigma
\]

where \( I \) is the intensity of the G band and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the 3742-3842 cm\(^{-1}\) range in each spectrum (where Raman bands were absent). Spectra which contained kerogen bands that may have been confused for contaminants were omitted from this analysis to avoid skewed results.

To address goal 3, fluorescence decay lifetimes were extracted on a subset of samples using a partial least-squares regression method detailed in Eshelman et al. (2015).
4.3. RESULTS

4.3.1. Summary of Each Sample

Details for each sample are summarized below. Table 4.1 summarizes all phases found in each sample with the techniques used.
Table 4.1

**Sample Compositions With Ages, Localities, and Phases Detected.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Approx. Age</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>V-CW</th>
<th>XRPD</th>
<th>UV-G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hydrothermal Chert</strong></td>
<td>&lt;3.43 BYA</td>
<td>Strelley Pool Fm., Pilbara, Australia</td>
<td>Quartz, Dolomite, Pyrite, Alunite, Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Siliceous Mudstone</strong></td>
<td>≤ 65 MYA</td>
<td>Gerlach, NV</td>
<td>Quartz, Pyrite, Sphalerite, Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X?</td>
<td>X?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Sandstone</strong></td>
<td>~490 to 488 MYA</td>
<td>Alum Fm., Öland, Sweden</td>
<td>Quartz, Feldspar (Plagioc.), Dolomite, Calcite, Pyrite, Glauc.ontite, Mica*, Illite, Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sulfate Evaporite</strong></td>
<td>300–250 MYA</td>
<td>Castile Fm., Delaware Basin, TX</td>
<td>Gypsum, Dolomite, Calcite, Anhydrite, Sylvite, Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stromatolitic Limestone</strong></td>
<td>&lt;10,000 YA</td>
<td>Walker Lake, NV</td>
<td>Calcite, Quartz, Albite, Kerogen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lacustrine Carbonate</strong></td>
<td>~56 –34 MYA</td>
<td>Green River, WY</td>
<td>Calcite, Dolomite, Volcanic ash?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaporitic Mudstone</strong></td>
<td>7.5-2.5 MYA</td>
<td>Verde Valley, AZ</td>
<td>Magnesite, Feldspars (Na, Ca, K), Quartz, Gypsum, Thenardite, Glauberite, Arzakite, Iron oxides**</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. Abbreviations are as follows: Transmitted light microscopy (M); visible CW Raman (V-CW); X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRPD); and gated UV Raman (UV-G).
**Bold minerals** are high-priority astrobiology-relevant targets on Mars (Farmer and Des Marais, 1999) and the most abundant phases in the sample.

*Ambiguities in identification of this phase is attributed to intermediates not well captured in existing Raman spectral libraries (i.e., muscovite/phlogopite in this case).

**Near-IR spectroscopy confirmed the presence of hematite, goethite, and lepidocrite (Shkolyar and Farmer, in preparation; see Chapter 2.).

4.3.1.1. Archean hydrothermal chert, Strelley Pool Fm., Pilbara, Australia

The Strelley Pool Formation is a stratiform, limestone-chert sequence that hosts the oldest known coniform stromatolites. It is thought to have been deposited in a shallow marine environment during the Archaean (Lowe, 1980; Hofmann et al., 1999; Van Kranendonk et al., 2003; Allwood et al., 2006). The sample analyzed for this study was collected from a vein of black chert that is part of a younger system of dikes that crosscuts the Strelley Pool Fm. at the Trendall locality. This sample is dominated by a fine-grained matrix of microcrystalline quartz grains, confirmed by all techniques (Figure 4.2; Table 4.1), surrounding abundant, particulate kerogen (Figure 4.2A). During diagenesis, microcrystalline quartz coarsened, forming localized patches of megaquartz (>20 µm grains; Figure 4.2A). During diagenesis, syngenetic carbonate was replaced by silica (and vice versa). Other mineral phases identified are listed in Table 4.1. Most kerogen in this sample was found within regions dominated by microcrystalline quartz, while zones of megaquartz showed a lower kerogen abundance (Figure 4.2A).

Using V-CW Raman, kerogen in this sample was confidently identified due to its low overall fluorescence (Figure 4.2B). UV gated Raman identified quartz and the kerogen D band, plus second-order kerogen bands, with high confidence (Figure 4.2B). It also confirmed kerogen and quartz in all attempts with both Raman instruments, even when only one was targeted.
Figure 4.2. Hydrothermal chert analyses. (A) Cross-polarized photomicrograph of the Strelley Pool chert. Black kerogen grains (“K”) are surrounded by greyish micro-crystalline quartz (“Mi”). Patchy megaquartz (“Me”) regions appear white. (B) Spectrum 1 shows low background fluorescence which allowed the detection of both the main quartz band (“Q”) at 464 cm\(^{-1}\), as well as kerogen (D and G bands) preserved within it. A UV gated Raman spectrum (short gate) is shown of a similar region (Spectrum 2). Spectrum 2 shows a G band and a second-order band for kerogen (“2K”) in the 2900–3300 cm\(^{-1}\) region, as well as a quartz band. \(N_2\) indicates atmospheric nitrogen at 2331 cm\(^{-1}\) (Hug et al., 2005).

4.3.1.2. Tertiary siliceous mudstone, Wind Mt. Mine, Gerlach, Nevada

The Wind Mt. mine exposes a dark grey to black, siliceous mudstone. The host rocks at Wind Mt. mine were subject to intense geothermal activity associated with pervasive silicification and the emplacement of shallow epithermal gold deposits (Wood, 1991; Eneva et al., 2011). Mineralization included the precipitation of sulfide minerals. For example, pyrite (\(\text{FeS}_2\)) was identified with several techniques, often associated with kerogen (Figure 4.3, Table 4.1).

Microscopy revealed that a structureless mudstone matrix was replaced by micro-crystalline quartz (Figure 4.3A). Quartz, the most abundant phase, was detected using all techniques (Figure 4.3; Table 4.1). The sample contained abundant organic matter and
plant fossils. Microscopy revealed kerogen as particulate grains (Figure 4.3A) as well as morphologically distinct plant fragments (Figure 4.3B). The well-preserved morphology of the fossil plant biota contrasts with the amorphous, opaque, mature kerogen.

Using V-CW Raman, the presence of kerogen, quartz, and pyrite were confirmed in most spectra, despite some moderate fluorescence (Figure 4.3C, spectra 1 and 2). The ambiguous evidence for kerogen in spectrum 2 is due to fluorescence and the fact that quartz, not kerogen, was targeted for spot analysis. With UV-G Raman, first- and potentially second-order bands associated with kerogen were identified, as well as the main quartz vibrational band (Figure 4.3C, spectrum 3). Overall, the association of kerogen with the quartz-rich matrix was visible in all UV-G Raman spectra and in some V-CW Raman spectra.

Figure 4.3. Siliceous mudstone analyses. (A) Cross-polarized light photomicrograph with a region of black kerogen and brassy pyrite (“P”), surrounded by microcrystalline quartz. (B) Plane-polarized light photomicrograph showing a possible plant fragment. (C) V-CW Raman spectra (1 and 2) and a UV gated Raman spectrum (spec. 3) are shown. Kerogen is associated with pyrite (spectrum 1). A quartz-rich matrix is also shown with weak kerogen bands (spectrum 2). The UV short gate Raman spectrum of a region targeting the matrix shows kerogen (D and G band plus a possible second-order band) preserved in a quartz-rich matrix. The 1556 cm\(^{-1}\) (“O\(_2\)” band is attributed to atmospheric oxygen (Hug et al., 2005) and convolved with a kerogen band. Abbreviations are as noted previously.
4.3.1.3. Upper Cambrian carbonate-cemented marine sandstone, Alum Formation, Öland, Sweden

The sample analyzed here is a fine-grained quartzo-feldspathic Cambrian age sandstone cemented by carbonate from the Alum Formation (Maeda et al. 2001). Several phyllosilicates, (see Table 4.1) such as glauconite \((\text{Fe}^{3+},\text{Al},\text{Mg})_2(\text{Si},\text{Al})_4\text{O}_{10}(\text{OH})_2\), were identified in this sample. Various micas (see Table 4.1 for details) were also present in moderate abundance, often associated with kerogen as deformed grains due to compaction (Figure 4.4A). Microscopy revealed that the sandstone contains abundant kerogen (Figure 4.4A-B), usually identifiable in V-CW Raman analyses using high power, with moderate fluorescence (Figure 4.4D). Pyrite \((\text{FeS}_2\)) occurred primarily as framboids (Figure 4.4B-C), which some studies suggest are biomediated (Popa et al. 2004). In this sample, pyrite is often detected in association with kerogen (Figure 4.4C and D), confirmed by V-CW Raman (Figure 4.4B) and XRPD (Table 4.1), and seen in similar samples (Thickpenny, 1984).

With UV-G Raman, first-order kerogen bands were detected with high confidence and second-order kerogen were also captured but with less certainty (Figure 4.4D). Even though UV-G Raman data were taken on kerogen and a matrix region including kerogen in its sampling volume, fluorescence seemed higher in the kerogen-rich spot versus in the matrix region (Figure 4.4D). Second-order kerogen bands were less clearly visible due to their weak intensity and fluorescence past 2000 cm\(^{-1}\). Dolomite \([\text{CaMg(CO}_3]_2\), present as the cementing phase, was weak but detectable with UV-G Raman.
Figure 4.4. Marine sandstone analyses. (A) Kerogen ("K") was associated with an unidentified mica phase ("M"), evident by its high birefringence colors and platy appearance, seen here in cross-polarized light. (B) A large region of kerogen is seen in between a quartz-rich and feldspar-rich matrix, cemented by carbonate, seen in plane-polarized light. (C) In reflected light, the same kerogen-rich region as in (B) is rich in pyrite, which appears shiny. (D) A representative V-CW Raman spectrum is shown (spectrum 1), taken at 12 mW power. A moderately fluorescent Raman spectrum confirms the association of kerogen with pyrite. Two UV gated Raman short gate spectra are also seen (spectra 2 and 3), obtained on matrix and kerogen-rich regions, respectively. First and ambiguous second-order kerogen features are indicated in both spectra. A weak dolomite band ("D") was seen at 1093 cm\(^{-1}\) (spec. 3). Abbreviations are as noted previously.

4.3.1.4. Permian sulfate evaporite, Castile Formation, Delaware Basin, Texas

The Castile Fm. is a calcium sulfate evaporite deposit exposed in the Delaware Basin. The formation was deposited during the late Permian as a deep-water evaporite, with primary anhydrite (CaSO\(_4\)) nucleating in the water column then settling to the bottom of the basin to form a laminated (varved) sulfate-carbonate deposit (Anderson et al., 1972). Subsequent uplift of the Basin exposed primary anhydrite to near-surface groundwater, where it hydrated to form secondary gypsum. This resulted in a volume change and compressional folding of laminae. Dark laminae are composed of fine-grained, organic-rich carbonate mud (micrite) as dolomite and calcite; lighter laminations
are composed of coarser, euhedral crystals of gypsum and anhydrite (Figure 4.5A). Additional phases are listed in Table 4.1.

In thin sections analyses, dark, carbonate-rich laminae contain abundant fine-grained kerogen surrounded by dolomite (Figs. 5C). Kerogen was sometimes identified using V-CW Raman, along with anhydrite and dolomite (Figure 4.5C). Due to high fluorescence, multiple attempts using very high power settings (up to 28 mW) were required for clear kerogen identification with V-CW Raman. In contrast, with UV-G Raman, kerogen and the matrix minerals (gypsum and/or calcite) were confidently identifiable in dark laminae (Figure 4.5B).

UV-G Raman spectra in matrix regions of dark laminae where kerogen grains were not targeted often produced a weak, broad G band. This is attributed to surface or airborne organic contaminants high in aromatic components. This was determined after quantifying S/N for kerogen across all samples (Methods section 2.2; Figure 4.9). See Sections 4.3.2 and 4.4 for details.
Figure 4.5. Sulfate evaporite analyses. (A) Cross-polarized light photomicrograph. A carbonate- (“Ca”) and sulfate-rich laminations (“S”) are shown. Sulfate grains appeared black, grey, or white depending on their extinction. (B) Cross-polarized light photomicrograph of a kerogen grain preserved in carbonate interrogated with V-CW Raman (spectrum shown in C). (C) V-CW Raman spectra of sulfate (spectrum 1) and a carbonate laminations (spectrum 2). Both laminations show the D and G bands when kerogen was targeted. Dolomite (175, 299, and 1095 cm<sup>-1</sup>) surrounds the kerogen grain pictured in (B). Anhydrite (“A”) was detected at 415, 497, 608, 625, 672, 1017, 1128, and 1160 cm<sup>-1</sup> in sulfate laminations. Spectrum 1 was taken with 28 mW power. Three UV-G Raman spectra are shown: a short gate gypsum (“G”) lamination (spectrum 3), a short gate kerogen region (spectrum 4), and a long spectrum with both calcite (“C”) and gypsum bands identified (spectrum 5). “H” indicates H<sub>2</sub>O stretch modes (3430 and 3500 cm<sup>-1</sup>), common in hydrated sulfates (Wang et al., 2006). (D) Dashed plot: region magnified in (C). “O” indicates Raman quartz objective interference. “Sc” denotes a surface contaminant (see Figure 4.9). Other symbols are as noted previously.

4.3.1.5. Holocene stromatolitic limestone (Carbonate), Walker Lake, Nevada

The stromatolitic limestone analyzed was collected from a terrace along the western shoreline of Walker Lake (Osborne et al., 1982). It consists of alternating dark and light laminae of microcrystalline calcite (Figure 4.6A). Dark laminae contained more kerogen than lighter laminae, which appeared well-preserved as irregular patchy aggregates and filamentous microfossil forms (Figure 4.6B). Carbonate presence was inferred with microscopy; calcite was confirmed as the main phase with both Raman and XRPD (Table 4.1). Detrital grains of quartz and plagioclase feldspar were also present abundantly in carbonate (light-toned) laminae.
V-CW Raman caused highly fluorescent kerogen to be detectable but with ambiguity and difficulty, often after multiple experimental tries and elevated laser powers (Figure 4.6C). UV gated Raman detected calcite and kerogen in all attempts (Figure 4.6C).

Figure 4.6. Stromatolitic limestone analyses. (A) A plane-polarized light image is seen of carbonate-rich (light) and organics-rich (dark) laminations with interruptions of lighter, patchy recrystallized carbonate regions visible. (B) The transmitted light imaging on the V-CW Raman imaging system captured a filamentous and irregular kerogen cluster preserved in a fine-grained calcite matrix. The location of the green laser spot is visible where V-CW Raman spectra in (D) were obtained. (C) Two V-CW Raman spectra were acquired for the kerogen grain shown in (B). Spectrum 2 shows the lowest power setting attempted for this sample (1.3 mW). No kerogen D or G bands or host matrix bands were seen. (The broad 600 cm\(^{-1}\) band is unidentified.) The same location was interrogated with systematically increased power settings. It revealed calcite (at 1086 cm\(^{-1}\)) and both D and G kerogen bands at 28 mW (spec. 1). UV-G spectra of both the organic-rich (spec. 3) and carbonate-rich (spec. 4) laminations confirmed kerogen present in a calcite-rich matrix. Abbreviations are as noted previously.

4.3.1.6. Eocene lacustrine carbonate, Green River Formation (GRF), Wyoming

The Green River Formation has various members with different compositions and textures (e.g., Surdam and Stanley, 1979). The sample analyzed here is from a lacustrine
limestone member. Limestone formed by precipitation of fine-grained (micritic) carbonate as calcite and dolomite, within the water column, which later settled to the lake bottom.

This sample shows both microscopic particulate kerogen surrounded by a carbonate-rich matrix (Figure 4.7A) and macroscopic preservation of fossils. High background fluorescence precluded identification of the carbonate matrix minerals using V-CW Raman. This was the case for all power settings tried (Figure 4.7B spectrum 2). After multiple attempts with increasing power levels, kerogen was detectable with high certainty despite fluorescence (Figure 4.7B, spectrum 1). All kerogen bands (D and G bands and weak 2nd order bands) and their calcite matrix were detectable with confidence with UV-G Raman (Fig. 4.7B spectrum 5).

Figure 4.7. Lacustrine carbonate analyses. (A) Plane-polarized light imaging showed a fine-grained carbonate preserving dark regions of kerogen. (B) Spectrum 1 shows a representative V-CW Raman spectrum for D and G kerogen bands along with a matrix region in spectrum 2. The mineral matrix (Spec. 2) did not reveal any Raman information. Two UV-G Raman spectra are shown for a matrix region in spectrum 3 (long gate) and spectrum 4 (short gate). Surface contaminants (Figure 4.10) were visible in matrix spectra. Spectrum 5 is a short gate kerogen-rich region. Calcite is visible in all UV-G Raman spectra. Both D and G bands, as well as second order bands for kerogen are detectable in this kerogen spectrum. Symbols are as noted previously.
4.3.1.7. Miocene-Pliocene evaporitic mudstone, Verde Basin, Arizona

The clay-rich evaporitic mudstone analyzed is from the Miocene-Pliocene Verde Formation in Verde Basin (from Chapter 2). The rocks sampled were deposited in a playa lake setting that experienced episodic deposition of evaporites within playa muds (Bressler and Butler, 1978; Nations et al., 1981 and references therein). This mudstone consists of a carbonate-rich mud matrix (as magnesite) containing primary gypsum that grew displacively within the mud, forming abundant crystal clusters. A variety of coarse, detrital grains were abundant in the matrix (Figure 4.8A). The mudstone is also rich in clays (i.e., muscovite mica, as in Figure 4.8B, saponite, and montmorillonite). Suspected kerogen was seen with microscopy throughout the mudstone matrix in moderate abundance (Figure 4.8C). Microscopy also revealed the presence of clasts with rust colored, iron-rich alteration rims (Figure 4.8C) and other iron oxide phases such as hematite, goethite, and lepidocrite (Shkolyar and Farmer, in preparation; Figure 2.4). For complete details on this sample, see Chapter 2.

V-CW Raman analysis revealed only fluorescence when the mudstone matrix and kerogen regions were interrogated, regardless of acquisition settings (Figure 4.8D). However, V-CW Raman provided useful identifications of other phases in the matrix which had low fluorescence (Table 4.1). UV-G Raman analyses did not reveal compositional information (Figure 4.8D).
Figure 4.8. Evaporitic mudstone analyses. (A) A plane-polarized light photomicrograph is shown of the fine-grained clay-rich and magnesite-rich matrix with abundant detrital grains visible (e.g., quartz and feldspar). (B) Many coarse-grained platy micas were visible in the matrix. (C) A black clast is shown, with a hazy orange rim (“R”) visible. A suspected kerogen grain is also indicated. (D) Spectrum 1 shows a representative V-CW Raman spectrum, revealing only wavy noise. Spectrum 2 shows a representative short gate UV-G Raman spectrum, revealing no compositional information about the sample, either. Other symbols are as noted previously.

4.3.2. Analytical Results

In a Raman spectrum, a G band would commonly be expected in kerogen (Pasteris and Wopenka, 2003; Marshall et al., 2010). In UV-G Raman spectra, a weak G band was evident in many cases where kerogen was not targeted (Figs. 5, 7, and 8). Here, the band is attributed to aromatic surface contaminants with a Raman mode at ~1600 cm\(^{-1}\) (Ray et al., 2000; Ferrari and Robertson, 2001), mimicking a kerogen band.

A method was developed (section 2.2) to quantify and distinguish the S/N of a true G band in UV-G Raman spectrum versus a weak G band due to contamination. Fig. 9 presents the results. A clear threshold emerged in the detection of kerogen detection using UV-G Raman and the suite of samples studied. The S/N threshold value, 12, is indicated at the lowest true kerogen band value, occurring in the siliceous mudstone. Where evidence of kerogen at the spot interrogated was confirmed by microscopy, those
spectra were found to have a $S/N > 12$, irrespective of acquisition parameters. In spectra with $S/N < 12$, the weak G band signal is attributed to the presence of airborne or surface contaminants rich in aromatic carbon. The detection of these contaminants is attributed to selective UV resonance Raman vibration enhancement of aromatic organics (Ferrari and Robertson, 2001; Hug et al., 2005; Asher, 1993) where individual resonant organic species are not (and need not be) identifiable. See Discussion, section 4.4, for details.
Figure 4.9. $S/N$ in G band of UV-G Raman spectra. $S/N$ values (equation 1) are shown for the G band appearing in true kerogen (circles) and matrix (triangles) regions in samples and standards. Acquisition parameters are noted in the legend using various shadings. Standards are not shaded. The $S/N$ threshold value, 12, is indicated by a line at the lowest G band value. An empty plastic cuvette is added for comparison.

Goal 3 was addressed in Figure 4.10, which summarizes the UVLITR fluorescence results. Two categories of organic fluorescence patterns were revealed. Type 1 organics spectra (Figure 4.10A) were grouped based on the similar morphology of the 407 - 475 nm band in samples (spectra 1-4) and in the kerogen standard (spectrum 5): the band is broad and centered around ~430 nm. These spectra were acquired on kerogen
grains identified by microscopy and confirmed with UV-G Raman before fluorescence interrogation, except for spectrum 1. (Spectrum 1 was acquired on a targeted matrix region but where kerogen was evident in most analyses with both Raman systems.) Type 2 fluorescence spectra (Figure 4.10B) showed a combination of at least two bands with peaks at 415 nm and (less intensely) 430 nm. This fluorescence appeared in spectra where kerogen was not targeted or visible on the surface during Raman or microscopy analyses (hence the “matrix” label). In addition, these spectra differ from that of the kerogen standard (Figure 4.10A spec. 5). A sticker marker displayed fluorescence similar to Type 2 samples (Figure 4.10B, spec. 6), with the addition of a feature at ~510 nm, not seen in any samples. While Type 2 spectra were all acquired on carbonate and sulfate lithotypes, spectra also differ from those of synthetic carbonate and sulfate standards. Those standards also showed weak fluorescence at 400 - 450 nm (Figure 4.9C). (One exception is the dolomite standards, in Fig. 4.10C spectrum 4, which display type 2 organic features, consistent with a contamination explanation.)

Fluorescence decay lifetimes were extracted on the 407-475 nm feature from both organics categories in samples whose fluorescence peak feature (short gate) is marked with an asterisk in Figure 4.10A-B. The lifetime of the peak in the spectra analyzed was \( \leq 5 \) ns in all cases investigated. (Further sensitivity on multi-component organic compounds was limited by the method used, which assumed single-component decays.) See Section 4.3 for discussion.

Fluorescence features ranging from 300 to 400 nm were also visible (Figure 4.10A, spectra 3-4; Figure 4.10B spectrum 5). These were observed in long but not short gate spectra, suggesting long decay lifetimes consistent with inorganic sources (Figure
4.1). This could not be confirmed with accurate calculations of inorganic lifetimes because these features were convolved with organic bands.

![Fluorescence spectra](image)

**Figure 4.10.** Fluorescence spectra of organic and inorganic components. Black and grey spectra indicate long and short gates, respectively, acquired on the same spots. Fluorescence spectra attributed to (A) Type 1 organics, (B) Type 2 organics, and (C) synthetic mineral standards are shown. Sharp bands below 300 nm are Raman bands from calcite (“C”) or gypsum (“G”). All intensities are offset and normalized for clarity and comparison.

### 4.3.3. Summary of Results

Table 4.2 presents a summary of the goals investigated (defined in the Introduction) in relationship to each sample.
### Summary of Results by Sample Corresponding to Study Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Goal 1</th>
<th>Goal 2</th>
<th>Goal 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydrothermal Chert</td>
<td>• Lowest fluorescence (kerogen and matrix)</td>
<td>• Mature kerogen and silica lithotype caused low fluorescence.</td>
<td>• Type 1 organics identified (kerogen and matrix region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No fluorescence mitigation necessary</td>
<td>• Ideal for kerogen and matrix identification with both Raman systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siliceous Mudstone</td>
<td>• Moderate fluorescence (kerogen and matrix)</td>
<td>• Low fluorescence in silica lithotypes enabled clear detections (both Raman systems).</td>
<td>• Type 1 organics identified (kerogen region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Higher success in kerogen detection with $\lambda_{ex} = 266$ nm</td>
<td>• Ideal for kerogen and matrix identification with both Raman systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Sandstone</td>
<td>• Moderate fluorescence (matrix)</td>
<td>• Carbonate-cemented sandstone fluorescence did not impede either Raman analysis</td>
<td>Type 1 organics identified (matrix and kerogen regions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High fluorescence (kerogen)</td>
<td>• Carbonate-laminations: most fluorescence and difficulty with V-CW Raman.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No fluorescence mitigation necessary</td>
<td>• Sulfate laminations: moderate, non-impeding fluorescence</td>
<td>• Type 1 and 2 organics identified (kerogen regions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate Evaporite</td>
<td>• Moderate to high fluorescence (kerogen and matrix)</td>
<td>• Carbonate lithotype caused the most fluorescence and difficulty with V-CW Raman analyses, improvement with UV-G Raman.</td>
<td>• Type 2 organics identified (carbonate and organic-rich laminations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Higher success in kerogen detection with $\lambda_{ex} = 266$ nm</td>
<td>• Carbonate lithotype caused the most fluorescence and difficulty with V-CW Raman analyses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stromatolitic Limestone</td>
<td>• High, impeding fluorescence (kerogen and matrix)</td>
<td>• Carbonate lithotype caused the most fluorescence and difficulty with V-CW Raman analyses.</td>
<td>Type 2 organics identified (carbonate and organic-rich laminations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Higher success in kerogen and mineral detection with $\lambda_{ex} = 266$ nm</td>
<td>• Carbonate lithotype caused the most fluorescence and difficulty with V-CW Raman analyses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacustrine Carbonate</td>
<td>• Impeding fluorescence in carbonate</td>
<td>• Carbonate lithotype caused impeding fluorescence with V-CW Raman.</td>
<td>• Type 1 organics identified (matrix region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High fluorescence in kerogen</td>
<td>• Metal-rich matrix caused impeding UV absorption with UV-G Raman</td>
<td>• Type 2 organics identified (kerogen region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Higher success in mineral detection with $\lambda_{ex} = 266$ nm</td>
<td>• Short gating improved S/N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Short gating improved S/N</td>
<td>• Carbonate lithotype caused impeding fluorescence with V-CW Raman.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporitic Mudstone</td>
<td>• High fluorescence</td>
<td>• Carbonate lithotype caused impeding fluorescence with V-CW Raman.</td>
<td>• Type 2 organics identified (kerogen region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No success in kerogen and mineral detection with either Raman</td>
<td>• Metal-rich matrix caused impeding UV absorption with UV-G Raman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. See text for details.
4.4. DISCUSSION

4.4.1. Raman-Based Fluorescence Reduction

This study sought to assess the effectiveness of gating compared to optimizing $\lambda_{ex}$ as Raman-based fluorescence reduction strategies to enable successful caching of samples for MSR based on their kerogen content and mineralogy (goal 1). Compared to V-CW Raman, UV-G Raman allowed mineral and organic identifications with higher reliability in this sample suite.

In general, fewer attempts and higher success rates of kerogen detection were achieved when targeting a kerogen grain with the UV-G Raman system. As long as kerogen was visible on the surface, it could be confirmed with UV Raman on the first acquisition, without the trial and error required using the V-CW system. This was true even considering challenging location of regions for analysis on sample chips: the transmitted light imaging system on the V-CW system allowed faster location of target regions in thin sections as compared to the same task using reflected light on chips analyzed with the UV-G system.

With V-CW Raman, fluorescence sometimes impeded the detection of matrix minerals (e.g., stromatolitic limestone), whereas with UV-G Raman, fluorescence reduction was achieved in all cases except the evaporitic mudstone (see sample-specific discussion, Section 4.2). UV-G Raman showed the most significant improvement on the detectability of the fluorescent matrix of the lacustrine carbonate (Figure 4.6B).

UV-G Raman spectra of kerogen could be obtained from all samples (except the evaporitic mudstone; see Section 4.2) and are consistent with those of Czaja et al. (2009), who investigated fossil ferns with a $\lambda_{ex} = 244$ nm UV Raman. Both G and D bands were
present in all samples where kerogen was targeted. One exception is the chert, in which the lack of a D band is attributed to the sample’s high thermal maturation. This caused kerogen “graphitization,” evident by the fact that the UV-G Raman chert spectrum (Figure 4.2D) is similar to that of ordered graphite (Tuinstra and Koenig, 1970). In addition to the D and G bands, broad, low-intensity second-order kerogen features were sometimes revealed (Figs. 2B, 7B, and less confidently in Figure 4.3C and 4D).

Kerogen was not the only organic material identified with UV-G Raman. Many UV-G matrix spectra often showed a weak G band (Figs. 5D, 7B, and 8D), which occurred when kerogen was not targeted or visible in microscopy observations. A S/N thresholding analysis was performed on the G band in UV-G Raman spectra (Fig. 9). Consequently, the weak G band to aromatic surface contaminants were detectable due to resonance enhancement of Raman vibrational modes of aromatic organic species (Ray et al., 2000; Ferrari and Robertson, 2001) at trace abundances on sample surfaces, even after careful preparation, handling, and polishing. Although identifying or quantifying the contaminants was outside the scope of this study, this result highlights the need to further understand potential organic contaminants that may affect rover-based analyses (e.g., rocket fuel, cosmogenic organics, etc.). This result also suggests that SHERLOC, a UV Raman system with a range of 810 cm\(^{-1}\) to \(~3600\ cm\(^{-1}\), is suited to detect all Raman bands associated not only with kerogen (1350 cm\(^{-1}\), 1600 cm\(^{-1}\), and 2900–3300 cm\(^{-1}\) bands) but also other organics, especially at low abundances, and without being impeded by fluorescence interference.

The higher efficiency and level of certainty in identifications with UV-G compared to V-CW Raman could be due either to \(\lambda_{ex}\) optimization or to gating. To isolate
the effect of $\lambda_{ex}$ on fluorescence reduction, spectra of the same samples taken with the V-CW Raman and long gate UV-G Raman were compared. Using the UV-G system in long gate mode mimicked a CW acquisition, leaving $\lambda_{ex}$ as the only fluorescence mitigation variable. It was found that $\lambda_{ex}$ optimization had more impact than gating on fluorescence mitigation. Long gating and $\lambda_{ex} = 266$ nm enabled the clearest matrix mineral detections on the first attempt, as exemplified by the lacustrine carbonate sample, in Figure 4.7B (and many other spectra not shown): in the main kerogen and mineral region, between 400 and 1800 cm$^{-1}$, kerogen and minerals could be seen under UV excitation (Figure 4.6C, 7B), unimpeded by fluorescence below 2000 cm$^{-1}$, whereas V-CW Raman spectra were often overwhelmed by fluorescence. Short gating reduced fluorescence and improved S/N compared to long gating on the same sample spot. It did not otherwise affect spectral interpretations.

To isolate the effects of gating, UV-G spectra and varied gate lengths were acquired to quantify the resulting S/N (See Appendix A and Figure A.1 for method) on a subset of samples. The shorter the gate (and laser pulse), the more effective gating became. Short gating (5 ns) was appropriate with gated UV Raman instruments for detecting kerogen and matrix minerals. A 5-ns gate allowed the identification of kerogen and matrix minerals and allowed us to quantify fluorescence removal (see Appendix A). Fluorescence removal at two different Raman signal strengths, 50% and 80%, was examined (Table A.1). Fluorescence was reduced by 50% or more in all cases investigated. This result is preliminary but encouraging and warrants further studies to quantify how well gating reduces fluorescence. Rather than recommending specific
gating setups, this study emphasizes that tradeoffs should be considered between competing experimental priorities for any Raman system.

Some studies warn that $\lambda_{ex} > 260$ nm usually triggers fluorescence of biochemical materials, limiting the variety of samples for which Raman spectra can be obtained without fluorescence interference (Hug et al., 2005). In contrast, it was found in this study that UV Raman at $\lambda_{ex} = 266$ nm is well-suited for mitigating fluorescence signals in Raman spectra, providing successful identifications of both kerogen and matrix minerals. Based on these results, UV excitation had more impact than gating on fluorescence mitigation. This result suggests that an ungated UV Raman instrument such as SHERLOC is suited for the detection of organics and minerals in lithologies likely to be targeted on Mars.

### 4.4.2. Sample-Specific Challenges with V-CW and G-UV Raman

Addressing goal 2, this study sought to identify sample-specific issues that could challenge identifications using Raman spectroscopy. Two sample-dependent issues occurred in both Raman analyses and may arise during MSR scenarios: (1) The success of kerogen identification with V-CW Raman depended on lithotype; and (2) the mudstone sample impeded both V-CW and UV-G Raman analyses due to two different mechanisms.

The success of kerogen identification with V-CW Raman was dependent on sample lithotype. Carbonates, whose fluorescence has been long known (Nichols et al., 1918), showed the highest fluorescence using V-CW Raman. With the carbonate-rich stromatolite, lacustrine carbonate, and the carbonate laminations of the sulfate evaporite,
it took us many attempts to identify kerogen with V-CW Raman, requiring high laser power (e.g., Figure 4.6C). This was true even though microscopy clearly showed kerogen was present at the location interrogated (e.g., Figure 4.6B). In some cases, kerogen or calcite could not be confirmed due to fluorescence unless the laser power was as high as 28 mW (Figure 4.6C). At such high laser powers and prolonged exposures, it is likely that the source of the fluorescence was burned away (known as “photo-quenching”; Bozlee et al., 2005) and allowed Raman detection. This can alter samples (Jorge-Villar and Edwards, 2013), especially those containing thermally immature organic matter (Marshall et al., 2010). This may give rise to spurious carbonaceous signatures, compromising both rover-based Raman data interpretations and Earth-based biogenicity analyses. Neither this study nor others have identified relationships between power, exposure time, band intensity, and organic or mineral thermal decomposition in Raman analyses. These likely depend on complex sample properties, such as composition and thermal conductivity.

In contrast to the carbonates, the two quartz-rich samples, the siliceous mudstone (Fig. 2B) and chert (Fig. 3C), showed low fluorescence in V-CW Raman, despite representing different ages and depositional environments. The chert matrix required the fewest attempts to identify kerogen and minerals (i.e., quartz). This is attributed to the dense, microcrystalline quartz matrix, which contributed to both the preservation of abundant organic matter and low fluorescence. The siliceous mudstone displayed slightly higher fluorescence than the chert, likely because it contained more immature kerogen. In diagenetically mature kerogen, abundant polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) can quench fluorescence (Bertrand et al., 1986). Thus, the quartz lithotypes and those
containing diagenetically mature kerogen are considered “well-behaved” samples which will typically yield good quality Raman spectra, while challenging lithotypes such as highly fluorescent carbonates may reveal data that could lead to the minimization of Raman-based fluorescence and optimization of instrument performance. It is recommended that samples for Raman instrument optimization studies should be selected with this understanding.

In the evaporitic mudstone, mineral identification was challenging not only with V-CW Raman (due to fluorescence), but also with UV-G Raman (Figure 4.8D). In the latter case, the absence of mineral information in the mudstone, which contains abundant transition metal phases, is attributed to strong UV absorption by transition metal coordination complexes close to $\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 266$ nm combined with the weakness of inelastic Raman scattering. The mudstone matrix contains iron-bearing phases such as hematite (Table 4.1). UV absorption can occur in such phases at abundances as low as 0.01% by bulk weight (Cloutis et al., 2008). These and many other minerals commonly exhibit intense and broad charge transfer absorptions between 200 - 300 nm and especially 240-260 nm, such as octahedrally-coordinated Fe$^{3+}$ transitions in hematite (Cloutis et al., 2008 and references therein). It is noted that iron and other transition metal-rich minerals were also identified in the marine sandstone matrix (Table 4.1), perhaps because of a different distribution and types of these phases, or differences in Raman scattering cross-sections (Stopar et al., 2005).

Although many Fe- and other transition metal-bearing minerals are confirmed or expected on Mars, the occurrences and abundances of metals, their oxidation state, ion species, coordination environment, metal–O covalency, mineral grain size, and
distribution (within detrital grain, as interlayer ions, on weathering rims, etc.) could affect the intensity and wavelength of UV absorption (Cloutis et al., 2008 and references therein). Thus, it is not possible to infer the success of UV Raman studies on Mars based on this result. Furthermore, no known studies (including the present one) have systematically explored UV Raman detections of biosignatures in a suite samples with metal-rich matrices preserving kerogen. In preparation for the upcoming Mars 2020 mission, on which the SHERLOC will have a $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ in the range of these absorptions, further work is recommended on the potential of UV Raman to detect biosignatures in samples with metal-rich matrices. Such studies should examine how UV-G Raman detections depend on the abundance and distribution of both kerogen and transition metal species in the matrix. They should also consider absorption due to scales, distributions, and mechanisms (e.g., phonon vibrations vs. fluorophores) and assess how instrument factors (power density, spot size differences) affect performance.

4.4.3. Detecting Organics with Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Goal 3 was to assess the capabilities of UVLITR fluorescence spectroscopy for detecting kerogen in the sample suite. \textbf{It was found that fluorescence spectroscopy allowed the detection of two types of organic fluorescence in all samples.} All fluorescence spectra were dominated by an $\sim$100 nm-wide feature with a peak wavelength from 407 nm - 475 nm (Figure 4.10). This feature is caused by at least two types of organic fluorophores. The grouping of Type 1 organics (Figure 4.10A) was based on the morphology of the 407 - 475 nm feature, which is similar to that of the
kerogen standard. This similarity suggests a common composition between the standard and samples, such as aromatic components in PAHs.

In contrast, Type 2 organics spectra (Figure 4.10B) are attributed to surface contaminants. These spectra were obtained on regions where kerogen was not targeted, and show features similar to those of a sticker marker. In addition, Raman analyses of these spots showed a weak G band with a S/N below the threshold for true kerogen (section 3.2).

A second line of evidence for an organic origin for both Type 1 and 2 regions was found. Both had fluorescence decay lifetimes of \(\leq 5\) ns, consistent with organic chromophores (Sharma et al., 2003; Bozlee et al., 2005; Clegg et al., 2015) but whose quenching environment was unknown due to sample complexity. For instance, humic acids (kerogen precursors) have lifetimes <1-14 ns (Hemmingsen and McGown, 1997). For single PAHs, Eshelman et al. (2015) measured lifetimes of 2.2-7.3 ns with the same UV-G instrument used. Overall, fluorescence results suggest that a fluorescence spectroscopy instrument with ns-time resolution and the capability to capture a wavelength emission range >268 nm is suited to identify potential biosignatures on Mars.

In the evaporitic mudstone, fluorescence spectroscopy revealed organics (Figure 4.10B spectrum 3) otherwise not seen in Raman spectra (Figure 4.8D). Should a sample this challenging be analyzed with the Mars 2020 payload, multiple data sets will need to be combined to make robust caching decisions. Such decisions do not require knowledge of organic composition or origin (which fluorescence spectra alone cannot provide, according to these results); those analyses will be performed on Earth. Instruments such as PIXL (Allwood et al., 2015) and SuperCam, capable of measuring gated, ns-\(\mu\)s
fluorescence spectra, will likely work together to identify samples for caching based on evidence of potential biosignatures and geological context at multiple scales. This seems likely given recommendations from analog studies (e.g., Bishop et al., 2004) and based on the past success of this strategy with recent Martian rovers.

4.5. CONCLUSIONS

Using V-CW Raman and combined UV-G Raman / UVLITR fluorescence spectroscopy, kerogen and matrix mineral identification was investigated in a diverse, natural, realistic, Mars analog sample suite of seven samples representing a broad range of depositional environments regarded to be important targets for future sample return missions.

It was found that UV-G Raman could detect minerals and organics in samples without fluorescence interference, and with fewer attempts and higher confidence than V-CW Raman in all but one sample. In several samples, when examining the G band, the UV-G Raman system was able to sensitively detect mixed aromatic organics due to UV resonance Raman vibrational band enhancement in trace amounts of aromatic surface contaminants. A S/N threshold was defined to distinguish in situ kerogen versus similarly structured surface contaminants in the samples studied.

It was found that UV excitation has more impact than gating on fluorescence mitigation with UV-G Raman. Consequently, this study concluded that an ungated UV Raman instrument, such as SHERLOC, is well-suited for detecting a variety of minerals and organics, even at trace abundances, without being impeded by fluorescence likely to be present in samples targeted on Mars.
Two sample-dependent challenges were found with both types of Raman systems that may impact MSR. First, confident V-CW Raman identifications were harder in lithotypes having a carbonate host matrix than in samples dominated by quartz and diagenetically mature kerogen. Second, UV absorption in transition metal-containing phases complicated UV-G Raman analyses of the evaporitic mudstone sample. It is unclear how this result might impact biosignature detection with SHERLOC, a UV wavelength excitation system.

UV gated fluorescence spectra revealed two types of organic fluorescence, attributed to two different organic sources in all samples. In one case (evaporitic mudstone), fluorescence data revealed organics otherwise undetected in Raman spectra. This result suggests that time-resolved fluorescence spectra may provide sufficient information about biosignatures for rover caching decisions. Such decisions do not require firm knowledge of organic composition or origin (which fluorescence spectra alone cannot provide); detailed analyses will need to be performed on Earth. Results suggest that a fluorescence spectroscopy instrument with ns-time resolution and the capability to capture a wavelength emission range >268 nm is suited to identify potential biosignatures on Mars.

The results presented here are intended to guide strategies for caching decisions and MSR, and to inform future development of Raman and fluorescence instruments. These results highlight the need for further studies of this kind, guided by sample-dependent and science-driven considerations, in light of the approaching Mars 2020 launch. Four recommendations for such studies include:
1. Use challenging, natural samples containing non-extracted kerogen to develop databases of data sets expected on Mars;

2. Investigate fluorescence rejection strategies in visible wavelength Raman systems, especially gating, while considering relationships between laser power, exposure time, Raman band intensity, and impacts on biosignature and/or mineral thermal alteration;

3. Understand the limits of biosignature detection in transition metal-rich natural samples with UV excitation Raman systems;

4. Develop protocols to gain information about samples by combining in situ data sets (e.g., Raman plus fluorescence) from multiple payload instruments that span spacial scales.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

The research presented in this dissertation is a marriage of sample-dependent challenges and instrument-dependent considerations. The goal of this dissertation research was to inform biosignature studies on Mars using realistic, natural samples and \textit{in situ} Raman spectroscopy techniques targeted for upcoming astrobiology investigations on Mars.

In Chapter 1, an introductory framework and motivations for this dissertation were provided. Two upcoming missions, Mars 2020 (NASA) and ExoMars (European Space Agency), will usher in a new era in Mars exploration: the rover-based search for potential biosignatures, based on the perceived BPP based on results from \textit{in situ}, rover-based instruments. To enhance the success of these missions, studies, such as those presented in this dissertation, are needed to refine the understanding of the BPP under different depositional environments and using \textit{in situ}, non-destructive, and micro-scale techniques. An improved understanding of BPP is necessary to ensure successful \textit{in situ} target sampling strategies and biosignature assessments in ancient habitable, aqueous environments on Mars with high preservation potential.

Chapter 2 demonstrated an approach for addressing BPP on Mars through the study of a Miocene-Pliocene age playa evaporite sequence in the Verde Formation of central AZ. Our studies of the Verde Fm. playa evaporite system revealed a complex sequence of diagenetic events. The results presented in Chapter 2 may help refine taphonomic models for understanding BPP in evaporite deposits that originate from Mg-
Na-Ca-SO₄-Cl brines in continental basins. For similar habitable environments on Mars, this observational framework may help guide identification of samples having the highest BPP for both in situ and MSR analyses.

Chapter 2 concluded that the concept of BPP needs to be further refined using micro-scale, non-destructive, and quantifiable results from investigations of analog sedimentary systems that are considered as high-priority exploration targets for MSR, based on recommendations of the astrobiology and Mars communities. One path forward could include the use of electron microprobe analysis (EMPA) to characterize organic matter in situ in samples. EPMA has been commonly used for characterizing morphologies of microfossils and to map the distribution of elements associated with organic phases in various geological materials (e.g., meteorites). Chapter 2 investigated a potential EPMA method for quantifying the BPP in Verde Fm. playa evaporites through the creation of 2D carbon maps on thin section rounds. The method involved using the carbon area coverage as a proxy for BPP within one subfacies that could be compared against other subfacies. However, this approach showed that there are many limitations that prevent the success of this method at the present time, detailed further in Chapter 2. Further studies, using EPMA or other techniques, are recommended to develop robust, quantifiable, and nondestructive methods for examining BPP in analog samples considered high-priority for MSR.

EPMA-based BPP analysis may have applications not only for investigations of kerogen preserved in the Martian rock record, but also for studies of organic matter in meteorites. Adsorption of organic matter onto meteoritic minerals, followed by later stage heating and alteration in the space environment, may be analogous to the capture and
preservation of kerogen in sedimentary terrestrial environments, followed by environmental diagenesis. Destructive and bulk techniques are standard for studies of meteoritic organic matter. Better understanding these processes using in situ, non-destructive methods could lead to a better understanding of the relationship between meteoritic organic matter and minerals, as well as their origin and alteration history in the solar system. Future work could also explore the application of EPMA-based in situ biosignature mapping to meteoritic organic matter.

The sampling strategy envisioned for the Mars 2020 mission is to identify and cache samples that have a high BPP. This requires an integrated instrument payload that can select samples with the highest BPP, utilizing non-destructive methods to detect and identify potential biosignatures. Raman spectroscopy has the potential to provide such in situ measurements. Three Raman instruments are scheduled to be launched on two upcoming astrobiology-based Mars rover missions. In light of this development, it is fundamentally important that sample-dependent limitations of Raman systems being developed for flight be understood ahead of time to ensure optimal performance during missions. Chapter 3 highlighted the use of Raman spectroscopy in characterizing four major lithotypes that have been given a high-priority for Mars astrobiology and MSR. Four major findings were identified that have the potential to impact the future development of Raman systems for space missions. Most importantly, sample-dependent issues were discussed that can affect data acquisition and interpretations. Raman-based fluorescence interference was found to be the major sample-dependent issue discussed in Chapter 3. Further studies of fluorescence rejection techniques in Raman systems are warranted to improve the understanding of the relationships between Raman laser power,
exposure time, Raman peak intensity, and the impacts of thermal decomposition of organics and minerals in samples. Further studies should also focus on reducing fluorescence in Raman instruments for flight using realistic, challenging natural samples that have a high-priority for MSR. It is hoped that this study will help identify practical science-driven strategies for developing Raman systems for future flight missions.

Chapter 4 continued the theme of Raman-based fluorescence rejection strategies by highlighting two fluorescence reduction techniques that share similarities with two Raman systems to be launched on the Mars 2020 rover: time-gating and UV laser excitation wavelength optimization. Chapter 4 compared a visible laser excitation Raman system with a combined UV laser excitation gated Raman and laser-induced time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy system to investigate kerogen and matrix mineral identifications in a Mars analog sample suite representing a broad range of depositional environments regarded to be important targets for MSR. The same suite of samples investigated in Chapter 3 was expanded in Chapter 4 to include more challenging analog samples.

Chapter 4 found that UV-gated Raman could detect minerals and organics without fluorescence interference, with fewer attempts, and with higher confidence than visible Raman in all but one sample. Results obtained in Chapter 4 also showed that UV excitation had more impact than gating on fluorescence mitigation with UV-gated Raman system.

Chapter 4 results suggest that promising results can be obtained with Raman and fluorescence instruments from the Mars 2020 payload. Chapter 4 concluded that SHERLOC, a UV Raman system, is well-suited to detect all Raman bands associated
with not only with kerogen, but also other organics, especially those that occur at low abundance. Additionally, Chapter 4 concluded that Raman-based detection using UV Raman is unimpeded by fluorescence interference. Furthermore, results suggested that an un gated UV Raman instrument, such as SHERLOC, is suited for detecting organics and minerals in lithotypes that are likely to be targeted for astrobiology investigations on Mars. Finally, fluorescence results suggested that a fluorescence spectroscopy instrument with ns-time resolution and the capability to capture a wavelength emission range >268 nm is suited to identify potential biosignatures on Mars.

Chapter 4 also documents two sample-dependent challenges with both types of Raman systems that could impact MSR: (1) Confident V-CW Raman identifications were harder for lithotypes that had a carbonate host matrix as compared to lithotypes dominated by quartz and diagenetically mature kerogen; and (2) an evaporitic mudstone that contains phases with transition metals proved challenging using the UV-G Raman system. In preparation for the upcoming Mars 2020 mission, where SHERLOC will have an excitation wavelength in the range of transition metal absorptions, further work will be needed to fully understand the potential of UV Raman to detect biosignatures. Such studies should examine how UV-G Raman detections depend on the abundance and distribution of both kerogen and transition metal species in fine-grained matrixes. Such studies should also consider absorption effects due to scales, distributions, and mechanisms (e.g., phonon vibrations vs. fluorophores) and assess how instrument factors (power density, spot size differences) affect performance.

Taken together, the results obtained in this dissertation align with NASA’s
recommendations to inform *in situ* approaches for the upcoming Mars 2020 mission and Mars Sample Return by:

1. Refining models for biosignature preservation in realistic, challenging, and relevant natural Mars analog samples;

2. Improving the ability to select and cache samples on Mars with the highest biosignature preservation potential, in order to increase the potential success of finding life in samples *in situ*, following their return to Earth for detailed studies; and

3. Informing fluorescence reduction strategies and instrument development for future Raman systems that will be used to target biosignatures *in situ*, such as those planned to launch onboard the next two Mars missions.

Once *in situ* rover analysis select and successfully cache samples for Earth return, analyses on Earth are likely to be challenging. This is based on lessons learned from studies of Earth’s earliest fossil record and reports of putative microfossils in the Martian meteorite, ALH84001. More studies are needed to define standardized, end-to-end protocols to confirm or reject the biogenicity of samples returned from Mars. One such effort is currently in development. This effort will entail developing a protocol for analysis of returned samples by performing detailed characterizations of geological context and spatial distributions of minerals and biosignatures in relevant, challenging Mars analogs, integrating diverse techniques that span spatial scales. This work plans to bridge the MSR goals discussed in this dissertation with efforts to inform NASA’s strategies for analyses of returned samples from Mars.
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APPENDIX A

UNDERSTANDING THE EFFECTS OF GATING TO QUANTIFY

FLUORESCENCE REDUCTION
The effects of gating on fluorescence reduction in the UV-G Raman system were quantified using a custom-developed method. Figure A.1 illustrates this method as applied to the Alum Formation marine sandstone (Chapter 4, section 4.3.1.3). First, time-resolved fluorescence spectra were acquired, and fluorescence decay curves were extracted on the most prominent band. The total signal of the resulting decay curve was integrated and divided by the integrated Raman time-decay signal of a gypsum standard, taking the ratio as a measure of gating efficiency (i.e., the percentage of fluorescence removed). Ratios were calculated for given percentages of the total Raman signal (Raman signal strength), chosen to be 50% and 80% signal strength (Table A.1). This analysis was performed on the silicified mudstone, marine sandstone, both lamination types in the sulfate evaporite, the lacustrine carbonate, and three optically diverse matrix regions of the stromatolitic limestone. (See Chapter 4 for sample details.)

Results in Table A.1 obtained with this method serve as lower bounds based on only the first 20 ns of the total fluorescence acquisition. Fluorescence could be further reduced with longer gates and by integrating over longer acquisition times (i.e., 100 ns instead of 20 ns), bearing in mind that at the expense of losing data quality and signal strength, gating ratios could be further improved with longer acquisitions.
Figure A.1. Quantifying gating effects on fluorescence reduction. This example uses the spectrum of the marine sandstone. (A) The short gate is shown of a fluorescence spectrum of the matrix whose most prominent feature is a broad symmetrical feature centered near 425 nm. The fluorescence decay curve for this feature is shown in (B). The integral of the fluorescence decay is shown in (C) over the 20-ns acquisition (black). Overlaid (grey) is an integrated Raman spectrum from the gypsum standard, taken under the same conditions as the fluorescence data. In (C), the intensity axis is normalized to 1.

Table A.1

Selected Results Showing Quantified Fluorescence Removal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage fluorescence removed</th>
<th>Organics</th>
<th>Minerals</th>
<th>Average, percent</th>
<th>$\sigma_x$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raman signal strength 80%</td>
<td>22.9 - 40.1</td>
<td>42.1 - 74.6</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman signal strength 50%</td>
<td>38.0 - 55.0</td>
<td>54.2 - 84.8</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1. Selected results showing quantified fluorescence removal at 80% and 50% Raman signal strength in selected samples for fluorescence bands attributed to organic and mineral sources. Average percentages and standard deviations ($\sigma_x$) in both cases are also given.
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